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GRAHAM CLARKE: AN APPRECIATION 

by Ben Campbcll, with addit ional information by David Gellner 

The community of scholars of the Himalayan region lost one of its 
sharpest minds in February 1998. Graham Clarke was an important figure 
of the second generation of anthropologists doing research in Nepal. After 
a first degree in experimental psychology at the University of Sussex, he 
went to Oxford to study anthropology. His proto-deconstructionist work on 
'Who are the Dards?' (Kailash Vol. V (4) : 323-56) presaged me themes 
taken up later in his doctoral thesis. His first fie ldwork in Nepal, in the 
remote valleys of Mugu, had to be abandoned after severe illness 
necessitated calling out a helicopter from Kathmandu. He then switched to 
Helambu and the result was The Temple and Kinship among a Buddhist 
People of the Himalayas' (Oxford D. Phi!., 1980), which analysed the 
social dynamics behind ethnic labels in the upper Helambu valley. This 
work remains onc of the test-kept secrets of Himalayan ethnography. For 
those persistent enough to locate a copy (who are understandably usually 
anthropologists of the same region, e.g. Desjarlais, 1992, Body and 
emotion, Univ. of Pennsylvania Press), it has become highly influential as a 
source of historical and ethnographic data, and in providing a tightly 
argued and many-stranded analysis of the role of religious institutions in 
social change. The Temple and Kinship' deploys the insights of Leach, 
Needham, and Bourdieu to explore the contradictory processes of status 
and power centring on the mobility afforded by Tibetan forms of 
household, community organisation and ritual practice to the illiterate 
Tamang cultivators of the area. Temple land grants had been made by the 
Newar kings of the Kathmandu Valley in the eighteenth century, and 
Clarke interpreted the use of the ethnonyms 'Lama' and 'Tamang' as 
contextually dependent means of distinguishing the oscillating fortunes of 
whole village communities, and socio-religious climbers within them, in 
terms of proximity to positions of power over the temple lands. The 
intimate local linkages of wealth, power and ritual status created a 
Buddhism which Clarke observed to be notably antithetic to the figure of 
the world-renouncing monk. He described as 'religious capitalism' the 
circulation of goods between households via the temple adding value in the 
form of merit (see, i.e., 'Hierarchy, Status and Social History in Nepal' in 
R.H. Bames, D. de Coppet, and RJ. Parkin eds. 1985, Contexts and levels: 
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anlhropological essays on hiuarchy, Oxford: JASO). In the ordering of 
temple rank, however. principles of status hierarchy were at work which 
conuadicted the hierarchies of Dravidian kinship and arfinity characteristic 
of Tamang communities. For Tamangs to enter temple membership, they 
would have to repudiate original lineage principles, though successive 
generations could later build into temple-focused lineages. Clarke saw a 
dropping of classificatory kinship among Lama households in favou r of 
kindred-based alliances, requiring an analysis of tactics rather than rules, 
though the break from hierarchies of affmity could never be complete, and 
in these inconsistencies social change could be understood. What makes 
Clarke's ethnography particularly convincing is his clear appreciation of the 
variant instances of these social processes across the Helambu region. Few 
anthropologists manage 10 achieve such expansive regional familiarity. but 
it is precisely this undersumding of gradated lransfonnation that is the key 
to Himalayan society. He sought, moreover, to understand the historical 
background to Ihis by co-operating with the late Thakur Lal Manllndhar on 
the translation of the copperplllte grants by the Newar kings. A collection 
of Clarke's articles on the history and society of Helambu is currently in 
press with Bibliotheca Himll layica. Later periods of fieldwork, supported 
by an ESRC Fellowship held through lDS, Sussex, brought Clarke back to 
Helambu to observe local political and developmental discourse during 
elections and at other limes, and resuhed in his paper, 'Development 
(Vikas) in Nepal: Mana from Heaven' (paper given at the ASA Decennial 
conrerence in Oxford: was this ever published?). His interest in household, 
property and economic change was further extended in his research in 
Tibet ('Aspec ts of the Socia l Organisation of T ibetan Pastoral 
Communities', 1992, in TifMlan sludies: proceedings 0/ the 5111 seminar 0/ 
Ihe international associmion o/Tibetan studies, Narita). He also travelled 
widely elsewhere in Nepal, as well as in the rest of South Asia and in Tibet, 
carrying out consuhancies for the GDA, SATA, and a range of other 
agencies. Clarke's unique grasp of Himalayan society as deserving of 
overall comparative treatment can be seen in his provocative article, 'Blood 
and Territory as Idioms of Nalional Identity in Himalayan States' (Kailash 

Vol. XVO (3-4): 89·132, 1995). This was clearly the oulline for a bigger 
work, which few othe~ could ever enteElain the ambition of completing. 
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I NNOVATIONS IN TRADITJONALCRAFTS.

NAGER AND IlUNlA IN TilE 20TlI CENTURY. 

Ju rgcn Wasim Fr-cmbgcn 

In the early 20th century anthropologists were especially aware that 
traditional arts, technology and corresponding skills were being lost at an 
alarming rate. In response to a dominant colonial env ironment, many 
traditional artefacts were no longer being made. Nevertheless, later studies 
on cultural change chiefly concentrated on social and economic aspects 
often neglecting the material side of life. Conservative anthropologists still 
dealt with material reality as a given part of traditional culture. leaving the 

impression of a culture unchanged in time. 

But "trad ition" is never something slatic or unyie lding: it is dynamic 
and flexible and has its own potential for change. Cultures are constantly 
changing and as a resu lt of culture contact we can observe many processes 
of innovation which can be studied by an ethnographer among living 
peoples. Besides contemporary native an, folk recycling and its innovative 
impetus have been widely acclaimed in publications and exhibitions. In this 
paper, however, I want to concentrate on something less spectacu lar and 
eye-catching than recycling, namely a local historical process of cultural 
borrowing in the realm of traditional crafts. Borrowing is generally the 
major force in cultural change and highlights a number of implicit 
questions: what are the pros and cons of an innovation, which norms and 
values are behind it, and why do people cease using one object and instead 
begin using another? I 

In the high mountain area or Nager and Hunza, two fonner kingdoms 
situated in the heart of the Karakorum (Northern Pakistan), the construction 
of the Karakorum Highway (KKH). completed between 1972 and 1978, 
has brought significant alterations to living conditions. This historic event 
has led to innovations in the type of cultural borrowings along the axis of 
the KKH with the town of Gilgit as its dominating central place of 
horizontal diffusion. In the past, endogenous processes of change were 
usually slow, although enriched by exogenous inn uenees. Now, with the 
whole of Northern Pakistan open to the Punjab and the rest of "down
country", cultura l change is rad ical and rapid. Whereas innovations as 

I Foster 1962: 25; Mohnn3nn 1993: 172. 
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triggers of social and economic change have been studied in depth in 
nume rous studies of the Pak·German Research Project "Culture Area 
Karakorum" (CAK) since 1990, the question remains as to how the 
Nagerkuts and Hunzukuts are responding to the conditions of change as far 

as their traditionaJ crafts are concemed2. 

Shtrman duus chamage gas nimi. 
"When matches appeared, flint and steel lost their value" 
(Hunza proverb)3 

Ma/trial Modernity in Nagtr and Hum.o ·A Gentral Survey 

As most of the villages are e ither situated close to the KKH or have 
jeepable link roads to the main highway, industrially produced consumer 
goods are nowadays easily traded via Gilgit. The local population's 
response to the radical opening of their hitherto remote high mountai n 
valleys is adaptive: many modem prestigious items are imported , things 
which are perceived as new, fashionable, or practical. Here, prestige, the 
desire for economic gain, and utilitarianism are the main motivations which 
produce the diffusion of innovative elements4 . Therefore, the impact on 
local everyday culture is considerable; traditional patterns of consumption 
are changing quickly. In this context, the nou\·eou.:c riches (members of the 
nobility and lower-class people who have become entrepreneurs) as weU as 
the out-valley migrants, are especially innovative. 

A general survey shows that functional objects such as agricultural 
tools are readily adopted. It becomes immediately apparent that many 
imported tools (made in Punjab or even in Europe) are superior to the 
simpler, locally made tools. As crafts generally belong to the body of 
practical, common-sense knowledge, especially in this context, decisions 
follow ··instrumental thinking". Of course the objection can be raised that 
these modem tools allow one 10 work faster, even if more superficially. 
Skills and specific techniques are frequently lost in this wayS. It should be 

2 Here I would like to express my sincere thanks to the Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft for funding my research project on "Traditional Crafts in 
Change (Nager/angit)" (1992). The manuscript is based on a paper presented at the 
14th Europemn Conference on Modem South Asian Studies (August 21-24, 1996, 
University of Copenhagen) within the panel "Craft y Debates: Historical and 
Contemporary Issues relating to 'Art· and 'Craft' in South Asia". 
3 Tirfou 1993: 70 (No. 1168 B). 
4 FOSlcr 1962: 29. 
S Koch 1993: 13. 
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added that agrarian innovations nowadays also include an increasing 
mechanisation with regard 10 ploughing and wheat Ihreshing. 

In the domestic domain many ordinary household items belonging to 
traditional material culture are being discarded6: metal and stone pots for 
cooking, formerly made by local blacksmiths and specialised stone cutters, 
are being replaced by steel, iron, and aluminium vessels (including pressure 
cookers made in WazirabadlPunjab). Instead of wooden polS and plates for 
serving food. people prefer Nirosta steel, plastic, and glass. Until recently, 
milk and water were drunk from wooden bowls and calabashes, now the 
drinking vessels are of glass, steel. tin or plastic; for the same purpose 
people use jugs made of aluminium and plastic in the fo rm of a 10lO 

(widespread in Indo·Pakistan), as well as tin vessels fo r canned food, ghi, 
etc. Wooden spoons and receptacles made of wood and basketry, used for 
storing various items and food , are being replaced by objects of aluminium, 
sleel. and plastic. 

For keeping clothes, jewellery and other valuables, metal boxes have 
been used for about 20 years; they are usu!llly closed with metal locks 
imported from Sialkot (Punjab) or China. Wooden boxes and wardrobes, 
directly fitted to a wall and pillar in the tradit ional type of house, are 
increasingly being replaced by modem storage facilities. 

Depending on the respective financial possibilities. nOI only the 
exterior architecture of the house, with cement walls. new doors, glass 
windows, and verandas, but also the rooms are furnished in a "modem" 
style (fig. 1). Sometimes there are chairs (even chrome folding chairs), 
sofas, low tables, imported carpets, foam rubber mattresses and bed sheets_ 
Besides a mirror and family photographs, popu lar colour prints and posters, 
showing natural scenery from Pakistan , Europe, Japan and the USA, as 
well as film actresses, are affixed to the walls. 

Often sheets of plastic and wax are spread on the fl oor instead of the 
traditional embroidered "tablecloths" in the typical oriental way. Part of the 
inventory of a lypicalliYing room also includes insect repellents, petroleum 
lamps, torches, radios. cassette-recorders, and different kinds of kitsch 
crockery. mostly from China. In some households there are sewing and 
even knitting machines paving the way ro r changes in the art of 
embroidery. 

6 Frembgen 1985 b: 284. 
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Watches, folding knives, plastic bags, combs, cosmetics , etc., are 
personal belongings which are, like all the other items mentioned above, 
forwarded from larger industrial towns in the Punjab to the bazaar of Gilgil 
- the economic and political centre of the Northern Areas and the focal 
point of change. From Gilgit they reach the small village shops7. The local 
dress, qamiz-shalwar (shirt and trousers), common throughout Pakistan, 
was introduced to Nager and Hunza during the first decades of the 20th 
century; at that lime some men started tailoring as a new profess ion and 
copied these gannents which were later sold in the Gilgit bazaarS. 
Anoraks, parkas, and sleeping bags are mostly from equipment left over 
from mountaineering and trekking expeditions. Imported European shirts, 
trousers, pullovers, socks, etc. come from down-country landa bazaars 
(specialising in second-hand clothing) and are sold in Gi lgil. Shoes, boots, 
and sandals are either made of leather or often of cheap plastic, somelimes 
having the fonns of traditional leather shoes common down-country and 
im itated through ornamentation. Since some decades, local leather boots, 
wooden and grass sandals have nearly disappeared. 

Objects of luxury often spread easily9. In Nager, Hunza and other 
mountain valleys of the Karakorum, prestigious luxury goods had already 
been introduced from Kashmir and eastern Turkestan as unique pieces 
especially during colonial times (19th/20th c.)IO. Thus, it is known who 
brought the first empty whisky bailie and gramophone from India and 
presented it 10 the king of Hunza 11. 

From the beginning, loan-words for these items were derived from 
subcontinental Eng lish and penetrated the local Burushaski language 
through Urdu; in this contex t, the number of English loan-words is a 
suitable barometer for Ihe change in local materia l culturel2. Some 
examples from the semantic field of imported goods (more than 50 loan
words) are: glass bOllle (bota l ), glass (gUos), lamp (jermani, lemp), 
matchsticks (maches), man's coat (koOl), waistcoat (waskat), jacket (jaker), 
sandals (silipar), etc. 

7 Frembgen 1985 b. 
8 Frembgen 1996. 
9 ThLlmwald 1932: 560. 
10 Frembgen 1985 l : 21 1-212. 
11 Schomberg 1935: 122·123: MQller-Stellrecht 1979: 271. 
12 Frembgen 1997. 
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Modem innovations, which took place in the first half of the 20th 
century in the fields of the economy and material culture, are reflected in 
the trade relations of that time 13. Since then, new consumer items were 
continuously brought 10 Nager and Hunza and were predominantly used by 
the royal families and by selected members of the upper class. Members of 
the ruling dynasties, noblemen, and official traders were the first agents 
promoting change. To illustrate the local trade it is sufficient to give one 
example: china ware was a prestigious commodity imported by Hunzukuts 
from Eastern Turkestan and traded to the neighbouring Nagerkuts. The 
value of a teacup (chai-shisha, kap) was one lump of butler or one silver 
rupee (introduced in 1935)14. 

It should be mentioned that "all craftsmen only practise their crafts as 
subsidiary occupations in their spare time. Always they are first of all 
peasants, supporting their families by the cultivation of their fields" 
(Lorimer in MUlIer-Stellrecht 1979: 90). This statement by the late D.L.R. 
Lorimer (1876-1962), who spent 1934/35 working as a linguist in Hunza, 
holds true today. In the following part, I shall focus on innovations in the 
different fields of traditional crafts in Nager and Hu nza. 

SUversm"lhing 

The silver and goldsmiths (Zargar) of Nager belong to the Kashmiriting, a 
elan originally from Kashmir. They chieny worked for the royal family and 
other nobility, but also made bridal jewellery for the common people. 
Today, they have almost given up their craft. Only in the villages of Uyum 
Nager-Khay, Uyum Nager-Dalum Chamali ng and Sumaiyar-Jatorkhan is 
there one silversmith still work ing on a part-time basis. As these master 
craftsmen do not train apprentices any more, the craft is dy ing out. 
Nostalgically sticking to their lradition, they still use the old tools inherited 
from their forefathers . 

In neighbouring Hunza the last two practising silversmiths were 
more innovative and had already imported new tools from Gilgit. A third 
one, an old man from Ahit, has almost given up his craft. None of them has 
an apprentice. From the 13 different types of traditional silver jewellery, 
only a few items are still ordered for a bridal set. Since the 19th century 

13 .Fre~~gen 1985 a. 11 should be mentioned mat the role of traders , for example of 
GLlJUS, Itinerant craftsmen, Pathans, elc., as "transmitters· of innovations has not yet 
been srudied in detail. 
14 Frembgen 1985 l: 205.206. 
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some of these pieces had been decorated with imported glass beads instead 
of the locally found precious and semi-precious stones traditionally used 
for that purpose. In addition, special gold embroidered shoes (rare 
kabshamuts) for the bride were imported at that time from Kashmir and 
Peshawar. while today they are bought in Gilgit. 

Nowadays the Nagerkuts and Hunzukuts as a rule buy jewellery 
from the Kashmiri and Hazara silvenmiths in Gilgit. It is of inferior quality 
and in no way comparable to the pieces produced even 40 or 50 years ago. 
The community of silversmiths in Gilgit consisted until 1947 only of 
Kashmiri and two Hindus. Mler partition, two Zargars from Baffa (Hazara 
District) and one from Tal(ila migrated to Gilgit. Many Kashmiri jewellen 
took advantage of the new economic possibilities after the completion of 
the KKH and became traders, contractors, etc. Several craftsmen from 
Baffa and Balakot (Hazara District) responded to the demand for 
silversmiths in the expanding town . In the time of Ayub Khan, these 
Hazarawal (ethnic Awan) got spec ial credits through the "House Building 
Finance Corporation". 

With regard to the use of new imported tools, it is important to note 
that the leather bellows (phushun), are still used in Nager but no longer in 
Hunza and Gilgit. Today the Gilgiti and Hunza craftsmen work with 
electric or hand wheeled blowers (banlo), such as those made by the 
"Diamond-Company" (Karachi). In addition, silversmiths use the following 
imported tools and materials: small saws, sandpaper (chaghjshum chapis), 

blowpipes (gabO, Bunsen burners (bama£) for soldering, solder (lanka) and 
clay crucibles (gmaIO. 

The immigrant Gi lgiti silversmiths introduced new types and 
variat ions of jewellery. Some examples may be mentioned: the 
standardised form of the necklace (hnr) with a central brooch has been 
common since the 19305 and 1940s and was actually borrowed from 
Kashmir (fig. 2). Heart shaped brooches have been very much in favour 
since the early 1980s; as a pattern these panwafa-har (necklaces with 
brooches in the shape of a betel leaf) were taken from "design-books" (see 
below; figs. 3-4). Many new fonns were also introduced for rings. 

Single pieces and certain types of jewellery clearly document the 
recent modem changes: sometimes even "non-traditional" materials can be 
incorporated. 10 Gilgit. for example. I found a silver brooch (bazuband) 
with a curious new medallion in the centre: instead of a precious stone or a 
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glass stone it contained a plastic relief in the shape of a basket with fruits 
(fig. 5). Apart from this "transfonnative" response to plastic culture. other 
craftsmen are more imitative. For about 20 years, new earrings have been 
made with a small attached star. These pieces are stylistic adaptations 
reflecting the awareness of Pakistani down-country culture. Furthermore, 
for customers of Ismaili faith, jewellery elements are made which imitate 

the crown of the Agha Khan. 

The people of Nager and Hunza know a proverb: thoskushi besan 
uyoon uyam - "everything new is pleasant"l5 which also holds true for 
jewellery. Besides variations of traditional fonns of jewellery, the use of 
imported "design-booksH from Karachi and Rawalpindi is of incisive 
importance and leads 10 the production of very new and fashionable types 
of jewellery characteristic of urban Pakistani culture (fig. 3). In addition. 
recently, more and more gold jewellery has been sold in Gilgit's jewellery 

shops. 

Blacksmitlling 

The general remarks on change in the craft of silver and goldsmiths also 
hold true for the blacksmiths (Bericho) of Nager and Hunza. As a lot of 
ironmongery has been imported to Gilgit since the completion of the KKH. 
orders for local blacksmiths have been considerably reduced. Many 
underprivileged craftsmen migrated to Gilgit and Karachi to look for new 
sources of income. In autumn 1992, for example. only two craftsmen were 
slill working in Uyum Nager. Before the opening of the KKH, at least 20 
of them had their workshops in this main village of Nager. 

10 colonial tirnes, the Nager blacksmiths started to use imported tools 
like "Nicholson" made in the USA, and since the end of the 1970s iron 
ferrules (sukanja) instead of locally made files (mllrmll). In several cases 
the leather bellows were replaced in the middle of the 1980s by the Gilgit
made metal wheels pushed by a handle. Wire has been imported since the 
end of the 19th centuryl6. 

For aboutlwo decades, the blacksmiths have produced simple stoves 
(bukhari, fig . 6), wheelbarrows. water receptacles. buckets, cookers (fig. 
7), and still earlier, folding knives. Broken aluminium vessels have been 
recycled and remodelled into ladles, etc. (since the British). As raw 

15 Tiffou 1993; 77 (No. 1188 DJ. 
16 Cf. Mllller.SlellrechI1979: 272. , 



materials for recycling are more readily available, it remains to be seen if 
this sector of refabrication will expand or not. 

Woodcaning and Carptnlry 

With the import of cheap industrially produced bowls, cups, etc., the 
demand for turned wooden vessels came inunediately to a Stop at the end 
of the 1960slbeginning of the 19705. Today the IOrkJuJn (carpenter), who 
has the highest status among craftsmen, builds houses, makes agricultural 
tools, chests, and containers for storing grain, as well as more recently 
recently turned legs for tables and beds, coat hooks, etc. In Aliabad 
(Hunza) carpcmers even started in 1994 to produce rectangular tubes with 
attached metal handles for churning butter as a modification of the 
traditional round ones (uaghu) which are increasingly being replaced (fig . 
8). 

Wooden spoons, albeit almost eliminated in the domestic domain, 
are still carved especially in the Nager village of Chalt (in the so·called 
Shenber area of the lower Hunza Valley). Spoons of two different kinds are 
presently made and sold primari ly to souvenir shops in Gilgit (where 
spoons sold in 1992 for 20 rupees and forks for 10 rupees each) and in 
Hunza (fig. 9/right and left). Many of the craftsmcn belong to the royal 
family as the carving of spoons has long been considered as a true artistic 
skiU (hunar). Thus, Raja Sultan Alif Khan himse lf invented a new fonn 
besides the traditiona l spoons for eating and scooping: the spoon whose 
scoop is perforated is used for frying palwra. a pastry introduced to the 
Gilgiti by Punjabi peoplc. Unlike the use of the pakora spoon, which 
remained an individual habit, the /rofgir spoon, with a broad nat scoop to 
serve rice, became socia lly accepted. It has been known since the 1930s 
and 1940s and was introduced together with this new food. Generally 
kafgirs are made of steel, but sometimes also of wood (fig. 9, right). 
Wooden carved forks are exclusively produced for sale to tourists (fig. 10). 

Since 1986/87 traders from Gilgit and Hunza (Karimabad, Aliabad) 
have come to ChaJt to buy spoons and forks (cost: 10 rupees each). To 
carry out a wholesale order, the most famous carver, Haji Ahsan Ali from 
Chalt-Paeen, bought a special "Black & Decker" electric saw as well as a 
"Bosch" grinder in 1990 in Karachi; with these he can finish about 20-30 
spoons per day. Spoons carved for tourists are generally a bit shorter than 
the traditional ones used in local households. Furthennore, the fonn of the 
handle's end has been modified. 
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Innovations can be observed in a peripheral field of woodcarving as 
weU. namely in the making of polo sticks. Thus. the Nagerkuts have used 
at least six different fonns of sticks during the 20th century17. Each form 
was introduced by a famous player and differs in length and weight of the 
bat. Besides these local forms of polo sticks (mi,rhaski pinch), the anguzi 
pinch has been in use since the British; today it is imported from the 

Punjab. 

In the field of wood carv ing and carpentry, several new tools and 
related techniques have been introduced during the 20th century, for 
example driUing machines, grinding machines, balances, and planes (figs. 
10-11). Nowadays, craftsmen also buy files and knives from Gilgit oozaor. 
Some innovators are still known by name: a genuine invention is attributed 
to Wazir Asadullah Beg (d. 1886) from Hunza; after much effort he 
prepared a mixture of the outer skin of walnuts and a special black earth to 
colour the wooden parts l8, In the time of Mir SikandllT Khnn (1905-194(.), 
the carpenter Mozahir from the Nager village of Chalt-Bala went to 
Kashmir and returned with a spi rit-level made by "John Rabone & Sons. 
Birmingham" (fig. 11) as well as with a "Ding-Dong" handsaw, screw 
clamp, and a plane made in England. In a double-edged way the 
introduction of the large handsaw has made wood CUlling much easier; in 
densely wooded regions, like lndus-Kohistan and Nurislan, it has helped to 
increase lumbering and has led to ruthless, excessive felling. That 
carpenters worked differently in the past can be concluded from D.L.R. 
Lorimer's remark that " ... with chisel and adze they did better work than 
these craftsmen of today with their fine tools" (Lorimer in Muller
Stellrecht 1979: 92). 

With regard to house construction, it should be noted that new hybrid 
fonns are appearing: for example, within the central square room - the 
basic unit of the Nager and Hunta house - the spatial arrangement of the 
rear of the house with traditiona l architectural elements (platfonns for 
sitting and sleeping, piUars, wardrobes) is preserved, whereas the area near 
the entrance may be furni shed with a modem sofa , chairs, and a table for 
the reception of guests, thus renecting the new prestigious lifestyle (fig. I). 

11 Frcmbgen 1988. 
18 Mllller·Stelltttht 1979: 92. 
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Textile Art 

In addition to the traditional techniques of sewing clothes and 
embroidering women's caps, sleeves, collars. etc., knilling and crocheting 
were borrowed from the British. In colonial times British officers presented 
the first metal knilling needles and crochet hooks as well as textile samples 
to the local royal women. 

A special innovation goes back to Raja Sultan Ismail from the Nager 
village of Rahbat near Chal! who was the only one to carve flexible needles 
out of ibex horn since the 196Os. As this kind of carving is delicate and 
time-consuming, and moreover, the raw material difficuh to obtain, these 
needles are only found among the royal family of Nager. 

As far as embroidery is concerned, samplers provide the best survey 
on changes in cross-stitch motifs19. New mOlifs, like the rider, gun, tiger, 
dog, and duck, are inspired by pattern-books and brochures brought from 
down-country. Women predominantly use them on modem even-weave 
fabric made into cushions, wall hangings, napkins. etc. Modem cotton or 
s ilk thread are industrially dyed and therefore brightly coloured and 
lustrous. Since about the 1970s, variegation has been increasingly 
considered old-fashioned by men and is associa ted with womenlO. 
Therefore, men either prefer one colour or do without any embroidery at all 
on their coats and waistcoats. 

Women's caps are still traditionally embroidered. They consist of 
two parts, namely the plate and the brim; in former times the brim was 
stiffened with pieces of bark. but today it is fill ed wilh pasteboard (packing 
material from corn flakes, Vasa shoes, etc.). The use of thick, imported 
cotton as embroidery thread has led to a considerable decline in the quality 
of this textile art. In neighbouring Hunza, caps are made in greater 
quantities for sale 10 tourists. Caps of inferior quality have a density of 16 
(or even only 8) threads per square centimetre on the plate and 20 on the 
brim, whereas excellent pieces from the fi rst half of the 20th century have 
81 to 100 on the brim. Until about 1946 Nager women used local silk for 
embroidery which was produced in the village of Ghulmet21 . As young 
women have stopped wearing these traditional caps, whose style was 

19 My monograph on embroidery in Ihe Karakorum has a special chapter on modern 
deve!opmems in textile art. For more detailed studies and iIlusuations, the reader is 
kindly referred 10 that forthcoming book. 
20 Frembgen Ms. 
21 Frembgen 1989. 
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borrowed from the Pamir region, embroidery is slowly but steadily dying 

out. 

Techniques and motifs of traditional em~roidery partly survive on 
modem lea cosies, embroidered devotional pictures, "tablec1oths"~ etc. 

S· 1994 an NGO based in central Hunza, called "Karakorum Handicraft 
moo . f . 

Development Programme", has been promoting the productIOn 0 souvemrs 
decorated with Lraditional embroidery designs (fi g. 12). 

Finally, a very specialised handicraft must be mentioned: the famous 
old tailor Nisar Ali from the Nager village Budalas, widely known in the 
valley as Doni Nisaro, is the only one ~akin.g ri~ing-breeches (birdis) f?r 
polo players. In his youth he accompamed Mlr Slkandar Khan 10 Kashrmr, 
received some training there, and later began the manufacture of breeches 
in his native village. As there is a great demand for this special clothing 
among the polo players of Nager and Hunza, the innovation proved to be 

very successful. 

Weaving 

In each village some fanners work as part-time weavers. On horizontal 
looms they produce long strips of sheep wool (for caps, waistcoats, coats, 
etc.) and on vertical ones, Kelims made of goat-hair. With the change in 
dress, already mentioned above, the demand for the traditional woollen 
fabric called phi/am has enonnously decreased as modem westernised 
clothes are considerably cheaper and in addition socially more recognised. 
Since the completion of the KKH, only a very lim ited amount of phi/om is 
now sold in the Gilgit bazaar. Until now, the looms as well as the form and 
patterns of the fabrics have remained unchanged. Nevertheless, in Hunza, 
Kelims of while artificial si lk have been woven since the middle of the 
1980s; the raw material is imported from Karachi. Meanwhile, it is possible 
to find carpets in the Gilgit hotels of a rather heterogeneous provenance: 
tbe goat-hair comes from Chilas, the threads were twisted in Hunza. and 
the piece was woven in Yasin by a local weaver under the guidance of an 
old master craftsman from Hunza. By the middle of the 1970s, Nagerkuts 
from the village of Pheker settled in Gilgit and specialised in the trade of 
woollen caps for men (today there are 11 shops on Pul Road), The fabric is 
made by weavers from Pheker whose women sew the caps at home; when 
finished, they are marketed in Gilgil. 
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Basketry 

Household items made of willow twigs (baskets, bowls, and other vessels 
in different shapes) are stili produced exclusively for the needs of the 
villagers themselves. Therefore. they remain virtually uLlchanged in fonn 

and technique. 

However, in this field of lraditional crafts too, cull:ural borrowing is 
on the increase; thus, in the Shenber area, the chura type of basket for 
collecting hay is increasingly being replaced by jute and plastic bags. 
Instead of the traditional woven plates for drying apricots, simple wooden 
planks can be seen. Ali Madad, a craftsman from Huseinnbad (Hunza) who 
does wickerwork on a part-time basis, introduced a new fonn of a fl at 
basket standing on a ring and decorated with a chiaroscuro pattem obtained 
by peeled and unpeeJed willow twigs. In the middle of the 1980s he 
borrowed this type of basket used for keeping bread and f ruits from similar 
shaped baskets brought by Pakhtun traders to Gi lgit (fig. \ 3). 

Leather Crafts 

The preparation of hides and the leather-work was a lways of limited 
importance in the Karakorum. Today, in Nager there are, for example, only 
two famil ies producing leather goods (bridles, saddles, sieves, bags, whips) 

and repairing shoes on a pan-time basis. 

Modem change has generally led to a great dec line of this craft. 
Therefore, members of the socially despised occupational group of the 
Shouting increasingly work as tenants. Since the 1960:;, their trad itional 
products have been replaced by cheap linen bags for corn, metal sieves, 
plastic shoes etc.; nowadays, locally made leather bags are only used in 

remote villages. 

Chil(/rett's Toys 

In Nager and Hunza, as everywhere in Pakistan, boys play with hoops bent 
from metal wire which are driven with a stick. Tin cans (imported ghee 
containers, etc.) are recycled and made into small cars, tractors (fig . 14)22. 

and other toys either by the boy himself or by his fath,:. r. These toys are 
proof of the widespread fascination for vehicles. and are: virtually icons of 
the modem world23. 

22 The tractor belongs to the collection of the State Museum of Anthropology in 
Munich (lnv.-No. g9·311 934. CoIl. J. Frembgen 1989. L 20 cm). 
23 Seriffl996: 19. 
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Material objects clearly reflect the dynamics of culture change. With 
regard to technological improvements, Nagerkuts and Hu nzukuts pursue 
economic utilitarianism. Corresponding cultural borrowing can be found in 
different fields of traditional crafts. sometimes to a considerable degree. In 
the Karakorum as e lsewhere, members of the nobility. as well as 
underprivileged craftsmen from the bottom rungs of society are more eager 
to adopt new material products; key communicators and taste-makers come 
from these groups of culture-brokers. However, innovations are not 
restricted to crafts, where the elimination of objects belonging to traditional 
material culture is already in full swing. The diffusion is taking place on a 
larger scale; Nager and Hunza are on the accepting and receiving ends of a 
process of contact with Pakistan's modem mass-consumer culture 
spreading an Indo-Pakistani "standard cultu re". In this context. Punjabi. 
Pakhtun, etc., represent the "donors". The trans fe r of artefacts and ideas 
from the southern lowland to the northern highland here implies interaction 
between a dominating socio-cultural system and a local culture, situated in 
a peripheral hi gh mountain region which was until recently rather isolated 
from the subcontinent. Suzanne Serifrs notion, that" ... mass-mediated 
images. technologies. and commercial products collide and intersect with 
local materials, communities. and customs on a da ily basis" (1996: 20), can 
also be applied to the present case study. A discussion of the conflicting 
values. the des ire fo r monetary gains. the problems of migration and 
employment, etc .• is beyond the scope of this paper and can only be 
mentioned briefly. However, concerning the new material cul ture, we can 
argue that it is still being worked ou t and that we may expccl a kind of 
hybridi sm as a response 10 change and novelty. Richard Thurnwald made 
the general remark that " ... material objects never remai n as they are, since 
they meet another env ironment. another society, other men with other aims 
and trad itions. Consequently their function changes" (1932:560). 
Thumwald probably had the colonial situation in Africa or in the Pacific in 

mind, where differences between confronting cultures were tremendous. In 
comparison, the "cul tural tension" between Nager and Hunza, on the one 
hand and down-country on the other. is not as high according 10 my 
observations. Apart from the binding force of Islam. they share many 
common values. even if the forces of conservatism seem to be stronger in 
Nager. 
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Nevertheless, generally speaking traditional material cuhure is being 
lost quickly, traditional craflS and corresponding skills are on the decline, 
so their documenlalion is therefore an urgent task. 
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nOj Modem furn ished reception room of a royal family in the Nager village or 
Ghulmelh (1. Frembgen, Dct. 1992). 

n02 Silver ned:lacc. with a central brooch in I jeweUef)' shop in Gilgit, made by Zargar 
Hajji KhIll1 Shinn (1, Frembgen, July 1991). 

n"3 Necklace or the panwaia type depicted in -Hanif Jewellery Design Book- (1. 
Frembaen, April 1992). 

n"4 Panwlll necklace made by brgar Tariq laved (Gilgil) aftc r the design of ill. no. 3 
(J. Frembgen, Apri11992). 

nOS Silver brooch with medallion in the possession of a Hunza family residing in Gilgit, 
originally made by a silversmith from Gupis (upper Gilgit VaJley) (1. Frembgen, July 
1991). 

n06 Won:shop of Ustad Ibrahim in Rahbal (Nager) showing stoves and various tools (J. 
Frembcen, Qcl. 1992). 

n"7 WCKkshop in Karimabad (Hunza) where metal is recycled and turned into cookers, 
buckets, pots, etc. O. Frembgen, Oct. 1992). 

n08 Tubes (or churning buttcr made by carpcnters in Aliabad (Hunza) (1. frembgen, 
April 1994). . 

n"9.Wooden spoons and a fork made: in a Nager village: of Chalt and sold in Gilgil 
tourist shops (I. F~mbgen, July 1991). 

nOlO Imponed iron plane made in England, and above copied wooden plane made by 
lhc arpenllCf Qurban Ali in Hakalshal (Hop:ar/Nagcr) (I. Frembgen, July 1991). 

nOli Impor:t~ and locally made lools used by the carpenter Nis:ar AIi in QaJt-Bala 
~Nag~): 'pint-level made by ~John Rabone &t SOIlS. Makers, Birmingham~, file made 
tn ,<:11Ina, plane made in USA, lools for wood turning made by local blacksmiths, Ind 
adjustable pliers made in England (1. Frembgen, QcL 1992). 

~I2 Emb'99 roidered souvenirs sold in a tourist shop in KarimabadlHunza (J. Frembgen, 
cv. 6). 

nOIl Basket made by Ali Madad from Hunza (1. Frembgen, April 1992). 

nOl 4 Tractor with trailer made by the 13-year-old Amanullah from Altit/Hunu. (S. 
Autrum MullCf/Slale Museum of Anthropology, Munich), 
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WORK ANDNUTRlTION IN HIGH ASIA 

Theoretical Framework, Me/hods and Main ResullS oJ a Comprehensive 
Study on the Production·Reproduction·System in Northern Pakistan I 

Hiltrud Herbers 

Research on nutrition has a long tradilion in geography. At present, 
problems concerning food and nutritional security in developing countries 
arc particularly topicaL2 Yet, such research with reference to high 
mountain cultures in the so·caUed Third World is lacking. This deficiency 
provided the impetus to undertake such a study in Northern Pakistan. 
However, during field work it soon became obvious that the economic and 
social activities of the local peop le are not exclusively dedicated to 
secu ring food and nutrition. Rather, their endeavours are part of a wider 
concept of reproduction. 

Work and nutrition as basic links between production and reproduction 

In this paper reproduction is defined as the maintenance and restoration of 
human life and the human capacity to work. The tenn can further be 
divided into generative and regenerative reproduction. The first tenn refers 
to human propagation (sexuality, birth etc.), upbringing, education and 
socialization of children; the latter to nutrition, clothing, habitat, health and 
the psycho·social care of all age groups. Hence, generative reproduction 
relates primarily to human development before the ind ividual enters 
working life, whereas regenerative reproduction refers to the daily care and 
maintenance of people during their whole life span (Edholm, Harris & 
Young 1917; Elwert 1985; Kitschelt 1987; Harris 1989). The main 
institution which is responsible for reproduction is the domestic unit. 
However, this unit is a part of a larger social network and always interacts 
with other institutions (e.g. public school, development agencies) which 
also contribute to the reproduction of individuals as well as of the society 
as a whole (Evers & Schiel 1981; Elwert 1983; Rlfder 1993). 

Reproduction is closely conneCled with production, a fact already 
emphasised by K. Marx. and F. Engels (Engels 1892; Man. & Engels 1932; 
Beetz 1989). In capitalist societies. this relationship has to be established 

I For Ihe fu ll presentation of Ihe findings, see Herbers 1998. 

2 See Bohlc 1993; Bohle et al. 1991, 1993: Chambers 1983; Maxwell 1990: Sen 1981; 
Wans & Bohlc 1993; Wisncr 1993. 
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over labour and commodity markeLS. In non· (or less·) capitalist societies, 
by contrast. the linkage is much stronger. Economic retu rns which are not 
necessary for subsequent productive steps (e.g. seeds) are consumed and 

thereby utilised for reproduction. 

On the household level this process exhibits the following paltern: 
People either produce raw plant and animal materials themselves or they 
buy these products from the market with money earned in different income 
sectofl. After being processed, foods and other goods are consumed by 
household members primarily in order to meet nutritional needs. If the 
supplies suffice. the physical maintenance of the individuals concerned is 
secured. Consequently, the working population will be able to continue 
their productive and reproductive activities. thus keeping up the perennial 
cycle of production and reproduction. 

It is evident that work and nutrition are the main links between 
production and reproduction; the yields of one are the requisite of the other. 
Deficits or disturbances anywhere in this process inevitably have negative 
consequences for subsequent steps. For instance, long·term inadequate 
nutrition impedes reproduction. In this case, the working ability of the 
people affected might be reduced, which hinders them in their efforts to 
perfonn productive and reproductive lasks. 

In developing countries, production and reproduction occur under 
specific conditions. The majority of people utilise a variety of income 
sources in an effort to provide the household with food and goods. 
Subsistence agricuhure and the reciproca l exchange of goods between 
relatives and neighbours play a major, but not necessarily predominant 
role. In many pans of developing countries, as in Northern Pakistan, most 
peasants possess land holdings too small to be self·sufficient. Thus, they 
have to earn an additional income by wage employment or marketing local 
commodities. However, low wages and low prices for local produclS resull 
in a situation in which the cost of reproduction cannot be met through these 
sou rces alone. Thus, a large number of households are combined 
subsjstence./abourer·jamilies(Evers & Schiel 198 1: 322), i.e. they can 
neither sustain themselves exclusively from their land, nor can they subsist 
without it. Hence, the costs of reproduction have to be met in part by 
Subsistence production and reproductive serv ices performed by non paid 
household members, particularly of the female sex. The rearing of children 
and housework are typicaitasks which women perfonn without any pay. 
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Nevertheless, their contribution to production and reproduction is usually 
undervalued, because work is generally evaluated in tenns of money 
inste,ld of the work load and time spent in its execution. Despite their 
multisectoral engagement, many peasants' households cannot meet the 
basic needs of their members and mus live on a very low reproductive level 
(Elwert & Wong 1981; Elwert 1983, 1985; Evers 1987). 

Methods and measures to estimate workload and nutrt'lional staWs 

Research on the production-reproduction-system has mainly been dealing 
with questions concerning produ ction, mostly ignoring the area of 
reproduction. Work and nutrition in particu lar - the crucial links between 
these two spheres - are rarely included in analyses. Thus, a research 
project was initiated to focus on mese two aspects in order to partially fill 
this gap. The high mountain valley of Yasin in the most northern section of 
Pakistan was selected as study site because subsistence production and 
wage labour - and hence production and reproduction - are still 
interdependent here. Work and nutrition were examined under these 
conditions on a microlevel, i.e. on the level of households and individuals. 
Due to the fact that this study was carried out by a female geographer (and 
nutritionist), it also gives insight into the women's sphere in an Islamic 
society - a sphere generally inaccessible to men, be it natives or 
researchers. 

The data was collected during some 20 months (September 1991 -
December 1992 and August 1993 - December 1993) of field work. Due to 
the lack of a public transport system, investigations were concentrated on 
the villages of Sandi and Barkulti, both located in the centre of the valley. 
To gather basic infonnation on the socio-cultural, historical and political 
background of the area, open interviews with local representatives were 
conducted. Questionnaires were filled out with reference to 41 households 
so that the degree of self-sufficiency and the dependency on the markets 
could be estimated; a food balance sheet was also drawn up from mis data. 
Moreover, 146 time-allocation-studies were carried out to highlight the 
organisation and division of work within and between households. For this 
purpose, the interv iew-partners had to describe all activities perfonned on 
the previous day. This data allowed for a calculation of the workload of 
each individual expressed in both working hours as well as the energy 
expended for work and other activities. For a nutritional survey, the weight 
and height of 175 children under six years old and their (lOO) mothers were 
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red Apart from the anthropometric inquiries, the survey also measu . 
included questions conceming nutritional habi ts and health status. In 
addition, the same anthopometric data was taken from 104 men of the same 
age-group as the mothers, such that a c~mp3rison of female an.d male 
nutritional well-being could be made, WIth respect to several Villagers 
detailed reportS were made which listed, for each individual, all their 
activities as well as the kinds and quantities of foods consumed during a 
twenty-four hour span. These reports were used to evaluate the individual 
balance between the expenditure and the intake of energy and nutrients. 
However, this method is not only quite time-consuming, but also requires 
the fuU confidence of the person being examined. For this reason, only ten 
derailed reports were made from interviews with exemplary individuals. 
All interviews held in Vasin - regardless of their final purpose - were 
introduced with general questions on household composition, land size, the 
number of livestock and fruit trees, etc. Data of this kind were gathered 
from 98 households in Sandi and from 60 households in Barkuhi. 

Quantitative methods were supplemented by participant observation_ 
Living in a host family and speaking the local language, Burushaski, 
greatly facilitated a deeper undemanding of the local way of life in general 
and work and nutrition in particular. Reports from the colonial period 
found in the India Office Library and Records in London, recent but 
unpublished manuscripts from government institutions and developing 
agencies such as the Ago Khan Programme as well as common literalure 
completed the data basis. 

Environmental and historical conditions of production and reproduction 
in Yasin 

AI an altitude of2,160-2,750 m, the Yasin valley is located in the transition 
zone linking the Hindu Kush and the Karakorum. Its location has two 
consequences for the economic activities of the people. Firstly, agriculture 
has to be performed in a harsh climate and environment at the upper limit 
o~ the e,cumene. Secondly, a distance of more than 100 km - a one-day 
tnp by jeep - has to be covered if one wants 10 reach the town of Gilgit 
and the Karakorum Highway, both important for trade and commerce. 
Thus. ~asin finds itself in a comparatively isolated location, and this will 
most. l.lkeIY not ~hange even in the distant future. Nevertheless, living 
cO?~ltIOns have Improved during the last 100 years. The beginning of 
Bnllsh rule meant the d' I ' f th .. ISSO utlon 0 e autonomous but arbitrary prmcely 
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states and, hence , the end of wars and slavery. The first schools, 
dispensaries and shops opened in the valley. After the independence of 
Pakistan in 1947, a successive integration of the Northern Areas, including 
Yasin, into the national administration occurred. Since then , the 
development of roads and the spread of markets in the area has resulted in a 
better and continuous access to food supplies for the growing population of 
Yasin; the number of inhabitants increased from 6,3 10 to 27.500 between 
1901 and 1991. 

Due to the constraining conditions mentioned above. a multi
resource economy has evolved in Yasin. The mixed mountain agriculture 
comprised of crop cultivation on irrigated fields, horticulture. gardening 
and animal husbandry is one main pillar of production. The other major 
source providing the households with food and goods is monetary income 
from non-agricu ltural jobs. In addition, there arc a number of secondary 
occupations such as gathering wild plants or exchanging resources between 
households which also help to earn a living. This highly diversified 
economy is the prerequisite for the regenerative reproduction of the people. 

Work organisation and workload 

Aside from the many productive activities, a large number of reproductive 
tasks have to be tended to by the peasants' households. The organisation of 

work shows significant daily and seasonal variations. Activities associated 
with cultivation and gardening have a distinct seasonal rhythm, whereas 
housework and child care follow the same daily pattern throughout the 
year. Livestock rearing. on the other hand, takes an intermediate position: 
Animals have to be tcnded and fed every day, but the fact that the high 
pastures can only be utilised temporarily during the summer means mat 
herding activities differ according to the season. While housework and 
child care remain tasks for the female household members, bom men and 
women are involved in cultivation and animal husbandry. Yet. even here 
their tasks are differentiated along gender lines. Only a few activities such 
as harvesting are performed jointly. As a result of the recent increase of 
male off-farm employment, women are ~erforming more and more tasks 
formerly done only by men (e.g. irrigation). 

Labour division by sex is probably the most obv ious criterion of 
work allocation; yet. age and status are other important factors. Among 
female household members, it is always the oldest woman who possesses 
me highest authority_ In keeping wim her rank, she controls all food 
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resources, performs the least exhausting tasks and allocates the remaining 
work to the younger labourers of her household. The youngest daughter-in
law is usually in charge of food preparation and housekeeping; the o thers 
assist their mother-in-law in the garden or wim the livestock. Because 
unmarried daughters nowadays are frequently enrolled in school, they only 
help at home during seasonal labour peaks, especially during the harvest of 
apricots and grain. Similar patlems of labour di.vis ion prevail for male 
household members who - in contrast to women - cooperate for many 
task.s with neighbouring households (e.g. transport and spread of manure or 
mechanical mreshing). However, there are in reality many exceptions to 
this "general rule" of labour management in extended families as it is 

presented here. 

Differences also exist between permanent settlements and summer 
villages. In the latter, only two adult household members, usually a man 
and his wife. are responsible for all duties. Apart from cultivating barley, 
men cut firewood for the winter and frequently return to the homestead in 
the permanent village to pick up supplies for the summer household. In 
addilion to animal rearing, their wives perform all of the housework, look 
after the children, process milk and - if there is time le ft - cut hay and 
coUeet wild food plants. 

1be time-aU0C8tion-studies show that women work an average of 9 h 
35 min every day, whereas thc daily average for men was 7 h - that is 
women in Yasin work longer than men. The often heard argument that men 
work harder could not be verified in this valley. Although the men's total 
energy expenditure of2,901 kcal is higher than that of women (2,714 kcal), 
meir work induced energy expenses of 1,521 kcal is considerably lower 
than the 1.618 kcal for women. Moreover, it must be emphasised that these 
results do not include me burden of child care, which young women have 
to shoulder. It was impossible to record such activities; they were either 
perfonned simultaneously with other duties, or mey were neglected during 
the interviews because local people do not consider mem to be real work. 

~t first , the two figu res - the working time and the energy 
e~pendllures of men and women - do not appear to be extraordinarily 
high. In many countries, people work much longer and harder than in 
Vasin. Vet, further analyses of the data show remarkable deviations in 
workload according to age, household composition, farm size and other 

parameters (see Fig. 1). Young women, particularly if they are daughters-
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in-law, women of large households, men who simultaneously pursue run· 
time jobs and work on the farm, farmers who are younger than 30 years or 
manage the farm alone, and especially women and men in the summer 
villages have a workload which exceeds the average by far. 

Fig. 1: Workload according to age, household composition and season 
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• insummcrvilla&eS 12-18 

avcBge 7.CIJ 

• <30 yean old 743 

• during summer $Cason (May - July) 9-21 

• during wimer season (Nov. -1an.) 4-28 

insummefvllla,es I()'S3 

Work Induced energy 

upen!lilul't! (kul) 

1,618 

1,118 

1.683 

1.93.5 

1203 

2,129 

1.521 

2,\18 

1.388 

872 

2.652 

• with additional off-hrm 846 1696 

employmenl 

If not mentioned otherwise fanners without an additional non-agricultural 

employment. 

Source: Author's data 1992/93 

Furthermore, significant seasonal variations in the w()rkload have to be 
taken inlO account. The working time of both sexes is highest during the 
irrigation period (May - July) and during the harvest (August - October). 
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Likewise. the heaviest physiological workload for women falls within these 

pcn·ods whereas men work particularly hard throughout me months of tWO • 
field preparation (February - April) and during the harvest. Due to the 
reduced workload and better food from replenished stores, the winter 
months (November - January) represent a time of recreation and restoration 
for men and women - with the noticeable restriction that housework and 
child care remain dai ly chores that the women alone must tend to (see fig. 

I). 

Food consumption, nu/ri/iona' status and working capacity 

A major outcome of work devoted to subsislence production and off-fann 
employment is the supply of different kinds of food. These are a 
prerequisite for regenerative reproduction_ The manifold economic 
aClivities of the peasants result in a greal varielY of foodstuffs. Yet. 
insufficient yields, seasonal variability and limited food diversity on local 
markets constrain the actual nutritional basis. For these reasons, a rather 
monotone daily diet consisting of large amounts of wheat bread and salted 
tea prevails in Yasin, Indigenous dietary conceptions. such as the 
classification of all food items into "hot" (garum) and "cold" (sext) 
according 10 their effecls on the o rganism, or the Islamic grouping of 
permilted (halaf) and forbidden (ha ram) food, do not further limit the 
nutritional spectrum. By contr;lst , negative consequences arise from the 
inlrahousehold food allocation. which gives preference to men and 
disadvantage to women. This is surprising in light of the fact that the 
women have exclusive control over all household food stocks. 

in order to compare the people's work-related energy expenses with 
the real energy supply, a food balance sheet was drawn up for Yasi n. It 
showed mat only 88% of their energy needs are being met. While men and 
women combined expend an average of 2,808 kcal per day, the ir intake 
amounts 10 a mere 2,462 kcal. To make sure thallbe energy requirements 
of all household members are adequately met, me energy intake on a food 
balance sheet should be at least as high as 110%. Although this figure is 
nOI mel in Yasin, the people ev idently do not have the sensation that they 
are. continuously hungry - presumably due to thei r voluminous diet. 
wht:~ is rich in fibres and fills the stomach without meeling the actual 
nutntlonal requirements. 

. Precise information on the balance of macro- and micro-nutrients 
wlm selected villagers was obtained by reports which minutely detailed all 
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activities and the total food consumption of these individuals. These 
records showed that a monotonous and poor diet does not necessarily result 
in a deficiency of all nutrients, whereas even a balanced diet might not 
prevent such a deficiency due to inadequate absorption or to an excessive 
loss of nutrients during infections or disease related illnesses. Poor 
hygiene, low sanitary standards. and especially contaminated drinking 
water are the main causes of ill-health. Apart from energy related 
malnutrition, the most common nutrit ional problems which result either 
from an unbalanced diet or from health disorders stem from iron 
deficiencies (especially with women), from iodine deficiencies (as in most 
high mountain areas), and probably from ca lcium or other vitamin 
deficiencies. 

The long-tenn nutritional and health conditions were evaluated by 
various anthropometric indicators, Le. height-for-age, weight-far-height 
and weight-far-age with children and the body mass index (BM!:::::; weight I 
height2) with adults. In children. there was a high prevalence of stunt ing 
(Iow height-for-age), which comrasted with the relatively low incidence of 
wasting (Iow weight-far-height) (see Fig. 2). Hence, chronic protein
energy-malnutrition is the main problem in Yasin. Yet the malnUlrition is 
rather mild and the anthropometric status is generalIy better in the case 
study area Ihan in the lowlands of Pakistan. However, the situation of both 

groups is unacceptable because inadequate nutrition and poor health can 
impair the children's immune system as well as their mental and physical 

development. If these deficits are not alleviated during Childhood, stunted 
children often become stunted adults. In fact, many adults in Yasin are 
comparatively small and have a low body mass index. Women are far more 
affected than men (see fig. 2), but in both sexes mild cases of chronic 
malnutrition are widespread. As with Yasin's children, the anthropometric 
status of adults, especially of men, is beller than in other parts of Pakistan. 
Therefore. with reference to nutritional and health conditions. this high 
mountain region is not as backward as oflen claimed. 
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Fig. 2: Malnutrition in Yasin 

I'roponion or all 

measurements (9(0) 

_ Otitd~n .... ith chronic malnuLrition (10 .... hcigtu·(or·agc) 53.2 

_ Olild/Ctl with acute malnuLrition (10 .... weight-rot-age) 2,2 

_WomenwithlowBMt« 18..5) 22,6 

_Menwilhtow BMt «18..5) 8,8 

Source: Author's dill 1992/93 

Insufficient amhropometry poses a public health problem in Yasin because 
about one quarter of the women and almost 9% of the men suffer from 
chronic malnutrition or health deficiencies. It is like ly that these adltlts 
work with reduced working capacity and that their immune system is 
weakened. Women with a low anthropometry often face additional 
difficulties during pregnancy and delivery {higher occurrence of abortions, 
stillbinhs, infants with low binhweight, etc.}. These impediments can 
become particularly serious during seasons of heavy workload, especially if 
these coincide with dimini shing food stocks, such as in the spring. Funher 
weigh! losses are of!~n observed during these mont.fJs. Therefore, a portion 
of the population of Yasin always has an insufficient caloric intake, while 
another portion lives on a diel which is at the lower margin of that which 
one could call sufficient, and periodically falls below this limit. Because 
the real extent of the problem is not clearly visible and local people seem to 
perfonn their productive and reproductive duties well, outsiders often 
conclude that they are healthy and faring well. This, however, is a 
miscon':~lion . Although there are neither dramatic clinical symptoms of 
~alnutnllon nor breakdowns of the local production system, there is a 
hidden hunger which pennanently affects the people's working capacity 
and ~uality of life. This is a major obstacle for funher development not 
only 10 Yasin b t . . 1 

, U In practlca Iy all developing countries. 
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THE HISTORIC CITIES SUPPORT PROGRAMME OF THE AGA KHAN TRUST 

FOR CULTURE COMPLETES THE RESTORATION OF BALTIT FORT 

Stcfano Bianca 

CenlUries-old landmark of Islamic architecture. brought back to splendour. 
is returned to its community as a cultural centre and economic force. 
Located at the top of a natural amphitheatre in Pakistan's rugged Hunza 
Valley, where it dominates an age-old settlement close to the great Silk 
Route, Baltit Fort has been described as "the most impressively-situated 
medieval castle in the world" (C.P. Skrine, Chinese Central Asia, Methuen, 
1925). Founded more than seven centuries ago as a compound of hOuses 
with a defensive tower, then expanded and improved through a series of 
some seventy construction phases, the Fort was for many years the 
residence of the Mirs of Hunza, who ruled this high valley between China 
and the Indian sub-continent until Hunza became part of Pakistan's 
Northern Areas in 1974. 

By that time, Baltit Fort had been abandoned. Though it still was 
considered 10 be the defining landmark of Hunza, the walls were leaning, 
the roof was full of holes, and the empty rooms were covered with mud and 
graffi ti. Such was the situation in 1985, when me heir to the former Mir of 
Huma appealed to His Highness the Aga Khan, as leader of the Ismaili 
community, to consider ways to save Baltit Fort from further decay, and if 
possible to restore it to its fonner splendour. The work began in earnest in 
1991 through the newly created Historic Cit ies Support Programme 
(HCSP) of me Aga Khan Trust for Culture. 

These efforts finally came to fruition on Sunday, September 29, 
1996. when the Historic Cities Support Programme (HCSP) inaugurated 
the fully restored Baltit Fort, which is now being used as a museum and 
cultural centre serving both residents and visitors. Simultaneously, a public 
foundation called the Baltil Heritage Trust took ownership of the Fort 
which it will maintain and operate as a focal point of lhe economic, social: 
and cultural development of the rapidly urbanising village of Karimabad. 
To ensure that the architectural restoration of Baltit Fort will be matched by 
a self-sustained reh b-I' . .... a I ltallon process," the hlstonc Village, the Aga Khan 
Trust for Culture has been instrumental in founding two additional local 
organisations' a . . . non governmental Town Management SocIety, and liS 
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technical services agency, the Karimabad Planning SuppOrt Service, both 
of which receive technical assistance from the HCSP, 

'The duallask of applying international conservation standards to a 
strucrure as complex as Baltit Fort and of injecling compatible new uses 
into lhe restored architectural shell was a highly sensitive one," says 
Stefano Bianca, Programme Director of the Historic Cities Support 
Progranune. "As lhe prime historic landmark of Hunza, the Fort is a major 
tourist attraction and a potemial source of income for the local community. 
It can therefore be expected that the restoration project itself will act as a 
dynamic factor of change. The Historic Cities Support Progranune has set 
out to assist the community in assessing the available development choices, 
with a view toward preserving and managing cultural and environmental 
values, while at the same time benefiting from the economi c 
opportunities." 

"Though we take great pride in the work accomplished so far," he 
continues, "we do not claim to have provided all the answers for the future 
development of Karimabad. Neither do we intend for the Karimabad 
planning project to freeze Ihe area's physical conditions. Our principal aim 
was to provide an effeclive frame of reference for further deliberations and 
consistent action in years 10 come." 

History of Ba/tit Fort and ils Restoration 

Bahit village is a very old settlement, where the original dwellings were 
sing le~ or double-slory houses with auached animal pens. One or two of 
these compounds, with a defensive tower attached, were constructed on a 
glacier moraine pinnacle and so became the core of a grand, continuaUy 
evolving Fort . The Fort's owners were in an excellenl position not oruy to 
control the valley's water supply but also to raid the trading routes between 
Persia and China, some 200 miles to the north. These lucrative activities 
allowed the owners to expand and improve the Fort many times, adding 
various towers and then a second story. The remodelling continued into the 
early 20th century, when the Mir of Hunza transfonned the entire top floor 
inlo a palace, with some features drawn from British colonial buildings of 
the Punjab. 

Although Baltit Fo rt was in a precarious condition when it was 

examined in 1979 by Richard Hughes and Didier Lefort. who were later to 
become consultants to the TruSl, the building still dominated contemporary 
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life in the valley and still exerted a distinctive character. The massive 
stNcrure remained delicately poised atop the soi l cliff; details of ilS wood 

construction revealed how the Fort had been conceived to resis t 
earthquakes. Moreover, the archaeological value of the site and structure 
was considerable, yielding strong evidence of a continuous evolution and 
very few signs of modem alterations. The struclUre was a masterpiece of 
craftsmanship, thoroughly adapted to climate and functions . The team 
considered it important 10 preserve Baltit Fort. not only as a legacy for 
posterity but also for the lessons it might provide about environmentally 

suitable building technology. 

The Aga Khan Trust for Culture began supporting planning efforts 
for the restoration in 1985; but it cou ld not sponsor active work on the 
structure until the former Mir of Hunza generously donated the Fort to the 
Baltit Heritage Trust (BHT). an entity established by the Government of 
Pakistan for the purpose of owning and operating the property. This 
donation to a public entity was accomplished in 1989. In 1991, the Aga 
Khan Trust for Culture began to fund conservation of Baltit Fon , It has 
committed over $1.5 million 10 the restoration effort and associated 
activities, joined by the Gelly Grant Programme and by NORAD, the 
Norwegian bilateral aid program. 

Since this was to be the first conservation project undertaken in the 

Northern Areas of Pakistan, the Trust placed specia l importance upon 
introducing international conservation standards and conceiving the project 
as a teaching process. A number of young architects and engineers from the 
Northern Areas were provided with training through courses held at York 
University in England and al UNESCO's Intemational Center for 
C~rvation in Rome during the less-active winter months. The Aga Khan 
HouslOg B~rd. with its proven building expertise in these areas, took on 
the responSibility for construction management, hiring all site workers 
from the local community. 

Whenever possible, original construction techniques and materials 
were used for rep'· Th . , ifS. e slle learn restored the physical shell to a 
satisfactory Stale of I b·'· . . sa L Lty, strengthenmg the n oors, roofs , and l oad~ 
beanng walls M' f ' . 
bo .' . .' mor unctlonal adjustments were needed to adapl the 

I dmg to liS ne 
add' . w use as a museum and cultural centre; these included the 

IllOn of basic elect' , d , · . 
d 

nca an p umbmg servIces, a small pantrv toilelS 
an an emerg . '/' • 

ency exit. In some instances, advanced technology was 
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introduced. such as lie-ropes and geo-mesh soil slabilisalion to remedy 
serious structural problems. These inlerventions have been clearly 
indicated and differentiated from the preserved or restored elements. 

The main rooms of the new cultural centre have been accommodated 
on the first floor of the Fort. around a small courtyard. A traditional living 
room with a covered roof opening serves for audio-visual presentations; on 
the other side of the courtyard are a library and study centre. with their 
floors suspended above the excavated archaeological areas of the Fort. The 
traditional rooms on the lower floor. with their attractive carved timber 
columns and beams, have been kept as they were and highlighted with 
integrated light fixtures. The more palatial rooms on the second floor 
provide spaces to exhibit what is left of the private collections of the Mir. 
including antique carpets, furniture, ceremonial robes, and weapons. 

The ongoing evolution of Karimabad from a secluded rural 
settlemcnI into a contemporary town may weU be accelerated by the 
inauguration of the cultural cCnlre and museum in Baltit ForI. In the 
absence of conventional municipal institutions, the Historic Cities Support 
Programme has therefore established the Karimabad Planning Support 
Service (KPSS), with architect and social organiser Essa Khan as its full
time manager. 

Through its professional staff, and with the assistance of Masood 
Khan, an American planner of Pakistani origin, KPSS is providing 
deve!opmenl guidance at the grass-roots level. It is helping the local 
community to manage the problems of infrastructure, traffic, and 
environmental pollution; to promote the renovation of historic stone houses 
in the village, while introducing modem sanitary facilities and basic 
services; to design guidelines and aid in the development of houses, shops, 
hotels, and townscape improvements; and to build new, environmentally 
sensitive cluster housing. It is the hope of HCSP and the Aga Khan Trust 
for Cuhure that this aspecl of the project will set an example for 
development in other rural areas in the north of Pakistan. For implementing 
these activities, KPSS relies on the soc ial network of the village 
organisations that have been established over the past fifteen years through 
the Aga Khan Rural Support Programme. Some of the concepts used by 
KPSS have been developed in close co-operation with a research project 
carried out at MlT. 
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SEASONAL MIGRATION IN WESTERN NEPAL (JUMLA) 1 

Satya Shrestha 

Po ulation movement within Nepal and across the border is not a 
vc

P 
recent phenomenon. Historicall y, popu lation migration from 

Neryal started during the unifi cation of the small principalities into a 

lar;e nation-state, Nepal, b~ Pr.ithvi Narayan Shah. Ki.ng of ~orkha 
(Regmi 197 1). Major out-migratIOn began after 1816 with recruItment 
in the Indian and the British annies during the British raj in India 
due to the post-war period (Regmi 1971; Elahi & Sultan 1985). The 
later out-m igrants were attracted by tea pl antations and the 
construction works in Assam, Darjeel ing, Garhwal and Kumaon 
(English 1985) and the reclamation of land fo r rice-fields in Assam 
(Shrestha 1985). The massive migration within the country took place 
with the introduction of the government resettlement programme 
(Bishop 1993: 59) after the eradication of malaria from the Terai in 
the 19505. The government resettlement programme in the Terai belt 
more or less slowed down permanent emigrat ion to India . In 
Landlessness and Migration in Nepal (1990), Shrestha discusses the 
phenomenon of Nepalese migration within the country in its 
historica l, pol itical and social contexts. He emphasises internal 
migration as a solution to the economic and ecological problems of 
the Nepalese hills. 

However. the temporary or seasonal migration beyond national 
boundaries continues to supplement family incomes in the Nepalese 
hills, as English writes. "Hill-men continue to supp lement fam ily 
incomes by taking work for years at a time as road bui lders and 
timber cuttcrs in Sikkim. Bhutan, and in India's Western Himalayan 
districts" (English 1985: 76). In Jumla District. scasonal migration 
plays a very important role in the economic life of villagers. It is 
onc of the means of acquiring the daily necessities to suslain vi llage 
!i.fe. This paper will explain seasonal migration from a single Hindu 
Vi ll age. BoU, one of the three villages of Malika BoU V.D.C. 
(V illage Development Committees), situated north of Jumla District. 
It ~es nOI provide any migration statistics. rather it explains social 
relations and the eo I " If' . mp ex orgamsatlona structure 0 migratIOn. The 

I This n:se h ' 
arc . IS generously financed by Ihe programme "HislOire cl devenir des 

paysa.es eo Hlmalaya" CNRS UPR 2,. M d ' , • eu 00. 
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research was conducted between September 1996 and March 1997 in 
Bota. The author herself accompanied the trading groups from the 
village to Nepalgunj, the exit point to India. It took seven days. 

Gcograpltic and Ecollomic Context 

Jumla District is the headquarters of the remote Kamali Zone in 
mid-western Nepal. It is a sixlseven-day-walk from Surkhet (the 
nearest town) in sou!hem Bheri Zone and three-quarters of an hour 
by plane from Nepalgunj in southern Rapati Zone. 

BotA is situated at the head of the Sinji River Valley, north of 
Jumla District, at an allitude of 2800m to 3000m. It is a two-day
walk from the district headquarters over a river trail and one day 
over the high mountain pass. The village is entirely inhabited by 
Hindus known as Matwali Chetri (the Chetri who drink alcohol) and 
four Kim; houscholds. It is composed of 145 households and divided 
ioto several neighbourhoods or hamlets. locally call ed bade. Each 
bide comprises onc or several long houses called p5gri; a pigr; is a 
group of houses called dwing, constructed onc aner another sharing 
a common roof and terrace resembling a simplc long housc. The 
ground floor of a pagri is called goth (cowshed). Eaeh pagr; is 
usually inhabited by the same lineage and extended lineage. 

The economy of the village is primarily based on agriculture 
on uoirrigated land, locally called bhulVa, and they own little 
irrigated land (khet). The villagers of BOla (Botal) also raise 
livestock, especially sheep and goats. Since the creation of the Rad 
National Park along the village border, the livestock have drastically 
decreased. To supplement income caused by this loss, the villagers 
increasingly depend on seasonal migration to sustain !heir lives in 
the village. 

Despite the importance of seasonal migration in the village 
economy. this practice is mostly popular among the Sinjal (the 
inhabitants from the Sinja Valley where Bot3 is located are referred 
to by the term 'Sinjal) and the 8hotya of Mugu District in Kamali 
Zone. The latter group lives in an area unsuitable for agricul ture and 
concentrate more on trading. Although the Sinjal live in a relatively 
good agricultural area, their trading is more diversified. The Sinj§:t 
are known for their trading skills among the people of Jumla, their 
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sOuthern neighboUrs and even in India. According to Bishop (1970: 
21), the Sinjal have inherited this trading tradition from the MaJla 
period when Ha! Sinja (one of the villages of Sinja Valley) was the 
summer capital of the Malla kingdom, bctween the twelfth and 
fourtccnth centuries. The word hit refers to a "markct". 

The Botal differentiate two types of migration; Ihe first is 
labour migrants to Nainital. They slay away from the village for a 
long period: from seven/eight months to three/four years. The other 
migration is to deJa, which means, according to Turner's Nepali 
dictionary, "country, lerritory or region", but for Ihe Dolal, migration 
refers to the plains of the Terai and India, where they go for trading 
rather than labour. Those migrants arc called ha!haur02 and arc away 
from the village for on ly Ihree or four months from 
OctoberfNovember to FebruarylMarch. The trading trip is carried out 
every year at the same time and only men participate; a few low
caste women, espccially the Damni (tai lors), accompany their men on 
Ihis trip. This paper will deal on ly with trading migrants. 

Ptqwati011 

In Bota as well as in the Sinja Valley as a whole, seasonal 
migration coincides with agricultural work. By the cnd of October 
and November, the agricultural work for the year is over and the 
new cycle does not begin until February or March . Between this 
period the men arc free while the women are occupied throughout 
the year. Winters arc very cold in this region and mcn slale that 
they. do not like winters. Instead of staying home in the cold, doing 
nOlhlOg, they would rather cam some money during thei r leisure time 
to supplement their daily necessities and to also save some grain at 
home. Moreover, shovelling snow off the roofs is considered 
women's work, thus the men explain, "we would rather go to India 
~ 10 throw women's snow" (iirnaiko hiD phi/nu bhanda deJa jiinu 
JaIl). 

2 The word hat' . . "bo ". . aura must have becn dcnved from h:J{h whLch means "fair" or 
zalr In Ki.t .. I 

19)1 . 6)5 min. n Ncpali the word is written hi! (fumcr 1990. firsl ed. 
mil~ Is ) ~d the market takes place periodically in a given tcnitory. The only 
Iu,l.. n W go to the Tera; Of India for th ree or four months are called 
-~~, I .. -Irt calk:d Iu. go a most every year. Thu.s, the migrants retumlOi from ha! 

[hauro. 
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The vi ll agers meticulously plan their mig ration weeks in 
advance. Everyone prepares enough rations-flour, rice and beans
for the journey to Surkhet (the nearest large town from the village). 
The migrants form a group of seven or eight members3 of diverse 
ages and not necessarily from the same lineage or extended lineage. 
Age plays a very important role in the organisation o f the group due 
to the d ivision of work. Hence, each group chooses a naike (group 
leader) who will be in charge of all members during the trip. His 

decisions will be final and respected by all members. Most of the 
time, the eldest of the group is chosen as leader, because he is 
considered to be more experienced on trading trips to India in 
comparison to younger members. The group's success depends on his 
experience. 

When everything is ready, the dhami (oracle) of the village 
god, Miihiideu, is consulted for the auspicious day and time of 
departure. If a group wants 10 leave immediately, they go without 
consulting the god; usually this only happens wilh groups o f younger 
members. On the return trip, each individual brings at least onc bell 
for the vi llage god to thank him for his protection during their 
sojourn in India. If trading was good, he also brings ghumeo (red 
and white Cloth, usually measuring onc square meter). 

Departure 

In the morning, everyone in the migrant families is busy 
ami (different delicacies for daybreak), which should last as 
Surkhet. If someone is leaving for the first time on migration, 
called pantc4 and his family has 10 prepare some other titbits 
will be distributed among the members of the group afier "o . .,;ng l 
the Haudi lekh (the highest pass on the way to Surkhet) . 
crossing this pass as a new participant, he will be carried on 
back of a member of the group to circumambulate the divinity 
the pass. Afierwards. he must offer the titbit or yoghurt to other 

3 Sometimes Ihe group may have len or eleven members but it is very rare. The 
villagers do not like to rorm a big group because Indian villllgers are 
relucbnt to give shelter to a large group and it is very difficult to organise 
them. 
4 There is no menlion or "panle" in the Turner dictionary but the word "panthan" 
Sanskrit means "way~ 
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members to celebrate the event. Usually young boys start 
participating in trading trips at the age of twclve or thirteen. 

At the time of leaving home, the person who is leaving 

receives a tika (mark of husked rice put on the forehead) from his 
mother outside the house on the otiUo (terrace). Then she pours onc 
mana of husked rice in his itlcaJpatuka (a cloth lied around the 
hips). This rice is called Inca mano. The migrant keeps it with him 
throughout the day and in the evening he cooks it to avoid dropping 
it on the floor. If this happens, it is a bad omen. Anco mano may 
be given by anyone but it is usually given by the members of onc's 
own lineage to bring good luck. He may also receive walnuts, said 
to bring good lue.k. On his Te!Um trip. he should bring gifts to all 
those from whom he reecived finco mano and walnuts. 

After this ritual, the migrant di rectly goes to the edge of the 
village to wai t fo r other members of the group. When everyone has 
arrived, each onc hangs dhaji (st rips of white and red cloth) and 
bows before the dhutelo (prickly shrub) which marks the boundary 
of the village, before leaving il behind. Just outside the vil lage, some 
members of the trading trip sacrifice chickens to the shrinc.s of bhin 
(servant of Miih1ideu, the vi llage god), and others offer red beans 
and dhajii asking for protection during thei r sojourn in India. 

Usually all the migrants leaving on the same day travel 
t~gether from the village; it looks like onc group (there were five 
dtfferent groups with thirty members leaving together that day when 
I was there. but it looked like one group). Wherever they stop for a 
short lime Or to spend a night, they divide into small groups and the 
members of each group stay together; they do not mingle with other 
groups although they spend the night very close 10 one another. 

First Day 

The first day is very important for the migrants. They do not walk 
far; after th r. 
. ree or lour hours, they stop for the night They say "It 
IS very dim I . , 
b 

leu t to be away from home for a long time wc want to 
e closer to 0 h • 
th' ur Orne at least for onc night". Although they spend 

e flight near th' '11 B . . elt VI age, they cannot go back to their houses. 
eglnfllng the . 

dUSk. next morning. they walk all day, from early dawn 10 
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Whenever the migrants stop to spend the first night, they split 
into small groups and the members of eaeh group stay together to 
eat the chakkauro - all the members must bring around ten liityi 
(flat cakes) for this occasion and they put them all on one plate. 
Then. the niiike (group leader) redistributes them among the members 
of his group, called chakkauro khane ("10 eat the chakkauro"). After 
having shared the chakkauro, all the group members are considered 
as one family until Iheir return to the village; a member of one 
group cannot move into another group. Before chakkauro members 
can still change groups although it is nOl well regarded. 

The group gencrally stops at wayside tea shops and close to 
the water so that they can cook their meal and spend the night. 
They do not carry tents like the Bhorya. shopkcepers provide shelter 
and some utensils if necessary but they must be cleaned before 
being returned to the owner. The group is responsible for its own 
water and wood. On the return trip the shopkeepers charge one 
rupee per person for shelter. 

Organisation of the Group 

Although part of the division of work can be observed on the way, 
it is revealed very clearly from the first night. When the group SlOps 
for the night, it divides into two sub-groups: elders and younger 
members: cooking and cleaning are assured by the younger members 
and the elders are in charge of security. Among the younger 
members. the youngest works more than the others. He brings water 
for cooking and cleaning and washes all the utensils after meals. He 
also has to ensure water supply on the journey. Whenever the group 
takes a break, chJgyii. which lasts about half an hour, the youngest 
of the group has to provide drinking waler for all the members. 
Even if the water is very close, nobody will walk to the waler to 
drink it. Breaks are always decided by the group leader; normally a 
group rests after everyone and one-half or two hours of walking. If 
someone becomes tired before, he ean stop for a few minutes, teknu, 
but he will not be provided with drinking water. When meals are 
prepared, each member provides his share of food to be cooked 
collectively. 

While the younger members are occupied with cooking and 
cleaning, the elders watch their belongings. At night they sleep 
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according to hierarchy. Among the elders, the youngest sleeps at the 
~" the eldest sleeps at the other extremity of the room and the 

~tt~~. . . . 
'ddle ones sleep III the middle with the younger members. The 

~I er are placed in the middle to protect them from thieves and bad :;ens. In some places. as in the lower hill s, the Terai or in India, 
the migrants prefer to watch their belongings throughout the night; in 
this ease, the elders assume the responsibility and let the younger 

members sleep. 

At the end of the trading trip, the youngest receives some 
money (20 to 50 Indian rupees) from eaeh member of the group as 
compensation for his work. There is a proverb which says "not to be 
the eldest at home and not to be the youngest on the trading trip" 
(gharko jc!ho nahunu, pithiiko kiincho nahunu) which underscores 
how difficult it is to be the eldest at home because he has to look 
after everything and how it is difficult to be the youngest on the 
trading trip because he has to do most of the work. 

The First Steps to India 

On their arrival in SUrkhet, the migrants get rid of their {fokoS 
whieh was used to carry food for the journey. They put it in a 
seeure place so that they can find it on their way back. It should be 
noted that more than the uselessness of the basket, it designates 
someone as a Nepalese hill man, a stigmatisation the migrants try to 
avoid. Thereafter, they go to Nepalgunj by bus where they stay onc 
or two days to borrow money. If the money can be arranged on the 
same day. they leave the next day for India. Indeed, most of these 
villagers start for India with linle money and they supplement it in 
Nepalgunj from baniyii (merchants). Fou r merchants have long
standing busi ness relationships with the Jumli and lend money to the 
Sinjal without charging any interest. On the way back from India the 
Sinjal reimburse the borrowed money and buy all the necessary eloth 
from the same Muslims before returning home. They have been 
frequenting the same merchant families for generations. 

After borrowing money, they immediately leave for Gorakhapur 
(the largest Indian town near the border) by train. Some migrants 
may stay in Gorakhapur. in this case I witnessed only a small group 

:t~mboo basket which is carried on the back and shoulders lInd secured by a 
p on the forehead. 
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of three members with more money than the others who remained in 
town. The others buy clothes and asafoetida with their borrowed 
money and set out for Indian villages selling door-to-door. They also 
continue to sell thei r "imaginative herbs" although the cxport of 
geological products and herbs from Nepal is prohibi'ted (for details, 

Shrestha 1993: 103-104). 

In Indian villages they seck shelter at rich ml:n's houses, for 
two reasons: the first is that the shelter is free, and the second and 
most important, is that it provides protection. If they have any 
problem with the local police or if they are robbed during their stay 
in the villagc, they can always seek their host's assistance. The Jumli 
are very wcll regarded by Indian villagers. They do not know 
exactly where Jumla is, but they situate it somcwhere in the northern 
mountains called jwOla pahar;l (blazing mountain)6. They think the 
people from the "blazing mountain" are honest and cannot cheat 
them. Taking advantage of their good reputation, within two or three 
months, the Jumli earn from 1,000 to 4,000 Indian mpees. 

The Return 

After two or three months the Jumli return from Indiia. On their way 
home they stop in Nepa\gunj to pay their debts to the shopkeepers 
who lent them money and to buy their necessities from them. It is 
not an accident to stop in Nepalgunj to buy household supplies 
coming from India. First it is loyally to their money-lenders, and 
secondly it avoids harassm~nt by Nepalesc customs officials. It is 
sometimes said that the Ncpalese customs officers levy duties on the 
cloth worn by them if it appears new. Even if it is cheaper in India, 
the Jumli would rather purchase their necessities in Nepalgunj to 

avoid customs. 

To make some money from their returnee Jumli clients, a few 
Damai (tailors) travel down to Nepalgunj with their sewing machines 
so that they can make clothing for them. It becamc a custom for 
those Jumli to make new outfits in Ncpalgunj before heading home 
and they prefer to go to Jumli tailors than to a local tailor. 

6 The name jwoUi piihiid is from the shrine Sire Than where a small flame 
comes OUI of the ground and bums twellly-four hours. It is situated in Dai]ekh 
DistriCL Once a year, in February-March, on the day of S ivratri, people from 
Dailekh District and its surrounding areas make a pilgrimage to this shrine. 
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Whatever their income is, the Jumli spend some time in Nepalgunj 
shOPping. Their purchases consist of fabric for all the family, shoes, 
socks, bangles, necklaces of glass beads, sWcatcrs, blankets, 
cigarettes, matches, spices, oi l, sugar, molasses, utensils, soap, iron 
ingots and some sweets for the children. After purchasing the 
essentials, if money remains, they buy gold and sil ver for the 
women; usually they do not return with money. 

In the village families becomc increasingly anxious if the 
trading groups do not come back within the nonnal time frame. The 
childrcn may even go onc or two villages further down to wait for 
the hathauro. When they gCI back, they receive tika from their 
mothcrs before thcy cnter their homes. Then all the children and 
young women of thcir own lincage come to scc what they have 
brought back from the trading trip, recciving molasscs as a gift from 
the retumee. From the next day, they go to visit their closc relatives 
in the village and take some molasses for the women and cigarcttes 
for the men. 

This paper differs from the seasonal and temporary migrations 
explained by Gaborieau ( 1978), Toffin (1978), Muller (1990) and 
Bishop (1993). It elucidates the compl ex organisation of the trading 
~yele from Bota, Si nja Valley. In Bota and Sinja Valley, migrat ion 
IS a group phenomenon and only mcn participate. It coincides with 
the. agri~u1tural cycle. Evcry year the Botal go to India at the same 
period In OctoberlNovcmber after thc agricult ural work and they 
come back in Fcbruary/March to begin the cycle. They stop in 
Nepalgunj on the way to India to borrow money and on thc way 
baek to reimburse the money and to buy neccssities. It is onc of the 
ways to sustain their li ves in the village. 

. What is remarkable in Sinjal migration is its codification and 
ntu r . . . a IzatlOn. The tnp IS not accidental but rather a fixed 
pere . . 

g~~atLon. It is totally integrated in village li fe, showing that it is 
a tradiltonal practice. 

In recent years, more and more villagers go to India to 
compensate i N . neome caused by the loss of livestock due to the Rara 

ahOnal Park D " h" th . . . esptte t elr regu lar contact with the urban world 
etf sOClo-relig" J"'" h " • 

g 
10US lie In t c Village is scarcely different than their 

randparents' G , as aborieau states for Samjur vill age in Central 
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Nepal, "la vie qu'lIs trouvent au village, la cinquantaine passec, n'cst 
guere differcnte de 'cd le qu'ils avaicnt connuc dans Icur jeuncssc". 
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ON FRANCIS nUCIIANAN HAMILTON'S ACCOUNT' 

OFTH£ KINGDOM OF NEPAL I 

Marie Lecomle-Tilouine 

Francis Buchanan Hamilton's2 An Account a/ the Kingdom a/Nepal is one 
of the most complete historical works on the country, Being the only 
reference for many of the ancient Himalayan kingdoms, it is widely quoted, 
and many o ld articles on Nepal are mere summaries of this book3, The 
conditions of elaboration of this pioneering and influential study thus shed 
some light on the way Nepal is apprehended by Westerners and even by 
Nepalese scholars, A first draft of the work can be found in a manuscript 
emitled Some Observations on Nepal that Hamilton wrote after h is trip 
there in 1802·1803. Il was later completed and corrected during his twO 
stays near the Nepalese frontie r in 1810 and 1814 and after the reading o f 
Kirkpatrick's account (published in 18 11 ). To my knowledge , the 
manuscript of Some Observations has never been utilised by other scholars 

than Hamilton himself. It is dated 1802 on its cove r, but while this may 
refer to the beginning of its composition, it is certainly not the date of its 
tennination, as Hamilton's trip ended in 1803. Hamilton refers to this 
manuscript in An Account in the following manner: "In the year 1802, 
when in this vicinity, I heard an imperfect account concern ing lhis dynasty, 
and have mentioned them in the observations on Nepal, which I then 
composed"4 , Hence, we learn that Some Observations was wriuen at the 
time of the trip o r shOrtly thereafter. Another clue shows that it is not a 
travelogue but a lex t written afterwards: Hamilton describes the village of 
Muccul Puccul (or Maka Paka) between Ellonda (Hethauda) and Bimphedi 
(Bhimphedi) in a narration which seems to follow his journey, but we learn 
in An Account that he wen! through this v illage only on his return, and it 
may thus be concluded that he included all the p laces he had visited on a 
reconstituted singlejoumey fo r easier reading. 

It is quite obvious that An Account a/the kingdom 0/ Nepal was 
wrilten in reaction to Kirkpatrick ' s book, the Jaile r being amply cited by 

I I wish to thank Steve Drown for his careful reading of the: fi rst draft , and especially 
Mahes Raj Pant for his numerous corrections and suggestions regarding the contents. 
2 In 1818, Frane:is Buchanan adopted his mother's name, Hamilton, for 
inheritance purposes. 
3 For example, L. Dubcux ( 1848). 
4 An Aecount of fhe Kingdom of Nep<l~ p. 45. 
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Hamilton, and much critic ised. On his side, Kirkpatrick makes clear 
reference to Hamilton in his preface and states Ihat he wanted to publish 
bOth his data and those collected by the Knox mission together in the same 
work, but it seems that Hamilton was reluctant to share his information!i. 

There were at least two copies o f Some Observations on Nepal, as 
fragments of the same texl are now kept in the India Orrice Library 6. 

Some Observations, as well as Hamilton's other unpublished 
materia1s, render the conditions in which An account a/ the Kingdom 0/ 
Nepal was elaborated more explicit and provide new data on Nepal, two 
components that I shall examine here. 

Hamilton 's correspondence to Roxburgh (quoted by S. Brown 1997) 
leaves no doubt that he very much disliked his mission 10 Nepal: " ( ... ) the 
people are such cursed liars that no dependence can be put on what they 
say" (11 April 1802, Chitlong), "( ... ) We arrived here yesterday and are in 
sight of Catmandu in a large bare ugly valley( ... )" (15 April 1802, Tancole) 
... C ... ) wish for nothing more than 10 be out of it again as soon as possible" 
(25 April 1802, Catmandu). 

s ~ should remember Ihal Knox was under !he orders of Kirlcp:urick during his rusl 
nus51011 to Nepal. He b.ler became tne rlISt British residenl in Nep.1.1. Kirlcpalrick writes 
in hi$ preface, p_ lliii, I~t ten yars aOer he made an account of his mission 
for the Government, some friends incited him to publish a book and that he 
t~n gave his manuscript to a gentleman to be embellished. 

"From th is time, the fate o f the Work rested with the gentleman al1uded to
Ind perhaps its appearance would not have been much longer delayed, if it had 
not been suggested that , as a second mission to Ncpaul had taken ptaee, since 
the former one in 1793, Ind under circumstances fa r more fa vounble 10 the 
Pl'OSttul.ion of useful enquiry. it WJ.5 probable that much new, as well as more 
~r:ee~ mforTrnltion, reb.tive to that country, would soon reach England, whieh, 
'd n dId not wholly supersede the necessity of the intended public.ation, might be 
I vanlageously engrafu:d upon the latter. But the expectation thus excited was 
not yet fulfilled, when the death of the proposed Editor once more arrested the 
Progress of ,the Work, wh ich, on that oceasion, passed into the ~nds of the 
resent PubiLsher, exactly in its original s~pe. 
en t'~ mean ~hile, the latter having incum:d eonsidcnble expense in preparing 
~rc_Yl to reltnquish the publication, or fO postpone it to an indefinite period-

CID Iy as Ihe dd-f I - ~ ., . - ' dol., b,d ';;;;:; ~f':"!:: !~! ":;";""t er:,: ::;h ~my Cmp~i~)3dY ,J t Y n r a a It e l I o ale . " 

ThcYsecmtoha L _ - b H 'I ' r script, nd vc ""en Wrttten y ~ml ton hlmsel as IMY ~ve the same 
Onc ~ • furthermore the script of these manuseripts is also the same as the 
~1. 10 the letter Hamilton sent in 181 4 at the time of the British war with 
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The entirety of Some Observations reflects Hamilton's feelings of 
exasperation, perhaps also of disappointment for this unknown and 
mysterious country which did nol in fact reveal much to his eyes, as might 
be understood from his letter to Roxburgh, dated 2 March 1802 : "( ... ) very 
serious objections have been made by the Nepal government to the number 
of Europeans ( ... ) and ( ... ) the strongest objections would be made to the 
coming of any person who had no evident employment but that of spying 
the nakedness of the land ,"7 It must be recalled that the British thought 
during the eighteenth century that Nepal was an Eldorado, full of gold 
mines (K.C. Chaudhuri, 1960: 4). 

A first general remark is that the text of Some Observations has been 
toned down by Hamilton in An ACCQunl. He suppressed many of his 
excesses, both negative or positive, and most of the details relating to 
himself or his trip, creating a more impersonal text. 

Though stiU numerous, many of the contemptuous remarks of Some 
ObSerllQtiOllS were not published in An Account, Thus this passage (p. 34) 
"Even now the common poor bullocks of the country, in one day, carry 
four maunds of rice from Bichiapcor 10 Enonda" appears in An Account (p. 

197), as: "Even now, caule convey along it on their backs the usual bunhen 
of grain." 

On p. 39, he writes about the Makvanpur ion in the following lemu: 
"( ... ) probably, like the other fons of the Nepalese, a place of no strength", 
a nasty remark which does nOt appear in the book. Again, on pp. 4748 of 
Some Observations, a very scomful and humiliating passage follows a 
remark published on p. 202 of An Accounl, according to which the 
Nepalese would not conslruct a road for fear of their neighbours : 

"Jealousy or strangers is the predominanl principle in the Nepal government, and 

they have succeeded in keeping up that ignorance or which the Genevan 

Philosopher was so great an admirer. This however completely counteracts their 

jealous care of excluding foreigners; and exposes thcm to be subdued by every 

well informed nation, that may choose to make the allempl." 

The Nepalese attitude is clearly unbearable for HamillOn who seems 
10 loose his sangfroid here. 

An amusing example of the watering down of the text can be found on 
p. 11 5 of Some Observations, where one reads: "Captain Knox killed 

7 My emphasis. 
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t .... 'o female buffalos (sic), that had been rancned enlirely on grass, 
and they made very good beer', whereas in An Account they only 
make "tolerable beer'8. 

~e only ~ing in Nepal which Hamilton seemed to have enjoyed, and 
whjc~ IS also hidden f~m the reader of An Account, is its nora, (p. 51): 
"Until the 14th of Apnl we remained at Chillong, in a situation hi hi 
,ratifying 10 me as a botanist ( ... ),'9. g y 

It should be noted !.hat Hamilton employs the first person pluml in this 
last remark as throughout Some Observations whe-a, A A . . ' .... n ccounr IS 

com~1 sed U1 the ~rsl(person singular and omits all references 10 Knox, who 
Haml Ion was In act accompanying during his missio Th . . . . . . n. IS IS 
symplOmauc tn my ~plfllon of Hamilton 's radica l change of status between 
1802 and 1818. which can perhaps be explained by h·, Id · h .. " IrOeunngte 
Bn(lIsh ~ar wllhth~epa l I~ 1814. Indeed. Hamihon was solicited to deliver 
In onnlltlOn on IS occasIon. 

Hamilton as a spy 

In a letter dated 21st July 18 14, addressed 10 S. Adam, Secre tary to 
Gov:mmenl, H. Fagan, from Ihe Secret Deparlment writes about 
Hamilton: ' 

"( ... ) thal gemJcman woutd be anxious 10 contribule 10 Ihe public Service alllhe 
benefit 10 be derived I ., , . . 

, • 0 11 rom IS exlenSlve Stalistical Knowledge and 
CJtpt.nCllce dlrt:Cu me 10 • 
Gov' request you Will suggesl 10 the Right Hon'ble the 

~rnor General the propriety of conveying 10 Doctor Buchan:tn Ihe upression 
of HIS ElCellency's 'm h h 

Wl I a( e would communicate to you any information he 
may have acqu 'red ' h' J 
N , I I.n IS ourney to Nepaul or in his recent tOUt along the 
.onhem F~uer whIch might in his judgement be of use in a mililary point of 

VIew, and wnh refe L .. 
rence to I IUlure invasIon of the Nepaul Dominions." 

Accordingly Ad I 
name f h ,am sent a eller 10 Buchanan on Ihe 28th JUly in the 
hasten~d ~ e Govemor General. On 19th August 1814, Francis Buchanan 
H 0 reply 10 Adam's letter received on 15th August from G . 

e states therein th h ' ,anpoor. 
deSCribes rh . at e was sending three maps o f Nepal and then 
uncle of th e Rea.slest rou te 10 Kalhmandu according to Samar Bahadur 

e aJah of Palpa, as being the one along Ihe channel of th; 

8 Whether -gOOd" • 
~..... • or lolel'llble- , killing remale buffaloes was forbidden by Nepalese 

On the Impeded ca . 
~r of HanlLlton as Ilot:inist, Ke Brown (1997). 
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Bagmati. He also advises taking the easy and strategic fort of Makwanpur 

to distract the enemy's attention, whereas the real goal would be the road to 

Chisapani. He then describes the road he had take n in 1802 in the very 

same words used in Some Observalions 10, 

There follows a long passage on politics in which Hamilton suggests 

using the Newar against the Gorkhali : 

''The Newars who form the most numerous class of inhabitants in Nipaul proper, 

are, I believe, the most disaffected subjects of Gorkha, panly from Ihe 

remembrance of cruehy, and panly from religious differences; and woutd, I am 

convinced, be willing to afford supplies, so soon as their fears of punishment were 

removed; bUlthis might not be easy 10 accomplish; and although the resources of 

such a fine valley could not be removed without a mosl barbarous sevcrity, there 

is liltle room 10 suppose that the present ruler of the Counlry would hesitate a 

moment about the e)[eculion, provided he has knowledge to value the imponance 

of the measure." 

Hamilton recommends taking infonnation from the refugees, and 

restoring the native Chiefs to their fanner position, a project which had 

been planned on several occasions before that time to restore the commerce 

of the Company via the Kathmandu valley (Chaudhuri 1960) : 

"The whole Dominions of Gorkha, e)[cept Ihe petty principality of that 

name, are known to have lalely been under Ihe independent Government 

numerous pelly Chiefs, to whom Ihe people under their authority appear to have 

been strongly anached. Many of these chiefs, or their immediate children, arc now 

living in Ihe Company's terrilory, fed with daily hope of assistance, the known 

character of the person, who manages the affairs of Gorkha, having long rendered 

it almost cenain, that no accommodation would lake place ( ... ) they are in a stale 

of want that renders them highly dissatisfied ( ... ). It is evident, that, if any . . 
advantage is to be laken of these persons' claims, no delay should be admitted, as 

whatever force they may have is daily diminishing:'1 1 

F inally, he advises against attacking Kathmandu, and suggests 

sending a detachment with the four Rajas of Makwanpur, Tanahun. Palpa 

and Garwhal and restoring afterwards the legitimate heir of the Gorkha 

10 This probably indicates that he had not yet started drafiing An Account at 
thal time. 
11 All these lellers are kept al the India Office Library, in Ihe Home 
Miscel1aneous Series H 644 and are published in the Military History of Nepal. 
Papers respecting the Nep3ul war, pp. 2, 6, 37-46. 
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'Iy with the ancient family possessions, satisfying Bhimsen's ambition 

f~ Nepal proper, and confinning the rule of Brahm' Sahi in the country 

w; Almora. Hamilton ends by suggesting that the British might take the 

:hOle of the Nepalese Terai, but Ilot more, lest the Chinese interfere. 

Clearly. it is not a mere lelter of information that Hamilton sent, but a 

real strategic programme, which, it seems, was appreciated by the 

Governor General, as expressed in a letter dated September 9 from Adam, 

and which fonned the basis of the policy adopted. 

In fact, Hamilton had acted as a spy for the Company much before the 

war with Nepal, and it is even clearer from Some Observations than in An 
Account that our surgeon and botanist was also a spy collecting strategic 

information during his mission. Unpublished mentions are numerous. Thus, 

on p. 34. about the road from Bichiacor to Ettonda: 

"For about seven miles the channel of the river scrves for a road, which is 

enclosed by low bUI very sleep hills and precipices, that are covered with thick 

woods, and form a strong barder to the dominions of Nepal."12 

Again on p. 37, about Ettonda: 

" It is a small village containing a dozen shops, where travellers may procure grain 

and other refreshments, and where traders can get a small supply of porters: for 

goods from the Terriany arc gcncrnlly ca,'1'icd ~o fa. on bullocks, but these can 
proceed no fanher. For the accommodation of travellers the Rajas have built a 

brick house, which sUrTounds a sqU:lfC coun and is very capable of lodging safely 

a considerable quantity of goods. Was the true interest of the country understood 

by the Nepat government, it would make the road so far at least passable with 

loaded cans, which would greatly facilitate commerce; and, as hereafter will be 

seen, there would remain between Ettonda and Catmandu a frontier of abundant 
strength". 

On p. 31, on the forest before Bichiacor: 

"'n this forest there is liulc or, no undcrwood, and Ihc trees stand at 

oonsiderahle distances from each other, so that agQinsl a regular aony it 

does DOl add much slrength 10 the rronlicr of NCpll". 

!! Whe.n there is an underlined pan in a quoted passage, it means that this pan does not 
P: I~ All. A~co~1It of the Kingdom of Nepol. When nothing is underlined, the entire 

ge IS nusslflg In An Accoullt. 
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And lastly on p. 137, Hamilton describes anothcr itinerary, 
through Pharping, which he took on his way back, with precision: 

" For horses this road is certainly easier, than tha t by which we entered, 

and it is the only route by which elcphants can go into the countryi but it 

is more fatiguing for men, and is a much stronger barrier 10 Nepal than 

even Chundunghery. Some reports state, that a road practicable for caT15 

either exists, or might be easily made on the banks of the Baagmuuy all 

the way from Catmandu 10 the low country, and that the river during its 

whole course nows with so gentle a stream, that in the rainy season 

canoes might descend. How far it may be practicable 10 make such a road, 

I do not know: but I learned from a faithful servant, that followed me 10 

the low country, and who N.d $Cveral times travelled the road from 

Catmandu to Hatcoul, that on this routc he had been forc:ed 10 leave the 

banks of the ' river by precipices, and some of the stagC$ had consisted 

entirely of bad roads passing over mountai ns." 

Clearly then, the first draft of what was to become An account of the 
Kingdom of Nepal is less filtered than the final result and provides us an 
interesting insight into the conditions of elaboration of the book. More than 
this general comext, Some Observalions also describes the progress of the 

trip in detai1. 

Progress of the trip 

This precise account of Hamilton's journcy and sojourn ~ n Ne~al 
gives a more vivid idea of Ihe mission13. Apart from the dt rtieultles 
on the road, these extracts show that the members of the 

did not remain together all the time. 
"Captain Knox having been appointed Resident al thc Court of 

Catmandu, I was directed to accompany him, and accordingly in the 

beginning of the year Ig02, I went to Patna, where he then was 

encamped. On the 12th of January wc commenced our joumey, and 

proceeded by slow marches to GoraSln, a village near the boundary. 

There we continued encamped from the 30th of January til1 the 19th of 

FebNary, when we advanced a few miles within the frontier of the Nepal 

dominions, and came 10 a village whiCh is namcd Chuehero., and is 

placed near the ruins of an ancient city, that was called Gor Semeran. On 

the 14th of March we advanced about four miles to a small vi11age 

13 A good description of the Knox mission QII be round in K.c. Chaudhuri (1960 : 
119·141). 
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,..med Baguanpur, on the 17th wc returned 10 Cucheroa, and on the 18th 

wc again encamped at Gorasan. where wc remained seven days. [po I) 

On the 2Sth of March we proceeded towards the West. and having 

passed through a poor ill cultivated country, in Ihe I1ettia Zemindary, and 

near the frontier of Nepal, on the 28th we arrived at Jukiary, the lasl 

village in the Companys [sic] territory o n the great road to 

eatmandu.[P.29] 

On the 29th of Mareh, at no great distance from Jukiary, we again 

entered thc territory of Nepal, and went about fourtcen miles to Gor 

Pursera. The country near our routc is level and clear: but little of it is 

cultivated. An old fort, and many plant.ations of Mango trees show. that 

ronnerly il N.S bttn in a better state. [po 30) 

Gof Purscn is • small village with a largc tank. Near it is • bri<:k 

ho~, which wu build by Singy Pritap', the present Rajas snnd falher, 

who in the cold seuon sometimes resided in the Terriany, on the 

improvement of which he bestowed considerable attention. 

On the 30th of March we advanced about fourteen miles to 

Bichiacor. [po 31] On the 31st of Mareh wc proceeded about sixteen miles 

10 }iettaura or EuOl'lda. [po 34] 

On the way wc met with some religious mendicants, who, as wc 

passed, very chirit.ably called out, Ah! my children you will all die o f 

thirst, there is no waler to be had for eight mi les. This having been 

bawlcd out in I dismal tone by \en or twclve men reputed holy, alarmed 

our people, and made them fancy themselves quite exhausted with thirst, 

before we had advanced thrcc miles from whcrc they had received a 

copious supply or water. Accordingly on approaching 8 spring near the 

Currura, some of them new from the: road, and threw thcmselves down 10 

drink with as much avidity, as if thcy had passed an Arabian descrt. [p. 
36) 

On the 4th of April Captain Knox proceeded, but I did not follow 

until the 7th, and during my stay at Etonda I made the following 

observations on that place. [po 37] 

On the seventh of April I went about eightecn miles to Ilimphedi. 

[po 40) The eighth of April I remained at Bimphcdi ( ... ). [po 44] 

On the nin th of April I joined Captain Knox, who had enca mped 

about a mile above a town called Chitlons. (p. 4S] 

In the aficmoon I proceeded about six miles, and having at first 

ro lloWed the princip.al stream of the Panouny, and then onc of its 
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branches, J came to Capuin Knoxes [sie1 encampment, after having h~d a 

good view of Lahary Nt~l. (p. 49]. 
Until thc 14th o f April we remained at Chi tlong ( ... ), whcn we 

advanced about four miles to Tancot in the gleater valley of Ne~1. {po 

SI) 
On the 16th of April we went to the bottom of a celebrated hill 

dedicated to Suembu, and continued cncamped there till the Iwenty sixth 

of July, when we moved in to houses, which the Regent built for our 

accommodation, and which were placed in I garden near a temple called 

Narainhutty. On the Eighteenth of Mareh 1803 we look leave of Ihe 

Court, and proueded on our return 10 the Companys dominions. During 

this time we made:: frequent visits to diffen-nt parts of the valley, and I 

shall now detail, what I obscrved, and what I was able:: 10 collecl from 

the observalion of the Bramin, by whom I was accompanied. [po S21 

On the 18th of March the Resident and his suil took leave of Ihe 

court, and wc set out on LP.1361 our return by the way of Pherphing.( ... ) 

On the 21th of April wc entcrcd the Company's territory, and in the 

following day I took leave of Captain Knox." (p. 131) 

The context of Hamilton's journey thus clarified, wc shall now 
turn to the data contained in Some Observations and which do not 
figure in An Account of the Kingdom of Nepal. In the following 
pages, 1 shall quote most of them, apart from geological 
observations, which are nOI very useful today, and agricultural data 

thal will be quoted in a fulUre publication. 

Whether one should rummage through the deliberately 
unpublished accounts of others is of course a debatable point. It is 
certain that Hamilton made a choice when he selected extracts of his 
Observations to incorporate them in hi s Account. And one may 
presume that he did not make use of what he considered too 
personal, too imprecise or incorrect and what was diplomatically 
inopportune. However, given the lack of information on Nepal at that 
time, it seems to be a valuable source that should at least be 
investigated, given that the political incorrectness has been erased by 
time. Nevertheless, one should be careful when using this type of 
source and it should be underlined that Hamilton's writings as a 
whole have too oOen been quoted as a primary source and taken for 
granted. To give just one ex.ampie. the fact that he wrote on pp. 52 
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artd 240 of !"n account Of. the kingdom of Nepal that the Gorkhali 
kil'lgs wer~ ID fact Magar IS too onen ciled as historical proof for 
Ihis assertIOn. Nevertheless, Hamilton naturally remains a primary 
source with regard 10 what he observcd, such as the names by 
which people designated thcir country al that lime: 

"The inhabitants of Nepal can their own country Hinduany, as haying 

neYc:r been subjcct to fon-igners; while the Company's territory, from the 

name of its former Lords, they call Mogulany. [po 11 Ne:pal is Ilso named 

Maddc:sh Of the Centrat-country, for whie:h appellation I he:ard no reason 

assigned." (p. 2] 

[Jt:Sctiption of the Tcrai 

Onc of the most intercsting parts of Some Observation, ., th .. rh' e dcscnpllOn 0 t e Terai dominions of Nepal before their reduct· 
db th 

.. Ion 
cause y e Bnttsh war in 1816. 

"Although the Terriany forms a pari of that immc <ft 1 · h· h n"" p am, w le separates 
the . large ~untainous tract, called Bindaehul, from the still more extensive 

:alpme ~glOn called Hemaehul or Hemalichul; yet it is not 50 level as 

~ngal, but in some:: places rises into very gentle swclls. Although the: soil 

IS free from those saline imp~gnations, that render sterile a g~t pari of 

the:: ~mpanyS territory, through which wc passed on our route from Patna 

y.et In general it is light and poor. It is however exceedingly deep; and: 

Ilk~ the whole: of the immense plain, of which it forms I pan, consists 

entirely of ~lluvial earth, in which, at the greatest depths to which men 

haye penetrated, no stone is to be found.fp. II) 

To judge rrom the numerous tanks and canals, il is pro~ble, when 

OorSemeran [sic] nourished. that the: whole of the: Terriany was well 

~pled and cultivated: [po 14} but, from all aeeounts, ane: r the Nawars 
{SIC] retired it b . , ecame In a great measurc desolate. The Raju of 

Ma.cuanpur were always loo weak to venture upon clcarina a count" 
which they Id I , • cou on y de cnd, by conccalina tncmselves among hills and 
(o~sts Accord' h . Ing 10 1 e account of the present inhabitants, almost the 
whole country about 1 Sin p . ' . wenty yeaB ago, was waste. In Ihe government of 
C gy ntap conSiderable: encouragement was given to settlers from the 

ompanys provinces. In timcs or scarcity advances were made to poor 

wrelchcs who at h Id 
d

' ome cou not procure a subsis tence' and all thicyes 
ebtors and bo ds .. ' • c . ' vaga n were received With open arms. By these mcans a 
otISlderable population has been col1ccled .. c .. , .... the country is still capable 
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of very great improvement, even on the wretched system of agriculture tha t 

now exists. [po IS] 
The Tcrriany, like the olher paris of the dominions o f Gortl, the 

valley of Nepal excepted, is divided inlo districlS calicO Subaiu, each of 

which is governed by • Suba, who in general holds his offter: for three 

years. In the cold season lhc Suba of the district, through which wc 

passed, resides at Cucheroaj but, when !he unhealthy season comll'ltnces, he 

retires to Macuanpur. These Subas possess a jurisdiction in all mallers civil 

and mil itary, but thei r power does not extend to the inflicting of capilll l 

punishment, which can only be carried into execution by orders from the 

Raja. The SUM appoints his own deputy, who is called Phou5dar; and, 

besides his authority IS judge magistrate and commander of the troops. he 

is invested with the power of collecting the ro)'al revenues, and particularly 

the rent of the crown bnds. [p. 16} 
The crown lands are not extensive, being only such as are reserved to 

defray the personal expense o f the Raja. All the officers of government, aU 

the miliu.ry down to the private soldier, and even many of the domestics 

in the palace are paid by Chacran or Service lands, which they hold, so 

long as they perform the services, but of which they may be deprived at 

the pleasure o f the Raja. There is however a considerable extent of land, 

which has been entircly alienated from the crown. The larger part of this 

has b«n granted tither to various places of worship for the support of 

religious ceremonies, or to men who 3rt reputed to be the servants of God: 

but I considerable portion also h.u been given to different branches of the 

royal family, and 10 lome of the principal chiefs of Gorcl, who 

accompanied the: conquests of Prithi Narain. 
In the Temany the Crown lands arc morc extensive I.han Iny where 

else, and are divided into small districts called Jappas, each of whieh is 

placed under the management o f a Chaudry Issisted by a Mauzumdar or 

Accomptant. In order to encourage these officers 10 be diligent in 

reclaiming [po 17] waste lands, they are allowed two anas for every Biga 

in their district, thl is cul tivated. Of this sum the Chowdry" gelS ten 

sixteenths, and the Mauzumdar has the remainder. The Suba, whenever he 

pleases, has the power o f removing them. 

Under the Chowdries are a set of officers called Macuddum or 

Mahau.u, each of whom manages one or more villoges: and who for every 

hundred Degu. that he has in cultivation, gets ten Digas o f Chlefln land. 

" 

Massun Row, the Maccoddum of ClJeheroa, had under his care th~ other 

villages. He was a man of considerable inlluence, being a very notorious 

and barbarous robber. On th is account he wu greatly feared by al1 his 

neighbours, who called him Sirdar, a title of much higher rank than that 

evcn of Suba, Ind to which he had no manner o f legal right If we could 

credit the rutives, his followers lmounted to I thousand men able to bear 

Irms. 1hcse It convenient times he sends into the Com~nys terrilor)' 10 

steal Qule, or to commit similar depredations. When they cannot be 

employed in this way, which is esteemed honourable, they assis t the old 

men Ind women to cultivate thcir fields. (p. Ig] 

Omne avum fcrro tcritur, vcrsaqllt: juvencum 

Jcrga fatigamus MSII : - sempcrquc rtCentis 

Conportart juvat prodas, et vivere rapts. 

Such practices, it is said, are only ~ lI owed in the Terriany; and in 

fact, near the capital, wc found the police tolerably good. The office of 

Macuddam (sic] is not hereditary, and is hdd at the pleasure of the Suba. 

The fanners or cultivators of crown lands ought to give the fbja one 

half of the produce. Dut in gcner.tl they give nothing voluntarily, and the 

Mocuddams [sic] exact from them as large a proportion of the produce, in 

kind, as they can, and for th is purpose commonly employ nogging: and the 

same means are again employed by the Chowdries to make the Macuddams 

disgorge. Every private person, and all those who have Chacnn lands make 

the best bargain that they can: but leases are never giyen, and money n:nt 

can seldom be procun:d." (p. 19) 

This. fasCinating account of Ihc slate of the Terai draws a picture of 
a wtld zone where a great kingdom once nourished, that of Gor 
Semeran, which had fa llen into complete negligence by the end of 
the eighteenth century and whose cultivation was very much 
cn~uraged by the Gorkhali government of 1800. This out-lawed 
tcrn tory was mastered by powerful rogues helped by real annics. 
!hcy belonged to the central administration but behaved as 
~ndcpcndcn t lords. In Hamilton's pi cture of the Terai , insalubrious 
c~rcs t s are expanding, against which the powerful kings Oppose 

Catanee by all means: financial interest for newly cleared fields and 
permission to all kinds of thieves to settle in the kingdom. On the 
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other hand, the weak kings (such as that of Makvanpur as described 
below), as well as the tribal groups "oppressed by their conquerors", 
find refuge in the middle of these woods, and prevent thcir 
clearance. 

"( ... ) at about ten miles from Etonda there is a place called Muecul 

Puccul, where some grounds are cultivated by a class of people cal1ed Cat' 

Bhoteas. In their persons and manners these strongly resemble the rude 

tribes, that inhabit the country between Ava and Chittagongi and seem to 

have retired into these woods as a protection against the Hindu invaders of 

their country. Their huts are l"1I ised on posts, which in countries, that from 

the nature of their soil are apt 10 produce fevers, seems to be a pl"1lctice 

very conducive 10 health." Lp. 42] 

Crossing the Terai at that time was perilous and the entrance 
into the Nepalese dominions did not scem to be marked by any 
duty, the customs bcing locatcd furthc r up on thc road, in the hills, 
as indicated by this passage : 

"At Bichiacor merchants proceeding \0 Catmandu pay a small duty. It is 

two annas[sic} on every bul1~k.l oad, with fourteen anas[sic} for every 

musketeer, and twelve anas for every olher armed man, that forms a part of the 

escort: for without a Guard merchants cannot venture any valuable property." 

[p.34] 

By proceeding from the Terai to the Kathmandu vall ey, 
Hamilton noted cn route precise botanical information, absent in thc 
Account: 

"On the 30th of Match wc advanced about fourteen miles 10 Bichiacor. 

The Ternany extends about three miles North rrom Gor Pursera. Aner 

having passcd this space, we entered a sLa tely fon:st consisting mostly or a 

trec called Sucua the limber Qf wbicb is by tbe Europeans of Ikngal 

called Saal, The trces, lhal are most commonly inleanixed wilb Ihe SlIcua 

are tbe Sbagyda and Cymbia Ibal I have described jn my papel] relatives 

to Mysoor". [po 31} 

"At Bimphedi the vegetable productions put on a slrong resemblance to 

tbose of Europe. Peaches, Pears, Pines, Oaks, Willows, and Alders are 

thickly scattered through the woods, while Rasp berries grow on every 

bank. Thc Pinus longifolia il must be observed delights in a southern 

exposure. Nonc grow between Churiagat and Doca Phedi: but the steep 

precipice there facing the south, and the southern face of Ihe mountains 

ss 

abOve Bimphedi are covered with trees of this kind. In Nepal proper I 

afierwards found the samc to be the care.( ... ) The inhabitants would not 

sell their poultry, and were with difficulty pcrsuaded 10 part with a kid." 

{p. 441 

History of the Terai 

In the only passage of An Account which mentions Some observations, 
Hamilton refers to the history of Gor Semeran (modem Simraongarh), and 
notes that he sent a Brahman there in 1810 to correct and complete his data. 
We may suspect that this rev ision was provoked by the reading of 
Kirkpatrick's account; indeed, in spite ·ofthe fact that it did not appear until 
1811, it seems to me that Hamil[Qn may have read Kirkpatrick's 
manuscript l4 , for his first version of the history of Tirhut contained an 
error that presumably only another account may have shown him. Indeed, 
in Some Observations, Hamilton wrote that Hurry Sing Dco, the last king 
of Simraongarh, was the founder of the dynasty, whereas Kirkpatrick's 
genealogy is correct on this point: 

"The next grand evenl, that is remcmbered, is the foundation of Oor 

Semeran, which according to one tradition happened in the year of our 

Lord 136 1, and according to another twcnly years later. It was founded by 

HurT)' Sing Dco, who is said to have been a JemedariS Bramin, a cast of 

which I could procure no account. He is said to have come from the 

West, and to have subjected 10 his authority the whole country, that is 

bounded to the North by the mountains of Ncpal proper; on the East by 

the Cousuky river, and on thc Soulh by the Ganges. Traditions diITer 

concerning the westcrn frontier, some making it 10 have been the Gunduky, 

while others extend to the river Deva the Kingdom of Hurry Sing. When 

this Prince comc to these parts, they are said to havc been mostly 

overgrown with forests, among which were concealed small villages 

governed by pelty Rajas. The walls of GO! Scmeran may stilt be tl"1leed, 

and are said by the natives 10 form a square, of which each side extends 

~4 Of ~hich, atieast two copies exis.t, kept respectively in the British Library and in 
I e indIa Office Library. 
5 In the fragments of Some Observations there is a note at this word: "A Brahman, 

not following the profession of the priesthood, but holding land and allending to 
tempora! concerns." It thus seems that this fragment is posterior to the complete 
~anuscnpt. Moreover, l amcdar is spelled there as "Zemindar", which tends to show •. t' there ~as been some improvement by Hamilton in this second text. According to 
wahes Raj Pant, Hamilton mixed the dynasty of Kllr1)ata up with that of Oinwara 

•
ho followed them after the fall of Harasimhadeva, and who were degraded 
fahmins. . 
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three cosses or six miles. The inhabitants of this eity were of a tribe 

called Nawar [sic], who are supposed by the people of the Terriany to 

have accompanied Hurry Sing Deo from the west. [po 31 

C ... ) It must however be observed., [p. 41 that, without comparing both 

Musulman History and Hindu tnldition, we are constantly liable to fall into 

great mistakes. The Musulmans are apt to bestow the name of rebellion on 

aU the wars, which the most powerful Hindu Monarchs have carried on 

against the Faithful, while on the contnr), the Hindus look on the most 

petty Zemidars as legal sovereigns, and the aetions of the list established 

Musullll2n governments are often represented as the temporal)' ineursions of 

a band of robbers. 

According to tradition Hurry Sing Deo reigned thirty years, and was 

entirely independent of the Musulmans. He was succeeded by his son 

Shivai Sing. A brother of this prince, having had a dispute with his 

sovereign, fled 10 Delhi; and having procured an army from the Musulman 

King, he advanced towards Gor Semernn with an intention of dethroning 

his brother. Before he had reached the Gunduky, Shivai Sing having heard 

of the approach of an army of men that eat bed, was seized with a panic, 

and after having reigned twenty two years resigned his kingdom to Cun 

Callil6 the tutclar Deity of his capital city. He thcn [po 5] dedicated his 

li fe to God, and having assumed the character of a religious mendicant, he 

pas.sed his days in wandering about the ploees which are esteemed holy. 

It is said, th.3t about this time the unnaturnl brother of Shivai Sing 

died; and that the Musulman army, after a fruitless attempt on Gor 

Semeran, were obliged to retreat, owing as the Hindus suppose, 10 the 

powerful influence of the tutelar Deity. The Musu[mans however .seem 10 

have seized on all the country near the Ganges, which continued subject to 

them, until the establishment of the Companys authority. 

About the same time the Nawars [sic) deserted Gor Semernn, for 

what reason I have not been able 10 learn. They took with them the image 

of Cun Calli, and retired with an intention of going to Nepal, which in 

fact was probably the country, from whence they originally came. ( ... ) [po 

6) ( ... ) They afterwards stilled in the valley of Nepal, where at prestnt 

they are the most numerous class of inhabitants: but, ever since they Icft 

Gor Semeran, it would appear, that they have been subject to Rajput 

princes. 

16 Obviously Cun Calli is one of Taleju's local names. Kili is I common 
epithet of Taleju and Cun may be In incorrect spel1ing of khun, I Hindi word 
designating "blood" which is onen used in central Nepal as well. 
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A considerable time .ner the retreat of the Newars [sic) the 

Musulmans seized on the middle parts of the territories of Hurry Sing 

{)eo, and extended their conquest 10 the present boundary of the Gorca 

dominions. These new acquiSitiOns were granted to two Hindu Zemindars, 

through whose influence probably the inhabitants had been induced 10 

submit to a foreign yoke. 

Thc Eastern part of this newly acquired country, which we call 

Tiruhut or Tyroot, was given by the Musulmans to Mahis Tacur, a Coruri 

Bramin, who governed it IS a Zemindar under their authority. He was 

sucucded by his son Purus Sullum, he by his son Mahinat, and he by his 

son NarpuL Ragu Sing son of the last mentioned Chief obtained from the 

king the title of Raja, and was succeeded by his [po 7) son. Narindar Sing, 

who left his Zemindary to a brother named Pritap Sing, and he was 

succeeded by his half brother Madu Sing. who is the present Zemindar. 

The carelessness or imbecility of these chiefs, and the art and treachery of 

some of their servants, have reduecd this family 10 a comparative poverty, 

and forccd them to alienate a large proportion of thcir estates. 

Bellia, or the western part of the dominions of Gor Scmeran that fell 

under the Musulman yoke, WIS given to a Sallaria Bramin named Guzz 

Sing. He had six sons, and was succeeded by DilIiph the eldest. This chief 

divided his country bctween his two sons Drup and Shivanllt. The latter 

was soon after pUl to death by his elder brother, who thus reunited the 

whole Zemindary. He was succeeded by his daughters (sic] son Jugul 

Kissur, whose son Birkissur is the prescnt Raja of Bellia. After the 

company obtained the governmcnt of the country, five pergunnas or 

districts were taken from Jugul Kissur. and given to the son of Shivanat, 

who now enjoys that part of the family estate. Drop Sing seems to have 

been a savage, who with the policy commonly adopled by [p .8] Hindu 

Rajas, allowed the frontiers of his countl)' to be over·run with forests, and 

who considered it as a capital offencc 10 clear any part of Ihem for 

cultivation. He thus however procured safety from the musulman authority, 

who wcre contended to receive an annual tribute in wax and charcoal, 

which he valued at twelve thouund Rupees. His successors. having been 

more enlightened, began 10 clear their country, and when the pennanent 

selllement was made, it was valued at three lacs of rupees. Ever sinec thc 

Raja has been laudably employed in improving his estate, and this such 

SUCcess, tbat he is said to have at present a neat income of one lac of 

ropces, after paying the revenue and deducting 111 expences of collection. 

There is still however much room for improvement; nor can it be 
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expected. Ihat Icss Ihan twenty years. evcn o f his prudent management will 

be ablc to givc Ihe country a number o f inhabitants ldeq~te to its full 

cultivation·C···) {po 9J 

( ... ) After the retreat of the Nawars the northern parts of the dominions 

that had belonged to Hurry Sing Dec. secm to havc fallen into grea; 

confusion; and 10 havc been almost entirely overgrown by forests. At 

length Manic Sing. a Rajput, eSl.ablished his aUlhority It MI.IC~npur. and 

seems to havc posscssed III the country bounded on thc North by Ncpal 

proper. on the Gast by the Cousuky, on the South by the lerritory now 

belonging by the Company. and on the WCSt by the Gunduky. 

Manic Sing was succeeded by his son, Hemcurn Sing, who wu also 

called Hindupad. lie was succeeded by Dirgobund Sing, who gavc his 

sisler in marriagc to Prithi Nanin Ihe Raja of Gorea. by whom he was 

50mCtime afterwards deprived of his dominions. Dupbur Sing. Ihe son of 

this unfor!u na tc prince, ncd from the conqueror into Dettia, and died there 

a few years ago. leaving (p. ID] behind him a son. who as yet is a child. 

A portion o f Hurry Sing Dens isic] kingdom, which was situated to the 

East of the Cousuky, was fonned into I principality called Morung, which 

also fell a prey to Prithi Nar.l in of Gorca : but of its history, I have been 

able to procure no account. It fonns a part of the Terriyani subject to 

Nepal, and is governed by two Su~s, who reside at Visiapur, which is 
the Oissypour of our maps.~[p. IIJ 

~ami hon 's acco~nl of the history of Tirhut, inaccurate as il may be, 
IS nevertheless Important in two respects: il is a local account told 
by people of Gorsamaran 17, as well as being quite an old one 
dating from before the diffusion of the Ncpalese chronicles. It h~ 
been accepted since Petech ( 1962, 1984) that Hurry Sing Deo did 
not come as a conqueror to the Kathmandu Valley and did not 
found a new dynasty there as a late inscription and the Wright 
chronicle state l8, For L, Peteeh (1962), Hurry Sing came as a 
~efu~ee . and his rolc should not bc emphasised. as no Nepalese 
Inscnptton of that time mentions him. The Nepalcse would have 

~. b P~tech (1984 : 211) is mismken when he alleges that Hamil ton 's accounl of 
It I a IS a Nepalese t~ilio.n un.known in Mithila. as It is clearly indicated Ihal the 

ac~nt. was lold, both mncs. In thIS Southern pan of Nepal which was once !he ca,;", 
of Muhila. 

18 According to Mahcs Raj Pant (personal communication) Ihis theory was first 
elaborated by the Sarptodhana-mal){fala and later incorporaled in their llihiu
SarpJodh6nako P12mi{IA-Pramej'l, published in 2019 V. S. (1 962). 
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created this Ongln of the Malla dynasty lately for prcstige. Not being 
a historian. one may nevertheless have a doubt about the soundness 
of this hypothesis when Hamilton tells us precisely that the Newars 
do not refer to this origin l9 , but that the story is told by people of 
Sirnraongarh itself. One would have to suppose that the myth was 
bOm in Nepal between Ihe 14th and ihe 17th centuries when wc 
have evidence of its existence, was then conveyed to the plains and 
remembered orally there. whereas it was forgotlcn in the Kathmandu 
valley by the beginning of the 19th century. Hamilton 's materials arc 
precious as they show how the account of the history of Tirhut 
could be lold by the people, in 1802 and thcn in 1810. This 
historical account has been quoted in length although it does not 
differ much in its last part from An Account because it s tates more 
clearly here Simraongarh as a late Ncwar's place of origin, for they 
are said to be from Nepal. to have fled to Simraongarh and then 10 

have retumed to their original country. 

Population 

In Some Observations Hamilton di scusses the origin of the Newar at 
length. and raises the contradiction between their alleged origin in 
Mithila, their physical appearance, their caste system and their 
language. 

"From the vocabularies of che two languages it will be evident, that the 

Nawars have a considerable affinity with the Cat'Bhoteu; and their features 

have a strong tcndency towards thc Chincse countenance, although this is 

not $0 strongly marked 15 among the n3tivcs of Thibct. 

In contradistinction to Kirkpatrick. Hamilton stales later20 that their 
physieaJ features are nol clear. In Some Observations Hamilton had 
already remarked that together with their uChinese countenance" the 
Newar 

M( ... ) havc thc custom or Cast in all its slrcngth: and in the next place 

the most common IrIditiOfl, in the Terriany. is, that they came Originally 

rrom Gorsemel1ln. This howcvcr in Nepal is not generally credited. and it 

is Ihere alleged. that they are descended rrom certain scr.-ants of Shiva, 

19 "It must, however. be confessed, Ihat the Newar themselves lotal1y deny this origin. 
and allege. that !he only round~tion ror it is Ihe resemblance between the n&mCS Ncwar 
~ Aniwar .... All A CCOUII1: p. SO. 

An Acc:oUIILp. SO. 
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who atlended Ihat deilY on 3n expedition. which he made inlo the eounlr.:, 

when: they were len behind to inhabit the land, and long continued 10 be 

governed by princes of their own nation. It must be observed, th3t, when 

the GoTCa f3mily conquered Nepal, the Nawaf'S were SUbject to Rajputs, 

and were defended chiefly by soldiers of th3t CISt. Perhaps then it may 

with some probability be conjectured, tha t the Nawars were originally 

Bhoteas, who were convcrted to the doctrines they profess by a small 
colony from Hindusun, and who by Ihis incorporation sutTered a panial 

change in their language and customs. That aAerwards they were either 

wholly, or in part expc:llcd by a. colony of Rajputs, and retired to 

Gorsemeran, where they continued, till they were pressed upon by the 

MU5ulman5. Preferring the government of Hindus 10 the Mohammedan 

yoke, they may have again returned to Ncpal, and submitted to its Rajput 

chiefs. It is nOI unlikely that, during thcir residence [PI 76] at Gor 

Semeran under the authority o f Bramins, they may have adopted the 

doctrine of cast, which evcn the Musulman conquerors o f India have not 

been altogether able to resist Some o f thcm also, in order to gain thc 

fa vour o f their sovereign, may have deserted the doctrine o f Boudha, and 

worshipped Maha Dcva as the chief Deity." [po 77J 

Along with the Newar, unpublished extracts concerning the -Cat' 
Dhotea"s and the "Parbuttics" can be found in Some Observations: 

'"The first class of inhabitants, that I shall notice, are those, who by the 

presenl governing people are ealled Cat'Bhott:lsj but who assume to 

themselves the name of Sayn, by which appellation they are also 

d ist inguished among [PI 71] the Nawars [sic), and the ume appellation is 

bestowed on their country." [po 72] 

Who exactly are the Sayn or Car Bhoteas ? In An Account (pp. 
55-56), it is said that all the inhabitants of Tibet and Bhutan are: 
called Dhotiya : "Some: of these: pcople, who inhabit near 
Kathmandu, eaU themselves Sayn; and the: same name is given by 
the Newars to the whole nation". Some observations adds: 

"The same may be said o f the Cat' or wild Bhoteas or Sayn. In th is 

name wc may perhaps trace the Sinoe of the Ancients, who are placed 

near mount Emodus. The language of the Sayn is nearly allied to that of 

Lassa, .nd they arc a thick, short, museular people with Chinese 

countenances. The religion of the Cat'Bhoteas is the same with that of the 

.. 

Boudhists o f Thibel, and they follow Ille Lamas as their sp iritual guides". 

(p. 72] 

11 seems that the people similar to Tibetans, who follow their 
religion and employ Lamas, and who leave near Kathmandu may be 
the Tamang, but their alleged polyandry which foll ows tends to 
prove that either the Tamang once practised this eustom, or that 
Hamilton mixed them up with other Tibetan groups, and that may be 
the reason why he did not publish thls. 

'"The women of the Cat'Bhoteu have at the same time &everal husbands; 

and when one happens to be in his wifes [sic] com~ny, he pbcC$ at the 

door his shoes, or a fruit called Ikl, which prevents the others from 

intruding." {po 74] 

Furthermore, in an extract quoted above, we have seen that Hamilton 
encountered a vill age of Cat'Bholeas210n his way to Kathmandu, 
between Etonda and Bhimphedi, which is now inhabited by Tamang. 
He compared them with the Burmese groups he encountered in Ava 
and stated that their huts are raised on posts (p. 42), a fact that 
links them more to the Kjrat, from what we know today. But in An 
Account (p. 53) he wrote that "( ... ) no Murmi is permincd to enter 
the va1ley where Kalhmandu stands, and by way of ridicule, they are 
called Siyena Bhotiya, or Bhotiya who eat earrion ( ... ) ... Murmi 
being an ancient ethnonym for the Tamang and the word siycna 
being probably related to sayn22 , it seems li kely that the expression 
Cat' Bhoteas may refer more specifically to the Tamang. Whether 
this name referred only to the Tamang or was a generic name 

21 It may be that this appellation was referring to the "Bhotcu" who work the wood 
(~!h in Nepali). IS do the Tamang around the Kathmandu valley. Hamilton may have 
nusundcrstood this word and lhought it was the wood IS forest, hence his translation of 
"wild Bhoteas". 
22 In his interesting discussion on the word St, it seems to me that Ch. Ramble (1997) 
~as forgo.llen to take in to account the possible Nepali lnd Sanskrit origins of the word. 
. ndeed, If the word "Siyena" quoted here may be only a Nepalesc mcx;king 
tnte.rJl.retation of the word "Sayn", the aorkhl vatpuvS!f mentions the Seldlant people 
as hvmg near Gorkha, and the modem usage in Gulmi District is 10 cll.ll les; (or lai$i) 
and leiini lhe people living nOMh of them in the mounlalns, whatever their caste or 
cth~ic group, and le, their country (except the Tibetlns which are called Bhote and 
~If c:o~ntry Dhotin). The names sdhont and It$i are obviously derived from the word 
""t, whlc~ means. ~ the end, ~e remainder of something" In Slnskrit and Nepali, and, :re SJICC.lfically 111 the Nepah of central Nepal, "the tOp or something~ , like the head or 
""'!"t ~L ~us the phon~me ·Se" is also found in NepaJi names designating various 
~ -J' e bvmg III the mountalRS . 
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designating any Tibeto-Durman grouP. their stale at the beginning of 
the 19th century seems to havc been miscrable: 

"All the Cat' Dhoteas are very poor, and have either been reduced to 

slavery, or in order to avoid that odious condition have been forced, to 

rctire into forests or other places of difficult aeccss, From this circumstance, 

joined to their weakness, which must have preven!ed them from being 

intruders, I am inclined to believe, that Ihcy are the original inhabitants of 

Ihe country", (p. 74] 

While commcnting on the "Bhoteas", Hamilton delineates a basic 
distinction drawn by the Hindus23 betwecn Christianity and Islam on 
the one hand, which arc strictly forbidden and whose followers are 
kcpl apart, and any form of animism or Buddhism, on the other 
hand, whose followers arc de facto incorporated into soeiety24. 

"Although the Bhoteas eat all kind of animals and do nOI even abstain 

from beef, still they ure considered as Hindus by their ncighbours the 

Parbullics and Nawars: nor are Ihese liable 10 be punished on account of 

an intercourse with the Ilhoteas, as they would be for a too intimate 

connection with Christians or Musulmans." (p. 74J 

His treatment of the Parbutties (callcd Parbatiya or Mountain Hindus 
in An Account) is rather differcnt, being obviously more passionate 
than objective. In Some Observations, Hamilton accused them of 
being "false" in addi tion 10 the amazing series of insults he 
professes against them in the two texts. He adds that they arc: 

"debj!j!atcd by an excessive indUlgence in ~ plellsuresi their morning lire 

spent in sleep, and the day is occupied in the performance of religious 

cen:moniesj so that no time is leA for business, Dor for jofQnnjng their 

mjnds roncs:ming anything useful." 

In the same passage on p. 22 of An Account, they are only 
"exhausted" instead of "debilitated", and the underlined passages arc 

23 On Ihis subject, see GDborieau (1994). 
24 Inten:snngly, Christians and Muslims appear under the same category in a letter 
from Parasuram Thapa qUOted by K. Chaudhuri (1960: 114) : "Misser Gujraj would 
have given up Ihe counuy of !he Hindoos to Muss:tlmans ( ... ) [i.e. the BritishJ"and Ihus 
eommentated by Chaudhuri: "The n:fen:oce to the. Mussalmans here must have been 
made in a generic sense, meaning pcnons woo look beef." 
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suppressed.2S Despite Hamilton 's evident antipathy, the description of 
the Parbunies is very rich in Some Observations: 

Mln Nepal proper the Parbuuies are not $0 near so numerous as the 

Nawars: but in the remOle parts of Ihe Kingdom, Ihey form tbe $Ole 

population, except in the Terriany, and some dislric ts inhabited by 
Bhoteas."[p. 103] 

"In other respects [than lhe killing of one's wife's lover] the Parbutties 

resemble enlirely Ihe Hindus of Northern parts of India: and delight in 

swaggering about fully armed, and in boasting of Iheir warlike, and 

predatory adventures. They are however a diminutive race of men, but very 

active and hardy." (p, 92J 

·"The widows of all the Parbulties, except those of the two lowest c,as!S. 

ought to bum themselves with the dead bodies of their bus bands: but many 

of them refuse to submit to Ihis barbarous custom, and I never heard, that 

force was used. From all that I have hitherto learned, J am inclined to 

think, that this custom is more prevalent in Ikngal than any where else. 

The women of tbe Iwo higher casts of ParbulI;es arc shut up from view, 

wherever extreme poverty does not interfere to pn:vent the husband from 

showing this mark of his jealousy. I shall now give In account of Ihe 

different caSIS o f the Parbutties beginning with those of higher rank and 

gradually descending to the lowest. The Parbulty Dramins seem to be 

exceedingly ignorant, and, so far as I could learn, did not even know, 

whether they belonged to the Paush Draveda or to the P,ush Gauda 

division of the sacred tribc26 . They arc almost all of the sect ullcd Shiva 

and Suty because they follow Ihe worship of the destructive spirits as 

explained in certain books called Agum." [po 98] 

"The Parbullies Bramins ( ... ) abstain from venison, because, according to 

the legend, their Deities in a visit to this country ISSUmed Ihe form of a 

deer27 . The widows of these Bramins, in pllce of burning themselves on 

the funeral piles of their husbands, ~fer in general to live IS concubines 

with some person of their own rank.( ... ) The Jujub«ly Dramins also keep 

concubines of the Rajpul cast, and with these beget a race of people called 

Coss, who arc considered IS a higher kind of RajpulS. The C ... ) Cummia 

and Purubi ( ... ) act IS Gurus and Purohilt5 for the low CIIU C ••• ).The 

25 0 th . "Ex n e olher hand, In the next sentence of Some Observltions which is 
"Ex eep\ the Brahmins, III Ire Iddieted to drunkenness", Hamilton rectified 
26 ~pt a few QC the Brahmins" in An AccounL 
27 Paush Oravcda and Paush CAuda. = Pancadrivi4a and Plncap,*. 

A reference to Pdupatinlth ? 
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children they have by Bramins widows arc also called Jousy, and those 

they have by Rajput concubines are Coss, the lowest or whom is by birth 

higher t~n the IOvc~ign o f the country." (p. 99] 

"11Ic ignorance of the Parbuny Bramins, and their neglect of the rulcs or 

their sacred order in eating unclean things, seem early 10 have disgusted 

the Gorea Raju, who have long employed two familiu of Canogia 

Dramins to let IS hereditary Gurus and Purohilts fOt liIIll the branches o ( 

their hoUK. When the power o f Prithi Narain had extendc:d 10 Nepal, he 

invited from Tiruhut I hundred families o f pure Dramins, Ind Killed on 

them llnds o f considerable value. The Bramins and Pundanlms, who 

omciate IS priests in most of the temples in Nepal, an:: from Oraveda, or 

the country ncar MadL'3s, (or which 1 heard no rational caUK assigncd." 

[p. IOOJ 

Turning to the RajpUl, Some Observations has the following 10 say: 

"Sahtl it must be observed is the family name, and is applied even to the 

illegitimate bronches of the house of Gorea. This name is also that of the 

Raju, who for some generations have governed Gol'\Jh~ 1 or Srinugllur, and 

this family is the only one of these Rajpul chiefs, that has nol been 

expelled from the eounlry, or reduced from sovereign authority," (p. 94]28 

"The country subject to these Rajpul chiefs continued long subdivided 

into. number of pelty principalities, of which Nepal proper contained the 

three most powerful, n~mely Liliet Patun on the South, Catmandu on thc 

West .nd North, and Daatgong on the East. Prithi Narain the great grand 

father of the present Raja, being a man of sound judgement, Ind great 

enterprise, lOok advanl.:lge of this divided state; Ind sometimes by foree, but 

onener by fraud and perfidy, he subjected most o f the country 10 In 

IUthority, which he mainl.:lined by the terror of his cruelty. He was however 

liberal 10 his followers; and his memory, and prudential maxims Ire held in 

the highest reverence by the people of Gon:a, whom he (p. 94J so far 

elevated lbove their neighbours, and who to do them justice, posseu a 

loyalty and love for their sovereign, that somewhat brightens thcir ch.l1Icter. 

Although Prithi Narain detested Europeans, ~nd len as a sacred nuxim of 

state, In injUnction never to ~dmit any of them into his dominions, he was 

sensible of the advantages of our military discipline; and confirmed his 

throne by a tolerably well regula ted Militia, which he armed, clothed, Ind 

28 This first paragraph has been crossed OUI in the manuscript, but the sl.:ltU$ of 
the cro$Sed out pamges is not clear as many of them have been published in 
full in An Account .. 

disciplined $Omewhat in im itation of English Seapoys, and this rendered 

them infinitely superiour to Iny troops, in the neiahbourhood."29 [po 95] 

"The succession to the Gudy, or Throne, was always considered as 
confined 10 the male lint of the Royal family by leaitimate wives : but all 

pefSO(lS descended from concubines Ire untitled to be called Saha., and 10 

hold certain high omces, which Irt confined 10 the royal blood. Hoonver 

on the resignation of the late raja, who had no legitimate son, he placed 

on the throne a child, which had been born 10 him by a Brahminy woman. 

This child on Iccount of his mother's birth (p. 96] is no doubt of higher 

rank than any other person of the family: but the people were much 

disgusted by the Rajas having had the ludacity 10 defile a woman of the 

sacred order, so that the sons title is oot 3. liule invalidated by his birth 

having originated in what is considered as a shocking crime. The leading 

chiefs of Gorca however eagerly support his claims, as during his minority 

they have a favorable opporcunity of plundering the counlry." [po 97] 

'The same Bram;n says that Ihe ancestor of the most respectable branch of 

the royal family, to which Bum Saha, the late Choutera, belongs, was the 

offspring of a concubine: but the bronch continues of pure unmixed Rajput 

blood of which among a peoplc so dissolute very few families can boast." 

[po 98J 

''These(the RajputsJ call themselves Cshitries, and the Prince being of this 

caSI, their claim 10 that rank is not openly disputed: but they receive only 

the Opadesha of Sudur. Not only the Raja, and most of the principal 

families are of this Cl.St; but 10 it also belong by far the greater number of 

the Telingas, or Soldiers. Few of them ho ..... ever Ire o r pure descent, most 

of them having become Coss by a mixture with Brahmins. The RajpulS in 

their turn have not been idle in confU$ing the distinction [po 100] of cut, 

Ind with women of lower birth, both Parbunies and Newars (sic] have 

begotten a numerous progeny. These .re called Cussi. and adopt the cut 

of their mothers with some additional nnk on Iccount of their paternal 

origin. Many of the royal family are of th is kind."(p. 101] 

;: It seem~ that Prithvi Narayan went further by employing, for instance, a 
eneh engmeer to cast canons. This man, called Dilbensee by the Nepalese 

Wu . 19 • 
met In I 5 by Maulvi Abdul Qadir who wrote that he was paid an 

~':wrmo~s .salary of 500 rupees pet month, He had I son, Franeis Neville, by a 
amI, III 1717, who fled to India aner his father was killed when he tried to 

eScape, and gave information to the British in 1814. Dilbensee was assisted by 
Inother Frenchman called Vincent 
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The description of the caste system of the Parbutties notcs (p. 102), 
of the Nai barbers that: "( ... ) a Rajput without disgrace may keep a 

concubine of this east." 

On the same page, Hami lton had inscrted in the hi erarchy of castes 
three groups betwccn the "Cami" and the "Damai" which do nOI 
appcar in An Account : "the Oholi or Drummers, the Gai n or 
Singers and the Bahat, another set of people who sing and dancc". 
Their relati vely high pos ition comparcd to modern usagc is 
surprising, but the fact that Hamilton erased them from the book 
pcrhaps shows that he was not so sure about them. 

This very interesting description of the high castc "Parbuttics" of 
that timc links them with the warrior tribes of India, such as the 
Rajpul, when it is said that thcy walk around fully armed and that 
thcy shut up their women from view. The Brahmins arc divided into 

thrce classcs: the first onc is religious as Jujubedy is a deformation 
of Yajurvedi, and the laller two, geographi cal, Kamiya and Purubi 
probably being the current distinction between the Purbiya and 
Kumlii Drahmins. In fact the Riijopiidhyiiya, Jhii, Purbiya. and Kumaj 
arc a ll Yayuvcrdin except a some of the Kumai, who arc Tripil\hi. 
Onc point on which Hamillon is probably wrong is thc highcr status 
hc attributes to the groups born from intercaste unions. 

Administration and justice 

This is the last topic on which valuable observations arc not reported 
in An Account, such as this passage about the status of the 
administrators: 

"The third nnk of Great Ministers are the SirdarJ. Royal favour, may 

rolise the lowest person to this dignity without irritating the people: but the 

late Maha Rany seem«! in a great measure to have been driven from her 

authority by the disgust, that was excited by her nising I favourite Sitdar 

to the office of Treasurer." [po 108) 
which in An Account became: 

"The Serollrs are chosen from whatever families the chief th inks propcr; but 

in public opinion, the giving the office to low men, espccially ir these are 

entrusted with much power, is eXceedingly offens ive·'. {An Account ... , 

pp.I08-1091 
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The published version thus crases the incriminating remark. 
which is quite important if onc remember that the office of Treasurer 
was the same as that of Kaji. Minister, according to both Hamilton 
and Kirkpatrick. And finally, Some Observations provides a rich 
description of the social context in which justice was administered 
and applied in 1802 : 

"Justice is administered by ecrtlin Btamins called Bicheris, who have very 

little nnk, except that derived from their cut; and whose ~laries are not 

adequate to make the o ffice respectable. Two et three of them sit daily in 
the market place to detennine civil causes, and a simibr number have the 

charge of the police, Ind of punishment of crimes. They decide finally no 
causes, but such as arc of vcr)' liule importance. In every maller of 

consequence the Bieheris draw up a teport , which is referred to the 

decision of the Durbar. The present weakness of the government has 

produced some relaxation in the police: but formerly it was in so far good, 

that thel\.s and robberies were very r.lre. Even now they are not so [po 108) 

common as in m05t parts of India. The cTimes were punished with an 

excessive :;cvcrity, and no offender was ever panloned. The hands and feet 

of the culprit were cut ofT, he was then n3Ycd . Iive, and allowed to expire 

in this slate of agony. Oclibcntc assassination under eertlin circumstances 

of provocation is not considered as a public crime. ( ... ) The fines levied 

for dilTerent olTences fann a considerable addition to the Royal income, 

and often amount to I total eonflSCation or the property .nd person of the 

olTender. Frequent occasion is on this account taken to hearken to invidious 

complaints against wealthy men, who Ire thus onen squeezed: and of 

course every person is careful to alTect In appc:3r.1n<:C of poverty." [p, 109) 

Here again, Hamilton as an observer provides valuablc remarks that 
would not be found in historical documents, such as the false 
appearance of poverty affected by the people to avoid eonfiscation30. 
and which, even now that this practice no longer exists, still persists 
to a certain dcgree in the hills. 

Few in number as they arc, the observations on Nepal by thc 
first Western travellers must be carefully preserved and exploited. We 
have already underl ined the precautions onc should take when using 

10Th·· fi dfi · IS IS con Irme or Instance by G.-M. Wegner 
~ewar Butchers : "In the olden days, .11 the Niy 
dlspropriated by the king( ... r' 
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these old documents, which are difficult to criticise by lack of 
comparison. Additionally in this case, the manuscript having already 
been used by the author for a publication, the precaution should be 
even greater. However, this partial fi rst draft of An Account makes 
the conditions of elaboration of the work and the writer's 
presumptions more explicit, presumptions which we have inherited 
along with this constitutive account. For instance, and this is true for 
most 19th century works, these first observations were made in the 
Kathrnandu Valley and reflect in one sense the Newar's view on the 
whole society. Many clues to this can be found in the manuscript, 
sueh as the low position given to the "Cununiya" and "Purubi" Hill 
Brahmins, who are said to perform rites for low castes. As they 
were ranked in the Muluki Ain (1854) at the highest position in the 
caste system, this may be understood as the Newar Brahmins' view 
on them, for it is well-known that the latter allege a superior 
position, believing themselves more literate and less involved in the 

degrading activity of agriculture. AnOlher clue to the Newar view 
conveyed by Hamillon is the use of the name "Parbutties" which is 
not used by the people it designates themsclves, but by the people 
living in the Kathmandu Valley and especially the Newar31. In Some 
Observafions, thc Magar (Mungurs) are classified as one class of 
" Parbutties". Hamilton thus underlines, in spite of himself, the 

meaning of the word, but the use of "Parbutties" (or its modern 
spelling) to designate the Nepalese of Indian extraction still persists, 
even in anthropological texts. This is regrettable, given the pejorative 

coloration of the tenn. Hamilton is also a precursor in the kind of 
discrimination that developed against the high castes of Nepal, in 

31 Nowhere in the new Nepali dictionary of the Academy it is .... Titlcn that 
Parbatiya designates a population or a language but " I. Related to the mountain; 
hilly. 2. Which stands in a hilly region; Hillman; mountaineer'·. In the Turncr 
dictionary, the pejorative coloration of the term is indicated in connection with 
the language : "Belonging to the mountains; os. a Hillman; the Nepili language 
(esp. as spoken by uneducated villagers)." In the Muluki Ain, the cxpreS5ion 
seems to be used only to charaeterised "thc Chctns and other cordon-bearers of 
the Hills" (HOfcr 1979 : 135), probably in opposition to the ones of the plain 
who are given a lower status. For QldlieId (1880: 44) :"The term "Parbattiah" is 
applied only to the tribes dwelling to the west of the Valley of Nipali". Finally, 
even though the adjective Parbatiyi ean be found in a Mana text preceded by 
the very honorifie prefix lri, in the expression lriparhaliyi brihma~ (personal 
communication from Mahes R. Pant), its modem usage in Central Nepal is to 
qualify backward and poor people living in the heights. 
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manY Western wTl tmgs. We should guard against such practice32 : the 
so-called "arrogance" of the Gorkhali was principally a reaction to 
the Company's expanding authority. 
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Anne-Marie BLONDEA U and Ernst STEINKELLNER (Eds.), 
Reflections of tlte Mountain: Essays on the History and Social Meaning 
of the Mountain Cult in Tibet and the Himalaya, Verlag 
Osterrcichischen Akadcmie der Wissenschaften. Vienna, 1996,262 pp., 
fig., plates. 

Review by Andras Hijfer 

Tibet is more or less open now for Western scientists; the number of 
Tibetan documents accessible to them has grown to an unprecedented 
extent; and TibelOlogislS are increasingly resorting to what sociologists and 
anthropologists have long since been doing, namely fieldwork. As a 
consequence, our ideas about Tibetan civilization have been broadened 
considerably. Reflections 0/ the Mounrain, so rich in new data and insights, 
testifies to this development. Product of a symposium of ten Tibetologists 
and three anthropologists. this book is most welcome - also for those non
TibetologislS who are working on areas bordering on the cultural sphere of 
influence of Tibet. Most of the contributions give equal consideration to 
sociological and philological-historical perspectives and are excellently 
presented . Nearly all the papers have resulted from the authors' own 
fie ldwork, and most of the Tibetologist contributors have also been trained 
in amhropology. That the non-French among the authors are laudably 
familiar with the literature in French also deserves emphas is. 

Not surprisingly, several articles revolve around the question of 
whether or to what extent the present-day findings confonn 10 [he "model 
case" that Rolf A. Stein and Ariane Macdonald ISpanienj have 
reconstructed for early Tibetan society. (As may be recalled, this model 
included the worship of a mountain, associated with a male warrior god, 
and of a lake , associated with a female divinity - a couple conceived of as 
the mythical ancestors of the descent group of the first settlers and/or of [he 
ruling dynasty within a territory.) The answer Karmay gives - not without a 
certain measure of risky generalization - is essentially positive, while other 
authors place emphasis on the divergencies that exist side by side with 
certain continuities, both often astonishing. Who would have thought that 
in Ladakb, [he divine guardians of the local territory are not mountain gods 
(although elevation is generally classified as the sphere of Ihe gods, the 
lha), that an ancient category of gods, the phyva, has "survived" in Bhutan, 
or that rMa chen spom Ta is worshipped in far-away Nepal, too? In any 
case, there are certain recurrent, though not ubiquitous . elements which 
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indeed seem to point 10 continuity. These are: (a) a "wrathful" or 
ambivalent male mountain divinity, generally referred to as yu/ lha, 
believed to be the owner-protector of the local territory (a valley or a group 
of valleys), guarantor of the social order and the prosperity of Ihe 
community of his worshippers; (b) a rather allusively or metaphorically 
asserted "ancestral link" between this divinity as a pho lha or 'father', on 
the one hand, and Ihe descendants of the first seltler or of the local 
specialist of the worship, on the other; (c) a periodic worship which 
includes, or in the past included, animal sacrifice, and which is usuaUy 
concelebrated by local lamas and a specialist acting by virtue of his 
charismatic "ancestral link", such as a "priest" (Iha bon) of the territorial 
and clan divinities or a layman in privileged position, such as a headman 
and/or a descendant of the first settler; (d) the mountain divinity and a 
female superhuman being can stand in a kind of complementary opposition 
to one another, even though they are not necessarily conceived of as a 
couple. and the female counterpart is not necessarily associated with a lake 
or a river. 

Several authors delve into the semantic problems posed by 
taxonomy. Even the old question of whether we are dealing with "divine 
mountains" or with "divinities residing on mountains" is raised once again. 
Classificatory problems stand in the foreground. For example. whether 
associated with a mountain or nOI. the divine owner-guardian of the 
territory is generally referred to as yul lha, frequently also as gzhi bdag, sa 
bdag, pho lha, dgra {ha, btsan or gnyan, etc. at the same lime. Since in the 
Tibetan pantheon the latter lenns generally designate specific categories of 
beings associated with certain sites and spheres, in some instances the yul 
lha's categorical identification remains disconcertingly vague or at least 
equivocal. (The same holds true of those mountain gods who are not yul 
Iha, by the way.) Blondeau, in the foreword, comforts her authors with me 
observation that "our obsession with labelling is not shared by Tibetan 
s~cieties", whose classificatory series often "co-exist or are juxtaposed 
WIthout organic or logical links between them" (p. ix). SchickJgruber does 
not leave it at Ihat, but contends that the multiple namings and identities 
have resulted mainly from the simultaneous prevalence of different 
Vantage-points, as represented by a local/ethnic/oral (in part pre.Buddhist) 
and a superimposed Buddhist or Bon conceptualization, each applying its 
own criteria and nomenclature. He even resorts to the well-known "emic" 
diStinction between religious-monastic tradition and lay tradition, lha chos 
versus mi chos. In a wider context, Diemberger aptly drives the point home 
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in placing emphasis on the negotiated and hence dynamic character of the 
coexistence of these more or less isolable strands or perspectives within 
one and the same cultic complex . Indeed, most of the contexts discussed in 
the book suggest that the local configurations of such perspectives have 
resulted from ~cultura l translations" that tend to remain inchoate and to 
incl ude a certain amount of interference inasmuch as they require 
permanent readjustments of the systems of reference of the agencies 
involved. 

With the remarkable exception of the phyva, whose cult was recently 
discovered by Pommaret in Bhutan, the mountain and territorial divinities 
dealt with have been integrated into the pantheon of Tibetan Buddhism. 
The familiar motif of their being "subjugated" by a Buddhist protagonist 
and bound by oath to become guardians of the Faith appears throughout the 
book, and is the subject of some interesting comments by the authors. As 
Hazod and Buffetrille point out, Ihis "subjugation" turns out to be a 
Buddhist re-ded ication of historically older motifs, such as the "fixation" of 
the earth, or the "domestication" of the superhuman masters of the natural 
environment by a cultural hero to the benefit of man . Furthermore, one 
finds the site of the mountain divinity transfonned into a glial ri, i.e., a 
holy mountain to serve as a place of Buddhist pilgrimage , or the local 
ancestral territory sublimated into a lOOS Jul (lit. 'hidden country'), i.e. , an 
enclave of particular sanclity, where ideal conditions for religious life 
prevai l. The projection of the lOOS yul as a kind of earthly paradise to come 
also contributes a teleologically new conceptualization of the relationship 
between space and time, as is alluded 10 by Diemberger. For Steinmann 
(whose rather hasty discussion is difficult to follow at some points, though 
by no means lacking in intuitive sensitivity), certain ri tuals and myths of 
the Eastern Tamang, Thami , Lepcha and Sikkimese Bhotiya clearly 
indicate thal what Buddhism did was to separate human society from its 
ancient tribal divinities who once had constituted an "invisible mountain 
kingdom" where "divine and social body" had been identical. This radical 
formulation · inspired, in part , by the writings of Granet, Malamoud and 
Stein - certainly deserves further consideration. In any case, most of the 
contributions seem to suggest that, in the speci fic fi eld of mountain 
worship as well , Buddhism's role has been an encompassing, rather than a 
merely marginalizing or even supplanting one, as is also shown by the kind 
of distance-respect relationship it still maintains in some places with local 
practices and local ritual specialists (cf. e.g., Diemberger). On the whole, 
one shou ld nOI overemphasize the "confessional" aspect. Change at the 
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level of representation and belief was not brought about by missionary 
activities alone; it also resulted from change al the infrastructurallevel , 
such as migration or the imposition of new systems of land tenure and 
political allegiance by the state administrations. 

Two substantial articles focus mor~ on the notion of territory than on 
Ihat of the mountain. Diemberger shows how in Khenbalung (si tuated on 
the Tibet-Nepal border) the veneration of the mountain divinities in its 
political context can have "cogn itive implications in shaping the concrete 
management of the env ironment, its spaces and times" (p. 219), and in 
particular how territory is being periodically defined - "opened", "closed", 
"realized" - by means of processions which can be undertaken physically or 
only verbally, as an enumeration of places and gods. Discussing similar 
kinds of definitory movements across space in Mustang, Ramble reveals a 
principle that underlies the perception and "utilization" of space in ritual. 
Of particular interest are "serial evocations" of places on the horizontal 
plane; following a spiralling itinerary, they either draw an imaginary 
political map of the territory, thus ensuring its integrity and security, or 
locate the tenninal point, where the speaker-officiant resides, within the 
sacred-geographical setting of a larger area. Contrary to what one would 
expect after reading other authors' contributions to the volume, divinity is 
not necessarily a primary component of the representation of space. In 
some cases, a place can be a numinous entity, some sort of "intenned iate 
stage between nature and the supernatural", without being associated with a 
god at all. In some other cases, the god associated with a place "called al" 
in the recitation lacks individuality and is only invoked as lha, btsan or 
eMS skyong, that is, as an unspeci fied member of a category. From this, 
Ramble concludes that supernatural beings are not intrinsically needed for 
the demarcation of a territory, and that the "characteristics attributed to 
place gods may not be primarily qualities of the gods themselves, but of the 
places" (p. 152). There is much that is novel in his findings (to my 
knowledge not reported so far in the literature on Tibet) and that invites 
comparison with the verbal ritual journeys as performed among several 
Bodic speaking ethnic minorities in Nepal. 

Nearly all contributors are concerned with the quest for structure, 
origins and change, but it is A. Gingrich who takes it upon himself to go to 
all the way in offering a hypothetical reconstruction of the development of 
the mountain cults. His is a courageous (albeit somewhat lengthy, at some 
points even lop-heavy abstract) attempt at typological ordering on the basis 
of compa rison that extends far beyond Tibet and the Himalaya. 
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Dichotomizations, such as "tribal""state", Hvillage""monastery", 
"centre"/"periphery", "oral"/"scriptu ral", "elite",.folk. H, "doctrine'" 
Hheresy", and the like, are resorted to in order to venture, with eloquence, a 
structural explanation of historical cominuities and discontinuities that 
account for both divergencies and similarities in the present fonns as 
documented by his co-authors. Gingrich is at his best on the political 
context of the interrelations between cenues and peripheries, and he rightly 
draws attention to what ones tempted to call the self-organisational 
componem in those processes of mutual adjustments, "parochialiutions" 
and "universalizations" that have produced an array of configurations in the 
accommodation, by way of subordination, of mountain and territorial cults 
within Buddhism and/or the ideologies of the state polities in the area as a 
whole. Part of his argumentation comes close to Max Weber's thinking on 
the "innere Konsequenz" a concept or tenet may have for the development 
of social phenomena. One might add that precisely through their literature, 
Buddhism, and to a lesser degree Bon, not only transfonned, but also 
contribu ted to preserving or even proliferating some of the ancient 
elements of a basically oral tradition; further research might reveal a 
simi lar double role played by "la tradition orale du bouddhisme", whose 
existence was pointed OUI by R. A. Stein. Drawing on Sahlins's Tribesmen 
and adducing evidence from Evans-Pritchard's study of Shilluk kingship, 
Gingrich concludes that for structural reasons, the conceptual foundations 
of the territorial cults centred around the mountain in the Himalayan 
regions, as well as in the "sacred kingdom" in early Tibet, must have 
ultimately originated in a tribal type of social organization, 

Such systematic renections on the mountain may indeed furnish 
some useful heuristic impetus for further research, provided that one avoids 
reifications, so likely to emerge when our technicaltenns tend to be treated 
in an essentia listic way, and when extrap9lat ions replace the detailed 
knowledge of the specialist. Our reach should not exceed our grasp. What 
we need first of all is to fill the gaps in the empirical data by studying texts 
(both written and oral) and by doing more fieldwork wherever this is still 
possible. K. Bufretrille's monumental doctoral thesis on Montagnes 
sacrees, facs et grotUs ... (Nanterre 1996) is an exemplary demonstration 
of how rewarding the combination or textual and field studies can be. (Her 
work also contains a lucid expose of what we know and can say at presenl 
on the history of mountain worship in Tibet.) One would like the 
Tibetologist in-the-field not to rely too hastily on learned lamas and their 
wrinen texts as ultimate authority in mallers of interpretation, but to give 
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ual consideration 10 oral texIS and to the meanings the rituals in question 
eQ y have to those actively involved in them: the laymen. 
tna In view of the thematic concentration of the contributions, the book 

Id have been supplemenled with an index, and the reader wonders why 
~~d·'ors did not think it necessary to have the manuscripts of some or the 
u,ee l d"'h 

[hors revised by a native speaker or English. It is not meant to lffilfllS 

'h" ·mmense value of the publication if the reviewer finds that two 
I e I . . I 
dd·,'onal articles on mountain worship in India and Chllla, respectIVe y, 

a 1I 'd bl 
could have broadened the comparative perspective 10 a consl era e 

degree, if only just by raising new questions, 
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Bofer, Andds, Tamang ri'ua/'ex's 11, Ethnographic studies in the oral 
tradi tion and folk-religion of an ethnic minority, Franz Steiner Verlag. 
Stuugart, 1997,217 p, 

Re\'iew by Marie Lecomte-Tilouine 

Sixteen years after the first volume of the Tamang rituallutS. the long 
awaited second volume has been published. Conceived independently from 
the first, the book is divided into two pans, The first one presents four 
songs sung in the context of the national Hindu festival of Dasai, and the 
second one, a recitation to the deities of the viUage territory. As in his 
previous publications, the author adopts the philological method, and states 
that, despite its dangers - search for an original form or meaning, isolation 
of the text from its context of performance - it allows us to understand how 
oral traditions are e laborated by reference to "( ... ) high cultural and other 
regional or local oral traditions". History - both of the texts and rituals- is 
an important concern of the author. 

One of the main qualities of this book is the careful description of the 
context in which eac h text is sung or narrated, and the permanen t 
reciprocating motion between myth, rilUal and thelt political and historical 
context, which illuminate each other. Funhermore. HOfer's method of 
studying a number of villages at the same time, prevents him from 
extrapolating from too narrow a point of view. 

Thus the Dasai rituals of three Tamang villages of Dhading district 
are described in precise detail. Though pan·Nepalese. they endow some 
peculiarities to the Tamang which lead us to a better understanding of the 
role of thei r chief. as well as their integration into the Nepalese society and 
the Hindu stale. It must be recalled that the pcrfonnance of the Dasai rituals 
was mandatory for all the village headmen during the Rana period. 
whatever their religion. In the three villages studied, the celebration starts 
on phulpiti, the seventh day of the ritual fo r the high caste Hindus. In this 
maller, the lamang do not differentiate themselves radically, as many low 
castes or tribal people also stan their ritual on this date only, In its short 
form, the celebration omits what can be called the Brahmanic phase of the 
rile, consisting elsewhere mainly in the recitation of the Dcv; Mihiitmya, 
During this first day, buffaloes are killed and men gather in the home of the 
head-man where they share alcohol. The main ritual of the day consists in 
the reaffinnation of the function of the fou r subaltern headmen by the main 
one. The second day sees the sacrifice of five buffaloes, one for each 
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d an who afterwards keep the head of the animal in their house. On 
l\ca rn , " 
Nowo.mi, people visit their relat ives. Finally, the m.ost Impo~ant day, m 
these Tamang communities as else~here in Nepal, IS Dasa~t/: Th~ usual 
'ki ceremony is unknown, except m the context of the administration, as 
~c tenants receive the rika mark from the tax collectors (i.e. the Mukhiya 

dman and the Jimmuwal) in the Bhokteni community. In Cautara, there 
~: surprising gathering of the women in the headman's house with alcohol 
" 'h' dto d buffalo meal. The author underlines how thiS gat enng correspon s 
: men's one on the first day, but while he sees the "the al,~egiance .of the 
menH in one case, he qualifies the second only as the expresSIOn of 
solidarity and hospitality by the women", Compared to what. we ~ow of 
the Dasai rituals, this gathering of women among the Tamang IS unique and 

may reveal that the power of the Tamang headman is also conf<:rred on hi~ 
by them_ The most Slriking peculiarity of the Tamang celebration of Dasal 

's the ritual which takes place on the evening of this day , called "the death-, . 
feast for the head". The men assemble at the Mukhiya's house, around SIX. 
plates of offerings: one for each headman and one for the lama. Then starts 
song I : a long invocation for the gods during which the lambu shaman 
shivers when a specific invoked god graces his benediction for each 
headman in !Urn, materialised in a white substance that the lambu 
incorporates into the butter dabs, which is applied as a rikaby the lama to 

the headmen. 
'The participants then eatlhe buffalo head, divided into one half for the five 
headmen and one half for the others. At thi's point, songs II and Ill, along 

with dances, are performed_ 
Hijfer underlines Tamang ritual specificilies : the secondary role 

played by the Goddess and the evening rika ceremony, which is not, as 
usual elsewhere, a replica or the riki givcn 10 the King of Nepal, but an 

independent benediction of the lamang gods. He thus logically d~ducts 
from this fact: "( ... ) the lamang Mukhiya emerges as an embodiment, 
rather than as a subordinate and local representative, of the King." I am 
tempted here to make a parallel with the Magar, and the sacred function of 
their traditional headmen, who is at the same time the descendant of the 
first settler, a representative of the king and the main officiant of the gods 
protecting the territory. The parallel can be drawn further as th~ south:rn 
Magar perform an invocation of the gods during the Dasai festiVa l which 

share some similari ties with the one described above: among the southern 
Magar, the ceremony is called Sora/hi"and takes place during Kal ratd, but 
I only witnessed it in the Gulmi district, among hinduised Magar of 
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Northem origin, where it is usually called bhlii/o or khyali nac. On this 
occasion, all the men of the village (Magar or not), gathered on the 
playground, but before the Pancayat reform, it took place in the headman's 
courtyard. A Kami song leader intones an invocation to all the gods of the 
territory (the village, the neighbouring ones, the whole Nepal, in a circular 
symbolic peregrination) while men play drums and dance. Each in thei r 
tum becomes possessed when a specific god (that mey call their guru) is 
invoked, and this seance opens a season of dance which ends in December. 
Among both the Tarnang and the Magar, the power of the headman is 
demonstrated during Dasai in a very direct and local way when the gods 

manifest their presence in his territory and inhabitants. But whi le they are 
not apparent in Magar rituals, in the Tarnang case, there are intermediaries 
-the lambu and the lama- betwecn the headman and the gods. Of course, it 
must nevertheless be noted in this last context that the song leader is a 
Karni from the lineage which has adopted the Magar headman's ancestor, 
that the drum players and masculine dancers are the headman's wife 
receivers, whereas the feminine dancer is a member of his lineage. In this 
sense, it is the order and history of the whole commun ity which is thus 
sanctified by the gods. In the same way, the Tamang dancers and singers 
are also from an allied clan which came to the headman' s terrilory 10 take 
land and wives. The lama themselves are from thi s clan, as if, like in the 
Magar case, two main religious functions were constantly affirmed ; the 
ancestral role of the headman linked with the gods of the territory and the 
ritual role of the allied clans, who make the village prosper by the progeny 
they assure and the rites they perform. Among the Tamang, the gathering 
of the women further emphasises how the prosperity of the headman is 
dependant on fecundity, a point fully developed in song IV. 

One difference between the Tamang and Magar traditions with 
respect to the invocation of the gods during Dasai is that the Magar follow 
Hindu practice, because their invocation takes place during KaJ ritri or the 

night when the Goddess manifests herself on earth, whereas the Tamang 
celebrat ion during the evening of the 10th day is unorthodox, for the gods 
are conceived as having gone on the morning of this day. Is it that the 
Tamang gods take their turn after the Hindu ones have gone? 

The first song is a myth of origin of the world, which bears striking 
similarities with the Western oral tradition of the Magar and Kami in its 
first part ; me world is in a state where there is no night or day, no earth or 
sky, when nine suns and nine moons rise. The earth, rocks and trees bum 
and melt. Then Mahadeo and Parbati are born. The creation of two trees 
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and of two birds on each of them follows. Both have a golden egg from 
which the first lama and the first shaman emerge. The twO of them create 
everything: clouds, vegetation, human beings, call le, and so on. The 
creation of the headman is simultaneous wi th the rise of Kalu Panre, 
'Damdare' Panre and lhe king of Gorkha; and with the rise of lhe headman, 
the rilUal of Dasai and the sacrilice of a yak take place. Afterwards the 
gods of the headman's clan and mose of the mountain are invoked. 

The author distinguishes two parts in his analysis of lhis song; the 
first one, a journey in a historical mythical register, up to the mention of 
the present ritual, which is thus linked with myth; then a journey in a 
geographical mythical register, into the world of the gods. He examines 
why the buffalo's sacrifice which is performed is called 'yak' and shows 
how the ri tual of Dasai in its very foundation is linked with Gorkha power. 

Song IT follows lhe same narrat ive patlems except that instead of Ihe 
gods invocation, the text affirms the idea that sacrifice will send the buffalo 
10 paradise, an idea which is again developed in song Il l. 

Song IV is the story of two orphans, a brother and a s ister, who are 
separated. The inconsolable boy goes to the mythic place of origin of the 
Tamang in Tibet where he attends to a yak·head-feast, then comes back up 
to Cautara where he participates in the Dasai dances, which are being 
accomplished by the singers. This last song shows beller then song I that 
the Tamang probably had a festival of their own with a yak sacrifice that 
they transformed into the Dasai celebration after their integration in Nepal. 
An impressive evocation of the brother-sister relationship by one informant 
is reported by the author: in the song, the brother is called Golden Tree 
and the sister Flower of the Sky, because the sisters are like flowers on the 
patrilineal tree: they can be picked up. but if they are to conceive a fruit , 
they must come back to the tree. This unclear conception strongly links the 
ferti lity of a clan to me married sisters, and becomes clearer if we note that 
it refers implicitly to the allied clan, the flowers' pickers. Finally, the last 
verses of the song express in a clear cut and powerful way the ritual 
effectiveness of the dance: with the mane dance, the living being will go to 
paradise, disorder will be 'stamped down ' the earth. and the obstacle 
removed into the sky. 

The lonely brother of song IV is probably an image of the headman, 
as he attends or creates the yak-head festival. An orphan , he is a wanderer 
and thus a potential first seuler somewhere. If he does not need a vertical 
line to become a headman, he needs a sister, because he needs wife
receivers and givers. 
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The rigorous precision with which the author desc ribes the Dasai 
songs and their context is a merit which must be particularly underlined, 
for it provides the reader with everything needed to fruly interpret lhe 
ri tual, at a time when the authori tarian selective view of writers · i.e. 
interpretation without description· is regrettably becoming more and more 
prevalent. 

The second part of the book is devoted to a narration addressed to the 
protective gods of the village territory, the s)'ibda·ni:da. In this part again, 
the author follows the same method: comparison of the facts between three 
villages, an attentive description of the shrines, ritual ingredients and acts, 
before presenting the text itself. The sYibda·ni:da are the "lords of the 
place", responsible for its prosperity. They are sensible to the disorder of 
the society (incest, illegitimate pregnancy) to which they react by sending 
calamities. Their cults are perfonned either by the headman or the lambu. 
shaman and the link between the two seems obvious, as ~It:lfer notes that a 
lambll is called Mukhiya when perfonning this CUll , tmd the Mukhiya 
shown in the photographs when perfonning the buffalo sacrifice wears a 
long turr of hair, like shamans. 

Hofer provides a deep understanding of this category of gods, linked, 
as he shows, to the mountain gods by their attachment to the rock and 
slopes, and suspects that their original fonn were indeed of mountain gods. 
In contradistinction to the Nepalese Sime·Bhume, the syfbda-ni:da has no 
attachment with water although the couple mountainllake was probably at 
their origin. But they are dichotomised in a vegetarian aspect, sometimes 
called Mahadeo or linked with holy Tibet, and a carnivorous one, 
sometimes called Devi or related with the spirit of a Gurung (an association 
which is not surprising as the Goddess, like spirits, is viewed as local and 
dangerous). 

By definition however, the s)'!bda-ni:da is indermite : he is the one 
"whose extent, name, identity and region are unknown", and numerous 
gods are associated with him. For HOfer, this comp lexity is due to 
historical changes and adaptation to different environments. But more 
fundamentally, it is the result of a cosmo·centric movement which explains 
its power or incorporation. 

There are clues which tends to link the sy{bda -ne:da cult to the 
epoch when the Gurung where installed in the Gorkha kingdom by the 
king, as narrated by the Gorkha vamsha~·ali. Indeed, the Tamang studied 
by Holmberg cannOt offer thcmselves to this god, but mUSt give the rirual 
ingredients to a Gurung for that purpose. And, in the villages studied by 
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Hofer as well as in the area studied by Holmberg, it is said that the original 
sy!'bda-ni:da resides in lharkalleri and is Gurung. The author raises the 
question why there is no reference to the political. context.and no referen~ 
to the king as the supreme possessor of the earth In thc sy!bda.ni:da cu ll . 
I think he has answered this question by linking the two parts of his book, 
like a link between twO rituals which fonns a totality: Oasai, which is a 

transcenden tal power conferred to the headmen (by the king or the 
mountain gods) on the people he rules, and the cu lt to the gods of the 
territory, which is a local, chtonian, and immanent power conferred on him 
as well. as a first settler of the place, which he masters by this very fact_ 

As a matter of fact, if everybody participates in the offerings to the 
sy!bda·ne:da, it is a sccret cult. a private one, where only the headman or 
the one who acts in his name can participate. Like the Magar headman 
propitiating Bhume, the Tamang headman spends the night alone in the 
sanctuary of the syfbda-ni:da in a state of purity, reaffirming that his own 
body is in union with the earth, that, as Paul Mus would have written: he is 
the earth made man. The taboo against the presence of nubile woman in 
this rite whe reas they are especially present in the Dasai ri tual, may 
equally be interpreted as the wholeness of the union betwecn the chief and 
the earth, which needs nobody else. rf we compare the Tamang data from 
what we know of Bhume, they differentiate themselves both from the high 
caste Hindus who do not have a collective cult to Bhume except in the 
context of OasaT, showing Ihat for them the souree of power is unique, and 
from the Magar who always see Shume as one Magar god whose origin is 
in their own territory. This regional and Gurung fonn of the god in the 
Tamang society raises a question: is it the reflection of a historical or 
ideological unique and foreign origin of the group perpetually remembered 
in th is allogenic earth god? 

The temptation to further discuss this incredibly rich and stimulating 
book is great. For example, this review has not taken into account many 
aspecls dealt with in depth by HOfer, such as the Tibetan e tymologies of 
the Tamang texts. the analysis of the prosody, or the musical notations of 
the songs because of the reviewer's limitations in these fields. This book 
shows us how fundamental questions can be rai sed only by meticulous 
ethnography. Every Himalayan and Tibetan specialist will find it a mine of 
infonnation and a model of method. 
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Ulrike MOller-Bakcr, Di~ Tharu in Chilawan: K~n nlnis. Btwtrlung und 
NUltung dtr natUrUclltn UmwtJl im siidlich~n Ntpal, Stuttgart, Franz 
Steiner Verlag, 1995,213 p., bibl., ill., tables, maps. 

Review by Bcn Campbell 

Ulrike MUller-Btlker has wriuen a serious and passionate accoun! of the 
very deep problems inflicted upon villagers through the creation of the 
Royal Chitawan National Park. It will doubtless make uncomfortable 
reading for conservationists. sciemists, govemmem officials, and tourists. 
whose prime inte rest is the protection of threatened species like the 
rhinoceros. The message of the book is that local participation through 
recognition of vi llagers' subsistence needs is a sine qua non of long tenn 
nature protection. MUllcr-BOker does not question the ultimate need for a 
national park, but prescnts research evidence collected over e ight months 
of fieldwork of the devastating effect the park has had, particularly on the 
traditional forest·dwellers, the 111aru. MUl!er-Boker defines her approach to 
investi gating the issues of know ledge, valuation and use of the 
environment as one of "ethno·ecology", informed by ana lysis of the 
physica l environment and socio-political development. She explores the 
Tharu's "cognilive environment" through their classifications of plants, 

animals and eco·type variation, and attempts to locate this knowledge 
within conflicts of valuation that bring out distinctive patterns of 
environmental orientation. It is not only a matter of differently 
contextualised ecological consciousness between traditional, pre-industrial 
societies and Western·scientific ones in the struggle over the national park , 
because MiHler-Btlker successfully shows how different are the agro· 

ecological orientations of the Tharu as compared to the immigrant fanners 
who came in large numbers from the hills since the 1950s after malaria 
eradication. 

Chapter 6, 'The use of the natural environment by the Tharu~ is a 

tour de force which deserves 10 be read by everyone concerned with 
agrarian change in Southern Nepal. Till 1951 the Tharu practised shifting 
agricu ltu re. They kept large herds of cattle used fo r ploughing and 
transport . The establishment of the national park in 1973 decimated the 
village herds through the absolute exclusion to pastu re (and wood and plant 
collection), In the three villages studied the numbers per he rd fell from 
about thirty to about s ix . There is now a permanent lack of dung fo r 
agriculture which is unable to compensate for the economic loss of forest 
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resources. With the lack of ploughing teams, tractor use removes income 
from the substantial proportion of day-labourers. The Tharu seem loathe to 
adapt to Pahariya techniques of stall-keeping livestock, saying grass
CUlling is too much work, forbidden, and they don't know how to do it 
anyway. MiHler-BOker shows how the Tharu are absolute beginners 
compared to the Pahariyi's experience of agricultural intensification. The 
latter are also more alluned to dry crop production while the 'Tharu focus 
almost exclusively on rice. Rather than agricultural diversification the 
Tharu are still based in a mentality of fishing, gathering, and extensive 
herding. Alongside this many Tharu losl their land title to the incomers 
through naivete about land values. 

The final chapter 8 "the traditional life-style and economy of the 
Tharu in conflict whh nature protection" nmounts to a reasoned plea for the 
voices of Chitawan's vi llagers to be heard by the authorities, supponed by 
pragmatic suggestions for improving Ihe park-people interface. The Tharu 
have been squeezed by contradictory Slate policies of opening the district 10 
eco nom ic mi grants, and excluding them from thei r tradit ional 
env ironmental resources, TIle conservation institutions followed policies of 
strict nature protection, until local outcry led to a limited period of 
permiued winter grass·cutting. Still, the population is compelled to fulfil 
their needs illega lly, risking detection by the military guards, and this 
determines an overwhelmingly negative opinion of the park. As one 
villager put it "If we only go inlo the foreSI to shit we are fined~. 

Muller·BOker takes a deliberate investigative strategy in adopting the 
framework of ethno·ecology, and explicit ly setS her work in a counter· 

direction to the general trend of agro-ecological studies which have 
minimised the differences between "ethnic" groups (e.g. Schroeder 1985), 
so I will explore the merits of this approach briefly. There are strong and 
weak senses of Ihe "e!hno" prefix, and for the most pan Muller-Baker is 
undogmatic, using the concept as a methodology 10 see what empirical 
insights it can generate with an applied rather than theoretical objective 
(p.19). Local discourses of ethno·specificilY need to be questioned as 10 
whether Ihey are a rhetoric of group· ident ity boundary maintenance, or 
genuinely refer to coherent and distinctive livcd-worlds. My reading of 
Milller-Btlker's work leads me to conclude that neither of these alternatives 
are wholly true for the situntion she describes. One of the factors which 
leads me to doubt the comprehensive applicabili ty of concepts such as 
Tharu envirorunental knowledge, valuation and use is the huge discrepancy 
in land holding among the Tharu (p.78), greater even than between the 
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incomers, favouring especially Mahalo Uimindars). Is this not such a 
difference as 10 make commonalties of language with the bulk of Tharu 
property less day-labourers secondary to land holding in determining 
envirunmental orientalions? Mil!ler-B1>kcr claims Tharu religious 
cosmology holds their identity together (p.82), but the elite's engagement 
of Brahmans surely indicates some discrepancy in this respect. An 
unanswered question of 'ethno'-relevance concerns the discussion of the 
composite category Awaliya, that includes the Tharu and among whom 
some intermarriage occurs . Thi s category disappears from view after 
chapter 4 and Tharu become the sole indigenous group we hear of. We are 
left in the dark as to whether Bhote, Darai, Danuwar, etc. share the same 
ethno-ecotogical formation. As for the autochtones' locally-attuned 
knowledge, an encounter with a non-Awaliya Chepang woman is described 
who says "in comparison to us you (Tharu) know nothing"! With other 
incomers, their ethnic diversity of Parbatya as opposed 10 Tibeto-Burman 
becomes lost under the label Pahiiriya. Are they a ll identified as "blood

suckers" (p.90)? 
Beyond these reservations, the identificalion of eootope classification 

as Tharu-specific but not soil terminology, shows where ethno-specificity 
works and where it doesn't. In chapter 5 the data lite rally brings down to 
earth arguments about ethno-classification. There is indeed more 
supporting evidence for distinctive cultural orientation: as in the spatial 
mobility characteristic of Pahariya being unthinkable to Tharu; and Tharu 
not knowing how to cut fodder. However. the policy consequences of 
taking an ethno-specific Slance in terms of negotiating access for traditional 
user-groups, are all 100 briefly raised in asking how to "filter out" these 
groups from the heterogeneous population (p. 192)? 

Caution is required in that the greater the argument made for 'ethno
specific' factors, the more local is the focus it prescribes. and the harder it 
may be to make comparisons. Lessons from the Chitawan-Tharu need to be 
able to refer beyond. to other people-park struggles. There is unfortunately 
no reference to Slevens' (1993) work on Sagarmatha published two years 
before this one, though Langtang and Saganmllha are mentioned en-passant 
as examples of better co-existence with more benefits from tourism. 

This book more than deserves to be translated into English. It needs 
to reach a Nepali readership. MUller-BlSker's account of factors of agrarian 
change in Chitawan is full of material that will be of interest to analysts of 
population-agriculture dynamics. The situation she describes stimulates 
reflection about the effects of culture (indigenous technical knowledge and 
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classificato ry paradigms) in conditions of economic change when 
population growth and resource inaccessibility are responded to very 
different ly. depending on culturally distinctive dispositions to agro· 
ecological intensification. It is a courageous and thought-provoking book 
that brings to light facts many would like swept under the carpet. It has also 
introduced me to a word Ihat shou ld be borrowed from the German; 
Naturschutzpolitik. The simplistic protection of nalUre against all human 
encroachment is an extreme position born of a particular time and culture. 
It is also env ironmentally counterproductive if you cons ider the 
anthropogenically necessary maintenance of grass-stands in Chitawan for 
the rhinos' nutrition. I would add, consider also the animals' perspective 
and their own disinterest in fal se dichotomies of nature and society: 
humans produce some of the best food available. and right on the edge of 

the forest too! A last point, the resumes at the end of each chapter are 
excellent but there is unfortunately no index. 
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lsabelle Saearcau, Portcurs de J'Himalaya. Le trekking au Nepal. 
Berlin, coli. Mappcmondc, 271 p., maps, fig., photographs. 

Review by Monique Fort 

Isabclle Sllcareau presents Ihe first comprehensive study on Ihe poners of 
Nepal in relation to Ihe development of trekking activities. After a concise, 
yet enlightening introduction, the author begins by discussing the 
conditions of the development of mountain tourism in Nepal. The 
originality of the Himalayan environment of Nepal, with its eight 
">8000m" peaks and of its mosaic of populations, is first evoked. Then, Ihe 
aulhor emphasizes Ihal Nepal has benefited from Ihe mythic constructions 
generated in the minds of Westerners around the magic words "HimaJaya" 
and ''Tibel'' and on the semantic confusion raised by the word ·'Sherpa". 
Both these aspects explain why Nepal Himalaya appears for those living in 
a materia lly-oriented society as an appealing, new terrilOry for "wild" 
and/or mystic adventure . The economic and political contexts of Nepal are 
also imponant for tourism development since this activity is Ihe primary 
source of foreign currency and thus generates new sources of income that 
the government of Nepal wants 10 control inasmuch as tourism may 
indirectly play an imponant role in the development of peripheral areas of 
the country. 

The second pan of the book deals with the specificily of mountain 
tourism and with its consequence on the Nepalese involved: poners, 
Sherpas and the managers of Irekking agencies. Mountain tourism (in 
contrast to religious or cuhuraltourism) is ralher recent (the last 20 years) 
and has progressively spread over most of the country. As a consequence, 
revenue from trekking has economically benefited, to a significant extent, 
the villages located along the major trekking trails. The trekking boom 
during the last 15 years has also stimulated entrepreneurial attitudes. Ihus 
resulti ng in the creation of many new trekking agencies. The author 
analyses the social impact of this expansion , as expressed by the 
progressive integration of tribal popu lations (Rai. Limbu, Tamang, Gurung, 
etc., natives from the areas of trekking destinations) into the group of 
tourism business people, initially composed of both literate lodo-Nepalese 
and physically skilled Sherpas. Internal soc ial and econom ic 
segregationlhierarchy among the different groups are also analysed in 
detail and illustrated with several examples-from real success stories to 
the marginalization and impoverishment of those who have lost their roots 
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in breaking definitely with the traditional agro-pastoral activ ities of their 
ethnic group. Sacareau shows how tou rism has generated among the 
Nepalese populations involved in trekking new lifestyles. complex forms 
of migration (from temporary to pennanent emigration from the native 
village), and multiple activities in the villages. More generally, tou~sm has 
stimulated the emergence of a new middle class based on economIc stams 
rather than on binh or caste conditions. Trekking development and its 
spatial expansion have also established a new geography of Nepal, wim the 
supremacy of the capital city, Kathmandu. and the secondary cenne, 
Pokhara-the slaning point for treks around the Annapuma range and 
funher north and west The redistribulion or trekking benefits is, however, 
unequal in the country. The regions which are the most visited receive a 
great portion or thi s income (Le., through lodging. food, gardening 
activities), whereas the regions providing porte rs have also been 
progressively included in the market economy. In some cases agricullural 
activities are becoming outpaced by jobs provided by tourism. However, it 
is clear that some other pans or the country, either too remote or still 
considered as "unattractive", receive little or no feedback, a situation 
which, at tenn, might generate socio-political instability. Enlarging the 
scope of her study, the author shows how this form or mountain tourism. as 
analysed in Nepal, appears as a good model for other developing 
mountainous countries where tourism also plays a growing part in the 
economy (e_g., Morocco, Turkey and the South America Andean 
counlries). Tourism provides a positive impact on the economy, on the 
diversification of activities (off-fann jobs) for countries still relying chiefly 
on agricultural products; it also provides a means to rise in the social 
hierarchy for individuals or some specific ethnic groups: and it favours the 
development of a national identity among multi-ethnic countries_ However, 
Sacareau reminds us that the economic benefits may remain fragile, since 
they are very dependent upon the "moody" behaviour of tou rists, upon the 
regional and international economic situlltion, and above all, on the 

political stability of me welcoming countries. 
Clearly illustrated with well-conceived diagrams and maps, this book 

is a pleasure to read. It should be warmly recommended, not only 10 
sc ientists but also to all lovers of Nepal and the Himalaya, to those who 
like trekking not only for Ihe discovery of magnificent landscapes but also 
for a better understanding of the mountain people, their conditions of life 
and work, and the mutations affecting their society under the influence of 
tourism as pan of the "mondialization" of our world. 
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Rtctnt R tStarcll on Ladakll 4 &: 5, Henry OSMASTON & Philip 
DENWOOD eds., London, School of Oriental and African Studies, 1995, 
429 p. , fi g., plates. 
Rtcent Rtsearch on Ladakh 6, Henry OSMASTON & NA WA NG 
TSERING cd., Bristol, Uni versity of Bristol, 1997, 374 p., fi g. I plates. 

Re"icw by lsabelle Riaboff 

Since 198 1, international colloquia on Ladakh have been regularly 
convened in Europe, and once in rr;dia, by a group of scholars who fOlTlled 
the International Association for Ladakh Studies in 1981. Open to all who 
are interested in the study of Ladakh, Westerners as well as Indians (among 
whom are a number of Ladakhi), the lALS fo ru ms gather not only 
academics (geographers, historians, sociologists, anthropologists) but also 
professionals who take part in modem Ladakh's destiny. 

Two recently published volumes record the proceedings of th ree 
successive colloquia, held in Bristol (1 989), London (1992) and Leh 
(1993). It is regrenable that the editors did not classify the papers other 
than alphabetically by author. However, if classified by rubric an important 
imbalance would have been evident: social and religious customs are 
poorly dea lt with, whereas hislOry, social development and ecology appear 
to be major concerns. 

Among lhe anthropological contributions, a few are worth recalling. 
John Clarke (RRL4) surveys the techn ical and soc ial aspec ts of 
metalworking. Kim GUlschow (RR L6) contrasts some Ladakhi and 
Zanskari irrigation systems with the Tibetan management of water 
distribution. Smrili Srinivas (RRL6), on the basis of fi eldwork carried out 
in the Nubra valley (Tegar and Hundar sett lements), analyses the way 
Muslims and Buddhists behave jointly at village level. As for religious 
topics, we are indebted to John Crook (RRL6) and Thierry Dodin (RRL6) 
for accounts of the lives of two modem Buddhist masters , Tipun Padma 
Chogyal (born in Chemre in 1877) and Negi Lama Tenzin Gyaltsen of 
Kinnaur (1894·1977). 

History papers are of two kinds: a number of articles are dedicated to 
factual history, while others shed light on the history of Ladakhi studies. In 
addition to stud ies focus ing on nineteenth·century events, some authors 
turn to earlie r limes: Rohil Vohra (RR L4) and Philip Denwood (RRL5) 
examine Ladakh's situation before its Tibetanization; Neil Howard (RRL6) 
investigates the dynastic history between 1450 and 1550 AD; lastly, several 
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Ladakhi episodes involving T ibetan diplomacy (from the eighteenth 
century to the I 940s) are presented in detail by Peter Schwicger (RRL6) 
and John Bray (RRL5). As for Ladakhi studies, in total, seven papers deal 
with the predecessors that Ladakholog ists celebrate, namely, Will iam 
Moorcroft, Alexander Csoma de K6rtls (the London colloqu ium 
commemorated the 150th anniversary of his dealh) and August Hennann 
Francke. The critical reading of Moorcroft's writings by Nicky Grist 
(RRL5) is particularly interesting, as well as Peler J. MarczeU's analysis 
(RRL5), which shows how in the 19305, the figure of Csoma de Kortls was 
used by Hungarians 10 serve both personal and institutional ambitions. 

When reading these proceedings, one cannot but note that the 
modernisation of society has influenced Ladakhi life as a whole. The large 
military presence, Ihe strengthened administ ration, the expansion of 
employment opportunities, road construction and increased tourism have 
deeply affected the economic, socia l and religious struCtures. James 
Crowden (RRL5; RR6), Oavid Mallon and Roger Prodon (RRL6), Helena 
Norberg.Hodge (RR6), Henry Osmaslon (RRL4), Harji t Singh (RRL4; 
RR L6), Prem Singh Jina (RRL6) all consider the impact of 'progress ' on 
the traditional way of life. John Crook (RRL4) reports how the use of 
"small houses" has changed; Sonam Phuntsog (RR L6) recalls that 
sacrifices offered to local deities have been abandoned by the Buddhist 
Dard:; :;incc 1991; Nawang Tscring (RRL4) il\d Pauia Green (RRL6) 
describe the new educational structures established for monks and nuns. 
Many contributors ponder over what policy to fo llow, in order to support 
development while protecting Ladakh from ecological and cultural 

disruptions. 
The wide range of papers dedicated to historical and developmental 

issues shows that most of the Ladakhologim no longer convey the 
atemporal image of Ladakh which prevailed for years in academic 
literature. Ravina Aggarwal (RRL6), who denounces this romantic clich~, 
adds that Ladakhology wrongfully encapsulates Ladakh under the domain 
of Tibet, denying the other influences that have affected Ladakhi culture. 
Yet, Aggarwa\'s paper no longer seems valid. Thus, the number of 
contemporary works considering Ladakh as being at the cross·roads of 
various cultural worlds is striking. In the proceedings under rev iew, Rohit 
Vohra (RRL4), on the basis of myths, points out the possible connections 
that might have existed with Gi lgit and Hunza prior to the eleventh 
century; in another paper (RR L5), he presents Ihe relationship between 
Ladakh, China and the Turks of Central Asia during the seventh and eighth ., 



centuries. Kulbushan Warikoo (RRL4) describes nineteenth-century 
Ladakh as a transit emporium in lndo-Central Asian trade. Mark Trewin 
(RRL5). ethnomusicologist. shows how a song composed circa 1825 has 
been funher adapted to different musical schemes of Balti and Indian of 
inspiration. Lastly, Islam appears to have become a major concern within 
Ladakhology: Abdul Ghani Sheikh (RRL4) and Pascale Dollfus (RRL5) 
relate the history of Muslim settlement in Ladakh, whereas Nawang 
Tsering Shakspo (RRL4) and Smriti Srinivas (RRL6) provide accounts of 
the co-existence of Muslims and BuddhisES in some villages of the Nubra 
valley and the Purik area. 

More recently, the contributions presented at lhe seventh and eighth 
colloquia of the LALS held in Bonn (1995) and Moesgaard (1997) confinn 
lhis trend: Ladakhology today grows enriched with fruitful comparisons 
with Ladakh's neighbouring regions (such as Baltistan). 
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Project: 
Credit Systems and Urban Development in Nepal 

Michael MOhlkh 

The proposed study! connects two fundamental topics. of general 
lheoreticaJ as well as Nepal-specifi c value: lhe transformation of traditional 
into modem, of "old" into "new" regiona l centres. focused on through 
research on the transition of socio-ritual credit relations into secularised 
credit systems. This seems to be a central field of study as the historically 
classical situation in Nepal may allow conclusions about the transfonnation 
of traditional inlO modem forms of exchange. The situation in Nepal. 
compared to that of other still traditional societies. seems to be exceptional 
from a historical point of view as Nepal was until recently relatively 
independent from external political influences. Although Nepal's socia l 
order was based on early Indian caste hierarchy, the country developed a 
less rigid model. With the exception of state-controlled corporations during 
the historical epoch and then especially under Rana rule as well as later on, 
nearly no forms of co-operation existed which went beyond ritually or 
ethnically informed institutions. Other organisations, such as culture 
centres or self-help groups and NGOs, were restricted. because they might 
have led to political opposition. The democratic changes in the country 
since 1990 have allowed mutual help relations to be extended. 

The study's objective is to analyse to what extent urban and regional 
credit systems and their mediums of exchange are a result of development 
from ritual fonns of exchange or from the advancing market eeonomy. 
Within this analysis, the aspect of regionality will receive special attention, 
because clues are anticipated in relation to the geographical separateness of 
certain regions. 

With this objective, the study will also contribute to discussion on 
the origin of mediums of exchange as a necessity of pre-monetary 
exchange as well. This topic is as important in economics as in ethnology, 
because in addition to the monetary system in developing countries, a 
"shadow economy" also exists. In Nepal one finds the dhikur and gwhi 
systems, in which money as well as other fonns of credit circulate. These 
infonnal credit systems, viewed as shadow economies from an external 

I The Deutsche FOrKhungsgemeinschart (DFG) has provided an 18-month scholarship 
for ~he period of research in Nepal. staning in June 1997. I also wish to express my 
gratitude 10 Tribhuvan Unive~ity for supponing my rescarch proposal. 
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perspective, connote distrust in the monetary system in comparison with an 
equally possible internal view of trust that informal Sl~ctOrs provide for 
regional economies. Writing on the subject. Trenk2 (1991) pointed to the 
implkations of infonnal credit relations for the economy as a whole. which 
can only be understood through their social "embeddedne:ss". 

This study will examine how far extended trust is created through the 
establishment of informal credit relations in developing urban and regionaJ 
environments, and which might lead to co-operation on a general social 
level beyond ethnic boundaries. Therefore, a central objc!ctive of the study 
is to establish the meaning of regionality and ils character in the 
development of infonnal credit systems, as well as it connection 10 the 
general social value system, as far as relations of trust are, concerned. 

2 Trenk, M. 1991, Dtr SchQlltTJ dtr Vtrschuldwrg. Komplut KreditbeziehulIgeTJ dn 
informtlltll FillQlIlStklOrs, Saarbrllcken. 
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR LADAKIl STUDIES, 8111 CoLWQUIUM 

June 5-8, 1997, Moesgaard, Denmark 

Conference Report by Pascale Dollfus 

In June 1997. Aarhus University in Moesgaard hosted the eighth 
international gathering of scholars in Ladakh Studies; participants came 
from Denmark, France, Gennany, Great Britain, India, Switzerland and the 
United States 10 consider a wide range of issues dealing mainly with 
history. social anthropology and development. 

Convened by Kristoffer Brix Bertelsen, Pou l Pedersen. Martijn van 
Beek and their colleagues, eleven participants came from Ladakh itself. 
from both Leh and Kargil districts. Their papers revealed a keen interest in 
sustainable development. non-conventional energy and education. 

The colloquium was organised in different sessions based on 
common themes. The first day was dominated by papers dealing with 
archaeology and history. Neil Howard (London) described his own pottery 
finds, and in light of the author's studies of the forts of Ladakh, he 
discussed the dat ing proposed by A.H. Francke in his pioneering work on 
the archaeology of Ladakh. Sonam Phuntsog (Achinathang) outl ined the 
hislOry of political relations between the village of Hanu and the state of 
Ladakh. Mick Khoo (Boulder. CO) presented some remarks on the 
observation of solar and lunar eclipses. linked with Rahu. Then Nawang 
Tsering Shakspo (Leh) spoke on the foremost teachers of the successive 
kings of Ladakh. 

On the second day, Abdul Ghani Sheikh (Leh) presented the 
economic conditions during the Dogra regime. Next John Bray (London) 
and P.l. Marczell (Geneva) spoke on two great figures of Ladakhi Studies: 
The Rev. A. H. Francke and Csoma de KorOs. An auemptto understand the 
perceprion of the inhabitants of high altitude regions was made by Harjit 
Singh (New Delhi) who conducted a study based on household level data 
in three villages of Ladakh. Spiti and Lahaul. Then various anthropological 
papers examined the religious concepts, livelihoods and activities of both 
nomads and agricu lturists. Monisha Ahmed (Bombay) described the 
Rupshu inhabitants' yearly trek to Tso kar (one of the main salt lakes in 
Ladakh) and the method by which the removal of salt is organised. Pascale 
DoUfus (Paris) focused on the local cult to mountain deities performed by 
the nomads of Kharnak. Reinhard Herdick (Munich) analysed the spatial 
order of architectural and socio-cultu ral structures in the village of 
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Yangthang in western Ladakh. Kim Gutschow (Cambridge, MA) detailed a 
lay fasting rite known as Snlyung gnas which is performed in Zanskar and 
shed new light on Turner's theory of liminality. Finally in a session called 
"Conununityand Belonging", David Pinault (Chicago) discussed the ways 
in which the annual Muharram rilUals celebrated in Leh township have 
functioned in recent years to mediate communal relations among the Shia, 
Sunni and Buddhist populations, while Martin Sijkefeld (Hamburg) 
analysed "the nationalist imagination" that has emerged in the Northern 
Areas of Pakistan, whose inhabitants suffer from much political 
discrimination. 

The third day was entirely devoted to development and education 
with a set of papers on sustainable development, non-conventional energy 
sources and ecological agriculture read by Sonam Dawa (Leh), P.G. Dhar 
Chakrabarti (Jammu), Jigmet Namgyal (Leh) and Mohd. Oeen (Leh); 
Mohd. Raza Abbasi (Kargil) exposed the role of voluntary organisations in 
the development of Kargil Disl ricts, while Mohd. Jaffar Akhoon (Kargil) 
spoke on the scope of tourism. In addition, special attention was devoted 10 
education. and particularly to women's issues. David Sonam Dawa (Leh) 
stressed the problems of primary education in Leh Districl. Both Kaneez 
Falima (Kargi l) and Spalzes Angmo (Leh) gave lively papers on women's 
development and education respective ly in Kargil and Leh Districts. 
Finally Katherine E. Hay (Copenhagen) highlighted the gender dimension 

of modernisation in Ladakh. 
On the fourth and last day in a session called "Language and 

Literature" Anandamayee Ghosh (Santineketan. West Bengal) examined 
the continuity of gzungs sktJd (literary language) which prevails in Ladakh 
from the linguistic point of view in common speech and in the wrinen 
language. Beuina Zeisler (Berlin) discussed loan-words in the Ladakhi 
language: mimicry or integrntion of modem concepts. We may also include 
under this thema the paper given on the second day by Ravina Aggarwal 
who, taking the example of a novel wriuen by Abdul Ghani Sheikh, 
discussed the various problems arising when trnnslating modem literature. 

Most of the papers delivered during the colloquium (plus some 
others ... ) wil l appear in van Beek, Manijn and Kristoffer Brix Benelsen 
(Eds.) Recem Research 011 Ladakh 8. Proceedings of the Eighth 
Colloquium of the International Association of Ladakh Studies, 
Moesgaard, 5-8 June 1997. 
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TilE LIIASA VALLEY 
No,·cmbcr 27-29th, J997, Meudon. 

Conrerence Report by Heather Sloddard 

An interdisciplinary workshop, entitled: 'The Lhasa ValJey: History, 
Conservation and Modernisation in Tibetan ArChitecture", was held on the 
premises of the UPR 299 (Milieux, soci~t~s et cultures en Himalaya), 
CNRS, Meudon. The workshop was funded by the European Science 
Foundation, Asia Committee, Leiden. Further grants were provided by the 
Institut National des Langues et Civilisations Oriemales and the URA 1229 
(Langues et Cultures de l'Aire TilXtaine), CNRS, Paris. The workshop was 
initiated and prepared by Heather Stoddard, with the assistance or 
Fran90ise Robin. Participants came from the Tibet Autonomous Region of 
the People's Republic of China, USA, UK. It aly, Switzerland, Gennany, 
Norway and France. Other colleagues were invited from China. Nepal and 
India. 

The city of Lhasa is, with Jerusalem. Rome. Benares and Mecca, one 
of the holy cities of our planet. TIle name itself, Lha.sa, mean ing "Land of 
the Gods" or "Sacred Place", proclaims ils origin in the mid-7th c., 
however, archaeological finds confinn the presence of human habitation in 
the valley since Neolithic times, 4500 years ago. For two hundred years 
capita l of the military empire of Great Tibet, the city became 
simultaneously the '·Sacred Place" of Tibetan Buddhism. Lhasa was also 
important as a Central Asian city. in historical, cultural and economic 
terms, drawing pilgrims and merchants from many parts of Asia. Unique 
by its altitude, at 3700 m. above sea level, Lhasa was and still is one of lhe 
places on canh that captures the imagination of humankind. 

Ulasa is one of fifty pro!ected historic cities of the PRC. However, at 
present, the whole valley, including the old city, is undergoing rapid 
transformation. TIle very fabric of the heart of Lhasa is in danger. When 
the workshop was proposed two years ago, 270 sites remained out of the 
650 recorded on Aufschnaiter's map in 1948. At the end of 1997, only 180 
survive. This is why the workshop sought to concentrate aHention on city 
itself, while at the same time reaching OUI to the broader question of 
Tibetan architecture on the high plateau, and beyond. 

At present. the Lhasa fli storic City Atlas is under preparation with 
Ihe participation of a European-T.A.R. team, headed by Knud Larsen of 
Trondheim University, Norway, and it was this on-the-ground work done 
by us over the last four year which created the impetus for the present 
workshop. French tibetology has also produced a rich and interesting new 
corpus of materials on Lhasa in the 17th c. during the reign of the Great 
Fifth Dalai Lama, in Lhasa. Lieu dll Divin, Olizane 1997, cd. F. Ponunarel. 
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The workshop is the first to be held specifically dedicatc~ to thi~ su~ject. 
Its aim was inlerdisciplinary, including anthropologlsls, hlst~nans, 
architects, libeloiogisls and sinoiogists. h was a!so an expenm~nt, 
venturing into the sensitive area of cultural heritage conservatIon, 
restoration and developmem in Tibet. 

Topics for papers and discussion included the following: . 
• Myth, history and architecture: f~un~ations of me .Lhasa v~l~ey • Tlbe.tan 
and Asian history: Lhasa, Holy Cuy In Central ASIa : TradltlO~al habItat 
and religious architecture on the Tibetan plateau. Lmks and mflu.ences 
beyond - Technical aspects of Tibetan architecture -.The future of TI~tan 
and Himalayan architecture - Traditional arc~l!ec.l ure.:. reslorallon, 
conservation and development planning - SA YE: Histone; CItIes of Europe 
Project: its application in an Asian context- Social.studie!;: the .dynami~s of 
living historic cit ies - Mapping, town planning - A rchIves, VIsual 
documenlation and development of CD ROM resources. 

The declared sciemijic objectives of the workshop were as follows: 
- Creation of an East-West forum fo r scientific research and exchange on 
Tibetan architecture and habitat - Creation of a strategy f,or the restoration, 
protection and development of traditional architecture on the Tibetan 
plateau - - Creation of Archives of Tibetan Architecture. 

It remains to be seen to whal extent the above-mentioned long-tenn 
scientific objectives wi ll develop in the present contex t of rampant 
capita lism, construction of concrete jungles. and the modernisation of 
society in China and Tibet. it is to be ho~d, however, that a ~~i~~tened 
awareness of the values of traditional architecture, and the POSSibIli ties for 
its development in the fu tu re, will contribute 10 the p rotection of the 
historic city. As we heard during discussions, the Phala House was saved 
this year, following the initiative taken by Lhasa city residenls. This is one 
important aspect of the evolving situation. Mo~t o~ thes,: l opic~ were 
covered o r touched upon by the speakers or m diSCUSSion, with the 
exception of the development of CD ROM resources. Several French 
co lleagues who did not present papers ac ted as chai.rpersons for the 
different sessions. and took an active pan in discussions. A round table was 
held at the end of the workshop, during which suggestions on fu ture 
strategy were discussed. It was concluded that two complem~nt~ry 
approaches should be pursued: 1. Resea rch under present eX iSt ing 
agreements should be continued. with small on the g round projects 
working with local authorities. 2. The possibility of launching a large-scale 
intemationa l project should be explored. 

Kegan PaU l, London, made an early proposal to publish proceedings of the 
workshop. 
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Michael Mi.ihlich: Tradi/lollelle Opposition: IlIdiyjdualital und Weltbild 
der Slterpa, Freiburg im Breisgau. 1994, Centaurus Verlag. Kuhuren im 
Wandel vol. 7, Pfaffenweiler, 1996,305 pp. (Published dissenation). 

Since Nepal opened its borders 10 the westem world in the 1950s, the 
Sherpa of Solu-Khumbu have continuously attracted researchers focusing 
on the Buddhist religion and rituals. In addition. researchers interested in 
their history, economy and trade have also contributed to make the Sherpa 
probably one of the best·known ethnic groups in South Asia and the 
Himalayas. However, their character and lifestyle have rarely been 
examined independently from their adherence to Buddhism. Within that 
perspective, a one-dimensional point of view has a lso contributed 10 the 
rather uncritical subsumption of different lines of thought encompassed in 
what Ortner (1989) called "the concept of high religion". 

As my own resea rch in Solu and Bauddhanath, from November 
1991-May 1993. has shown, opposing views ex ist among the Sherpa 
concerning Buddhist institutions, with consequences reaching into the 
present. I did not, however, try to point out different schools of thought but 
to concentrate on the endurance of diverse lifestyles expressed in religious 
and social institutions and their organisation. The chief opposition exists 
between what I call the Lama system, on one hand, and the indigenous 

mort!!! system, on the other. The title Lama connOies "superior", and the 
"ideal" system derived from it is built on the high re ligious precepts of 
hierarchy with religious institutions, sustained by promoting asceticism , 
lifelong vows of celibacy, a tendency 10 segregate the common people and 
the exclusion of people from lower caSles to achieve membership within 
religious institutions as well as within ritual organisations of the village. 
On the social level, mutual assistance is reduced to a minimum, while 
fonnal contracts and wage- labour relations are lak ing over the role of 
infonnal relations and relations of equality. However, to conclude, as 
Ortner (1978) d id , that Sherpa Buddhism completes the atomistic 
tendencies of their social structure seems far-fetched. 

Thus, a rather different pictu re of thei r communities emerges when 
one looks at the "common" Sherpa morLSa system. The Shcrpa word 
mortsa denotes "common account" or "common interest", or more 
precisely, "to collect funds and other help within the community and 
contribu te (0 a primary or common interest". At first glance, this does not 
seem very different from the Newar gwlzi system. However, their system 
was traditionally more restricted to outsiders than the Sherpa system. 
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Historically. the morlsa system is nrst mentioned at the foundation of 
religious institutions. for example. the gompa of Chialsa in the southern 
Sallerie Valley or the gompa of Trakshindo east of the Solu Valley. These 
Sherpa projeclS resulted from the common interest of local communities, 
whereby outsiders, such as Newar and even low-caste Sherpa (Yemba), 
could contribute and be integrated, thus in a sense also opposing the 
subordination demanded by the very religious elite. Next to these gompa, 
villagers have built small houses for the aged, hence renecting the social 
dimensions of their projects. Funhennore, these monastic institutions have 
never been segregated from village life since they were also conceived as 
schools (Sh. Shl!la) and there has been no introduction of lifelong ascetic 
vows, like that of the GI!/llIIg of high religious tradition. Funhennore, the 
position of women in these monasteries was not related to lifelong vows. 

Without looking at the village background, these institutions could 
be construed as an imitation of the high religious ideal by the common 
people. However, as I have tried to show in a detailed analysis of the social 
structure, these diverging institutions seem to be built on the endurance of 
diverse lifestyles within Sherpa society as a whole. While the socia l 
structure of communities adhering to the Lama system proves to be 
associated with a more sedentary peasant lifestyle, the social structure of 
the communities related to the montar system still shows a stronger 
reference to a fonner nomadic-pastoral lifestyle. The dirrerence is that 
relations based on mutual help and sharing common land·use of the wider 
locality (in the sense of the valley-community) are more highly valued than 
relations based on common descent and its atomistic tendencies whence 
connected 10 the private ownership of land and titles. In theoretical tenns, 
this contrast could also be explained as the opposition of personality versus 
territoriality, although political , ethno-historical and eco log ical 
perspectives may also be taken into account. 

The endurance of these opposing tendencies is also re levant to the 
Sherpa concept of the household (mikhang). There are many instances to 
which I could refer. where the Sherpa have themselves expressed the idea 
of an extended household based on the idea of mutual help. The inclusion 
of siblings' children as well as attached household workers proves that the 
principle of a common locality and mutual assistance is as imponant as the 
Sherpa concept of the house itself. In the traditional perspective of the 
Sherpa, the house is a "living being" (10 borrow this tenn from R. 
Waterson's book "Uving Ho//se" in Southeast Asia, 199 1). Titles, such as 
those of the mediator in village affairs are associated more with the esteem 
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of a certain house than with a certain person and may in case of the absence 
of the holder by transmitted 10 other persons in the household and thereby 
also to women. The house is also thoughl to possess a soul, and when it is 
gone, people say that the house is empty (khangpa longba), as they would 
say for a person who had died (m; tongba). In order to build a house, the 
local gods, the //4 sabdag, must be appeased; and hence symbolically, 
relations among members of the household are as dependent on locality 
and mutual help as they are on kinship and descent. 

Michael Kollmair: FUlIubiiumt in Ntpal. Riiumlicht Vtrltilung und 
S/dlen'Wul in kltinbiiuutichen Bt/riden, University of Giessen, 
Depanmem of Geography, 1996,205 p., maps, ilIus., fi gs. 

This dissertation deals with the spatial distribution and the status of fodder 
trees in the land-use system of the Nepalese Middle Hills. The tenn "fodder 
trees" is defined as arborescent plants integrated inlO the fields of private 
land and pruned annually for feeding purposes. Fodder trees are found 
throughout Nepal, though only in the Middle Hills are they a distinct 
feature of the landscape and the land-use system. 

Livestock husbandry, intimately coupled with the practice of arable 
fanning, occupies a key role in the predom inantly smallholding and 
subs istence-oriented land·use system of the Nepalese Middle Hills . 
Virtually all the nutrients needed to maintain soi l fertility make their way 
onto the fields via livestock. Moreover, such animals represent the only 
possible means of providing draught power for fanning on the steep, 
narrow· terraced slopes. Overall, the land-use system is characterised by an 
exceptionally ti ght·knit spatial, functional and economic integration 
between animal husbandry, arable crop production and the use of forested 
areas. In this production system, maintaining the supply of feed during the 
dry winter season poses a basic problem for animal husbandry. Foliage of 
fodder trees is able to provide a considerable amount of fodder needed 
during this critical period of the year. Although more than 100 different 
tree species in Nepal are cultivated to obtain fodder. only 20 10 30 species 
are frequently encountered and characterise the mix of species at local 
level. Common to all is a great variety of additional uses-for example as 
fuelwood, litter, bedding, fruils or medicinal propenies. 
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The study's objectives were on the one hand to identify the spatial 
distribution, and on the other to deduce the traditional knowledge regarding 
fodder tree cultivation, Therefore, a conceptional approach, a combination 
betwl'!en landscape ecology and indigenous knowledge, was needed, A 
broad range of different methods, from semi-structured open imerviews to 
ethnobotanic methods as well as mapping and biomass determination, was 
chosen. By selecting several case studies in the Middle Hills of central and 
eastern Nepal at all typical al titudes inhabited by diverse ethnic groups, 
fodder tree cultivation could be studied on different scale levels. 

Despite varying socio-economie and ecological conditions, there are 
certain regularity factors in fodder tree distribution at regional level. 
Different groups of suitable tree species can be demarcated at various 
altitudes, with the number of species declining clearly as the altitude 
increases. On accoum of the change in water balance and intensity of 
irradiation, exposure influences the cultivation limits of individual species 
as well as the intensity of fodder tree cultivation. In low.: r-Iying locations, 
it was poss ible to ascertain a preference for the north-exposed slopes which 
are more humid during the dry season, while south-exposed slopes are 
preferred at higher localities because of higher irradiation values. 

At household level, fodder trees are, wherever possible, plamed near 
dwellings, not only to guarantee convenient availability but also to protect 
the foliage against theft. Prderred locations are terrace embankments, 
along paths and in home gardens. Conversely, there are practically no 
fodder trees 10 be found in the area of irrigated terraces. One of the most 
interesting study findings emerged from the enquiry into the relations 
between different ethnic groups and the intensity of fodder tree cultivation. 
Contrary to a common hypotheses, the ethnic group as such does not 
strongly affect the intensity of fodder tree cultivation, nor does traditional 
knowledge between different groups substantially differ. Rather, the more 
determining factors are the settlement location and the population density 
as weU as access to areas of pasrure and woodland. The yield of fodder 
from a single tree averages 35 10 40 kgltree annually. It fluctuates greatly, 
however, and for ve ry large trees it may total up to 300 kg per annum. 
Thirty to 50% of the biomass harvested consists of wood from the branches 
lopped off in the process. Converted for an average fann-with about 45 
fodde r trees of varying size-Ihat amounts to a total y i ~:ld of about 1,700 
kg, providing some 15% of the annual feed and 10% of the fuelwood 
requirement. 
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The farmers of the Nepalese Middle Hills have traditional 
classifications to assess the quality of trec fodder. Two main assessment 
criteria can be distinguished. Fodder foliage quality is graded primarily on 
the basis of palatability. Furthermore, the farmers differentiate foliage feed 
with regard to its erfects on the productivity of caule, goats and buffaloes. 
Some of the tree species are considered posilo (nutritious), others nariimro 

(poor). More precise still-though nOI applicable to all tree species-are 
distinctions regarding milk production or even relating to the fal content of 
the milk. From the farmers' point of view, the time span during which it is 
possible to prune a tree is an important quality criterium. Species with early 
or late, long or short , as well as mu ltiple pruning periods can be 
distinguished . For the farmers it is important 10 use a broad range of 
different tree species, which are able 10 meet Ihe feed requirements during 
the dry season. In order to record the negative impacts of fodder tree 
cultivation (e.g. Shading, water dropping, root competition) on the yield of 
arable crops, compa rative studies were made on affected and unaffected 
sect ions of terraces. Results from these studies showed that the yield 
reduction caused by fodder trees is smaller than usually expected. Even 
without fodder trees-owing to poorer fertilisation and inferior seed 
stock-the yield from the lateral terrace areas turns out to be generally 
lower. 

The rarmers in Nepal have a quasi-fixed, reproducible nomenclature 
for the influence of the various tree species on soi l quality. It is an 
observation-based empirical value derived from the root competition and 
the influence of leaf litter on the tree's surroundings. Trees that have a soil
enhancing, fertilising influence are considered mafifo (manuring, fertile), 
whereas trees impacting negatively on the fertility of the surrounding soils 
are termed mkho (dry, inferti le). The yield-reducing effects of the fodder 
trees on cultivated crops are, from the farmers' point of view. attributable 
nOI only to shade and rOOI competition. Particularly during the rainy 
season, sizeable areas of poor or non-growth were reported to emerge 
beneath the trees, with the fanners ascribing Ihese to the effect of dripping 
water. They use a word of their own for these areas: fapkyiini (literally: 

"place of the drops"). Since a part of the trees are already pruned and many 
fields lie fallow during the dry season, the fanners sometimes attribute less 

significance to the effect of shade. 

Despite these negative impacts, fodder tree cu ltivation has been 
intensified during the past decades. A distinct increase in trees on private 
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land is attested by the results of the interviews conducted and by aerial 
photographs. Since fodder Iree cultivation is a successful option to bridge 
me shortage of forage during the dry season, this process will probably 
continue. Ln spite of everything, the trees between the fields are only 
tolerated; for besides the positive contribution mey make 10 the feed 
supply,mey also have detrimental effects on arable crop yields. 

The intensified cultivation of fodder trees clearly shows that, 
contrary to opposing views. innovations are able to spread quickly in 
traditional societies. Even people who live at subsistence level adopt 
innovations which prove useful under their specific ecological and socio
economic context. The inferred implication fo r the planning of 
development initiatives is that it is more meaningful to prov ide the 
indigenous population with "baskets of choices'· and to entrust the task of 
selection to them rather than to present rigid, pre-engineered solutions. 

Annick Hollc : Cifl des dieux, )'ille des hommes : organisations spa/iales, 
morpJlOiagies urbaifles et correspofldances sodales d Ka/mafldou -
Nepal, Universitt de Paris 1, UFR de Geographie, 1997.550 p., tab!., maps, 
fig .• phologr:l.phs. 

This geographical study is bom an analysis and an interprelation of the 
spatial organisation of Kathmandu. The author emphasizes the connections 
between the spatial patterns of the city and its social conditions. The scope: 
of investigalion varies from the minute to me comprehensive according to 
necessity. 

Arranged in three pans. the first is an examination of the location 
and development of Kathmandu: why is/was this town, located on the 
southern liimalayan slopes, so wealthy? The reasons are numerous. 
Kathmandu is first considered in an international context, a point on the 
map of Asia, before gradually approaching the town itself, first al the 
national, then the regional level. The first part concludes with a general 
prcsentation of the city through its various aspects-religious, political, 
military, economic, cu ltural, elc. 

The second pan, a detailed description of the urban space, penetrates 
into the alleys and neighbourhoods of the city. Kathmandu is divided into 
its fundamental elements-streets, crossroads, neighbourhoods, landmarks 
and borders. Each of these elements is then analysed th rough ils 
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architectural, cultural and spatial perspectives. sometimes with supporting 
historical documentation. 

The disseMalion is organised by separating the urban space into two 
units: the "city", the historical centre of Kathmandu which dates back more 
than seven centuries; and the extensions or additions. which appeared 
during the last 40 years. Urban elements are first examined in the centre, 
then in the rest of the city. The last chapter links these elements to 
emphasize urban forms, paUems and networks in Kathmandu. 

The third and last pan focuses on local human data. The first chapter 
takes an ethnological approach. Rules governing the social organisation of 
the Newar, as well as other groups living in Kathmandu, are examined 
from a spatia l perspective (population distribution, architecture, etc.). 
Differences between the criteria of spatial location in the city (social and 
religious) and its extensions (economic, i.e., Ilffordable land with land 
speculation greatl y restricting the possibilities) are highlighted. Atypical 
areas, the zone of contact between thc centre and the rest of the city and the 
slums, are then examined. It ends with a cri tique of developmcnt 
programmes and urban planning in Kathmandu. 

The next chapter scrutinizes the sett lement of the city from historical 
records. From the mylhs of Kathmandu's origins to the most recent events, 
the history of Kalhmandu unfolds along a spatial perspective. Only the 
people, events, political decisions which shaped the city ate presented. The 
choice of the site from Manjusri's myth, the foundation of Kathmandu by 
King Gunakama Deva and the goddess Laxmi, the Licchavi dynasty, the 
division of the valley into three small independent kingdoms giving rise to 
the regional royal palaces. decrees about the caste system by Jayasthiti 
Malla, as well as Prilhvi Narayan Shah's conquest in 1769, the rise of the 
prime ministers at the beginning of the nineteenth cemury, the civil code, 
the removal of the king during the reign of Ranaudip Shumsher Rana in 
1881, the transfer of power during the Rana dynasty, and at lasl, the 1934 
eanhquake which destroyed much of Kathmandu are analysed with regard 
to their spatial repercussions. A large part of this chapter is devoted to the 
Rana dynasty because of its role in the development of the modem city. 

The third chapter of the section concludes with a discussion of 
transformat ions in various sectors: why docs the younger generation of 
Newar not build in the traditional style and on traditional si les? Why has 
the King of Nepal chosen to rule from the Narnyanhiti palace rather than 
the Hanuman Dhoka? Why does the seven-cemury·old city cover only 200 
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hectares, while the areas constructed during the last 40 years cover nearly 
5000 hectares? 

Hypotheses about the meaning of the changes and Structures and 
their evolution across the centuries are suggested by the above questions 
and discussed in the conclusion. 

Monishn Ahmed: 'We ore Warp and Weft': Nomadic Pastoralism and 
the Tradition of Weol';ng in Rupshu (Eastern Lariakhl Ph .D. in 
Anthropology, Linacre College. Michaelmas. 1996 .• 394 p., phOlographs. 
drawings. maps, diagrams. 

This thesis. based on twelve months of fieldwork and archival research 
undertaken in Ladakh, explores the place of wool and weaving in the life of 
Rupshu. It auempts to trace the nexus between livestock, fibres, te:a:tiles, 
social and symbolic struc tures in Rupshu in order to understand the 
multitude of contexts within which wool-oriented activities ex ist. The craft 
of weav ing was bestowed upon Rupshu by the gods, and thus a ll acts 
related to it have a close connection to the sublime. 

Rupshu lies in the easternmost part of Ladakh in North Indin, in a 
Restricted Areas Zone, and is accessible only to Indian citizens. Hence, 
eluensive fieldwork as not been carried out in this areil. Further, though 
there is a little documentation on the craft of weaving in Ladakh, none 
exists on the nomadic tradition of weaving. 

The first two chapters introduce the region of Rupshu and explore 
the historical context. They include a discussion of the origin and 
development of weaving and textiles in the area, and of the old trade routes 
in fibres. The next two chapters examine the connections between 
livestock , the source of fibres in Rupshu, and the Ladakhi pantheon. The 
relationship between the two is reflected in the manner in which livestock 
are revered and treated in Rupshu. Further, this affinity is widely expressed 
in Rupshu, and one such occasion is the harvesting of the fibres. The next 
four chapters look specifically at the craft of weaving, and local 
representations of the tradition. Using examples of particular picces woven 
in Rupshu, I examine the gender, spatial. and hie rarchical re lations that 
they express and perpetuate. Not all the fibres harvested in Rupshu are used 
there, and the final chapter examines their distribution through trade. While 
woven articles are not traded, specific containers are woven for the 
transport of fibres and thcir characteristics are looked at here. 
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The concluding remarks include a discussion of the future of wool 
and weaving activities in Rupshu, and address the dangers posed by re
settlement schemes. and a shortage of pasture and over-grazing. These 
trends would eventually lead to a decrease in the number of livestock, and 
cause the people of Rupshu to abandon their tradition of nomadic 
pastoralism. 

Kristoffer Brix Berlelsen :Our commflnalised Future. Sustainable 
Del'e/opment, Social Identification and PoUtics 0/ Representalion in 
Ladak~ Aarhus University, Department of Ethnography and Social 
Anthropology, 1996.319 p. 

In this dissertation, a critique of the concept of sustainable development is 
presented in the context of a case study of social identification and politics 
of representation in Ladakh. North India. 'llIc initial critique of the concept 
revolves around thc inherent assumption of availabi lity of distribution, 
either in a descriptive or a noonative sense. which is seen to be at hand in 
various elaborations of the concept. This assumption is linked to the 
parallel assumption of community or collective identity as the primary 
context of distribution. Through a detailed presentation of material relaling 
to the political history and representation of Ladakh vis-a-vis government 
administration and development, it is intended to show that current 
conceplualisations of sustainable development more often than not take fo r 
granted the availability of "community" in one form or the other. Thus, in 
the case of Ladakh, the dissertation seeks 10 elucidate historical processes 
in which privileged representations of Ladakh were established in the 
context of resource distribution and political representation. Special 
attention is given to the fonnation of the category "Ladakh Buddhists" as a 
vehicle for securing represcntation. This fonnation is seen to be informed 
by and recognised in various representational practices, ranging from the 
contex t of South Asian Protestant Buddhism to the contex t of 
contemporary invocations of Ladakh as a living example of sustainable 
development as imbedded in the cultural ethos of indigenous people. What 
is at issue is not whether the representations are accurate depictions of 
socio·cultural realities in Ladakh or not. Rather, the representations are 
surveyed for the images they invoke and how they are put to work in 
practice. It is the consequences of representations which a re accorded 
importance in the di ssertation, as well as thei r construction within various 
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frames of identification of "Ladakhiness" and the accompanying claims to 
truth; relevance and legitimacy in the highly politicised context of social 
identification in Ladakh. The dissertation is an attempt 10 pin-point how 
such identification carries consequences for the practice of sustainable 
development - which. in spite of the initial critique, should not be discarded 
but further elaborated to address issues of social justice in a more 
distribution-independent manner. The consequences of identificat ion aiong 
the lines of "community" is exemplified by the case of Ladakh Ecological 
Development Group, a local NOD with strong commitments 10 Ihe 
preservation of "tmditional" life in Ladakh. In the case of LEDeG, it is seen 
that the logic of communal identification in combination with the outlook 
and practical activities of local innuemial ~imerprelers" of contemporary 
life in Ladakh combine to create an organisational weakness and inability 
to change practices in favour of greater involvement/participation in 
activities. In conclusion. the dissertation asks for a reconsideration of the 
dual distributive basis (descriptive/nonnative) of the concept of sustainable 
developmcnt. In this respect. an emphasis on identification in relation to 
rights is suggestcd which shou ld be infonned by history and practice in a 
given context. rather than the assumption of distribution as empirical 
fact/oormative goal. 

lsabclle Riaboff: Le Roi et It Moint. Figurts tt principts du pou)'oir et 
dt sallgill"mation au Za"skar (lIima/aya Decider/to!), University of Paris 
X-Namerre. 1997.401 p .• 3 vol.. photogr,. maps and diagrams. 

This dissertalion is the resu lt oftweOly-two months of fieldwork in Zanskar 
in the western Himalayas (Jammu and Kashmir State, north-western India). 
It is a study of the connections between religion and polity in a Tibetan 
community, The author examines the separation between the monastic 
authorities and the Zanskari monarchistic structures (the King of Zangla, 
leader of a small kingdom. maintained his prerog'llives until 1950). 

After a lengthy introduction to Zanskar's geography and history, the 
thesis successively describes the main features of Zanskari social ordcr, the 
political and religious figures, the economic foundations of the exercise of 
power and the ritual roles played by the King and the monks which 
symbolically contribute to ensure their authority and power. 

In conclusion, the au thor considers the association between the 
Tibetan king and monk in comparison with the Hindu king and Brahmin as 
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analysed by Louis Dumont. In both cases, the hierarchy is linked to the 
distinction between status and power, and the pair is in a "hierarchic 
reversal" form of relationship. However, great divergences appear: on one 
hand, the Tibetan monasteries and hierarchs' economic life is not entirely 
comparable to the material dependence of the Brahmins upon their clients; 
on the other, the Buddhist king is somehow linked with the divine sphere 
(indeed. the idea of a strictly secular nature of the Hindu king. asserted by 
Dumont. is decried by numerous Indianisls). 

Martijn van Beck: Idtntity Fetisllism and tht Art of R~prtsentatjon . 
The long strugglt for rtgional autonomy i" LtJdakh, Comell University. 
1996.410 p., map. fig., tabl. 

This study seeks 10 understand the mutually condition ing influences of a 
global hegemonic discourse of rights, rooted in contradictory imaginings of 
the world as populated by sovereign individuals and colleclivities such as 
peoples. nations, tribes, communities, and state practices of resource 
allocation and access (globally, inter-nationally, nationally) and the 
complicity of (social) science in these processes, The study further 
investigates the links between this hegemonic grammar of identification, 
representation and justification. and the daily practices of people who seek 
to make a living under rapidly changing conditions. characterized by 
commodification and the (perceived) loss of decision making power to 
centralized institutions. It is argued that mOst social science and political 
practice suffer from identity fetishism: the perception that the social is 
comprised of a natural order of stable, unambiguously bounded. 
communities/peoples/cultures. Conceptions of justice and democracy are 
built on the principle of representation assuming a convergence between 
'identity' and 'rights'; both multiculturalism and racism are rooted in this 
misrecognition of the nature of being and belonging, effectively producing 
the very difference that is supposed to be represented, and instituting a 
logic of fragmentation without end. The study uses the struggle for regional 
autonomy in the Ladakh region of Jammu and Kashmir, India, as an 
illustration. In spite of the fluidity of lived experience and practices of 
identification in Ladakh. the most recent agitation after 1989 pitted Tibetan 
Buddhists and Muslims against each other. In-depth archival and field 
research of the conflict and its historical background carried out during 
prolonged visits over a ten-year period, shows that neither causes, nor form 
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of the agitation can be reduced to 'communal' differences. The dissenation 
shows that the historical transfonnation of the political economy of Ladakh 
and the production of certain normative frames of identification and 
justification offer important insights into the conununalization of politics in 
the region, and suggests that such an approach would benefit 
understandings of 'identity' politics and 'ethnic' conflict elsewhere. 
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NEWS 

Colloquium "Sacred Landscape of the Tibetan HimaJaya", 
May 25·27, 1998, Heidelberg, 

Intemationales Wissenschaftsforum der UniversitlH Heidelberg, 
Hauptstrasse 249. 

3rd Meet ing of the European Cooperation Project 
on Himalayan Languages 

June 4·5, 1998, Heidelberg 
South Asia Institute, Heidelbcrg 

The topics will be "Ritual language and poetry" and "Speech Act 
Participant marking in the verb". 

Please contact: 

Manine Mazaudon 

LACITO/CNRS, 44, rue de l'Amiral Mouchez, Paris, 75014, FRANCE 

e·mail: mazaudon@vjf.cnrsJr 

Manin Gaenzle 

SUdasien·lnstilul, Im Neuenheimer Feld 330, 69120 Hcidelberg, GERMANY 

e·mail: Manin.Gaenszle@urz.uni.heidelbcrg.de 
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First Workshop or the Himalayan Studies Network 
Meudon 1998 

Representation or the Selrand Representat ion or the Other in the 
Himalayas: Space, History, Culture 

Suscribers to the EBHR are invited to ou r first annual thematic worshop 
which will be held on 25lh-26th September 1998 at the CNRS. t pI. A. 
Briand. 92195 Meudon, FRANCE. 
Please contact Pascale DoUfus and Marie Lecomle-Tilouine, UPR 299. 
e-mail: himal.reS@cnrs-bellevudr 

Friday, 2S September 1998 

9:30 Welcome 
9:50 Karl. Heim: Kr!imer : The janajati and the Nepali state: Aspects of Identity and 
Integration 
10:30 Franck BernMe : Music Ilnd identi ty among the Newars 
11 : 10 Coffee bnak 
11 :30 GiI Oaryn: Self community and land in a Bahun village 

12:10 Lunch and visit of lhe Ctntre d'Erudts Himo.(ayenflU. 

2:00 Ben Campbell : Identity. and power in a conflkwal environment (Tamang) 
2:40 Eberhard Bcrg : OumJi and Zhindak : Local Festival Ptrfonn:mce IlId PalrOflage 
15. aucial source of She!p3 identity 
3: 10 J oanna Pbrr : Ethnic markers in local and national comparison 
3:50 Cofflt bnak 
4 :20 J oanne Moller : Insiders and Outsiders: Community and Identity in Kumaon. 
Nonh India 
5:00 Ma rtin S(lkefeld : Selves and Others: Representing Multiplicities of Diffelence in 
Gilgi t, Northern Areas of Pakistan 
5:40 General discussion (Ste~·e Brown) 

Satunby 26 September 1998 

9:30 M:u1ijn van Btc'k : The An of Representation: Oomcsticatinglldakhi Identity 
10: 10 Ingun B. Arnundsen : National identity as reflected in the Bhutanese 
architecture 
10:50 Coffrr bnak 
11 :10 WiIliam Douglas : The Khasia ~ inva5ions~ in the Gopahuaja vamsavali 
11 :50 Michael Hull:-Brahrnan meets Kiran ti : reflections on BP Koirala's novel 
'Sumnima'· 
12:30 David Gel1ner : 'From Cultural Hierarchies to a Hierarchy of Muhiculturalisms: 
The Case of the Newars'. 

13: 10 Cocktail 
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NOTE'S TO CONTRIBUTORS 

All manu.~cripl<; should be written in English, not exceed 20 pages (5<XlO 
word .. ) and must concern the HimaJayan region (whether an article, 
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